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FOREWORD

Our nation's schools have come under intense scrutiny in recent
years. in response to these reports, our state legislatures and state
boards of education have enacted measures of reform to improve the
standards of teaching and learning in all subject areas. While the
recommendations of recent reports and the language of 'egislation
or local policy may vary. one basic requirement is consistent
throughout that the teaching of writing be a major objective at
all grade levels and in all subject areas. By "writing," the reports
did not mean just spelling, punctuation, and proper word usage,
although these are surely important. Rather, they viewed writing as
a way to construct meaning: that is, to analyze, to artue, to extend,
and to develop ideas. By writing, students can see themselves think-
ing. They can think about thinking, and thinking is the path to
better writing, reading, and interest in other academic subjects.

The Northeast Regional Exchange is responding to the national
mandate for improved instruction in writing by publishing To
Compose: Teaching Writing in the High School. This collection of
articles was compiled by Thomas Newkirk of the University of New
Hampshire Writing Project, after extensive consultation with
national authorities in the field. The essays selected not only
represent some of the most useful work on approaching, organizing,
and improving the process of writing in high schools, but r,e
themselves models of clear and engaging communication. Our goal
was to provide a useful reference for classroom teachers, curriculum
supervisors, and those who assist them in school administrator,
staff developer, or policy setter capacitie I. Readers of To Compose
will gain useful insights into the act of writing and its connected-
ness to literature and learning in all curriculum areas.

On behalf of the Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc., I would like
to thank all educators who assisted the editrx in choosing the
essays. I extend special thanks to Thomas Newkirk for his work on
this project and for the ongoing leadership he has rrovided to the
NEREX Task Force on Writing. Finally, I would li'-,e to acknowl-
edge the contributions of Douglas S. Fleming of the NEREX staff
who managed the development of this project.

J. LYNN GRIESEMER
4 Executive Director

Northeast Regional Exchange
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Introduction

THE ENGLISH JOURNAL began publication in 1912, and the
lead article in the first issue was entitled: "Can Good Composi-

tion Teaching Be Done Under Present Conditions?" It began:

No.
This is a small and apparently unprotected word, occupying a

somewhat exposed position; but it is upborne by indisputable truth.
If another answer were possible, if good teaching can be done

under present conditions, it is passing strange that so few
teachers have found out how to do it; that English compositior
teachers as a class. if judged by the criticism that is becoming morn
and more frequent, are so abnormally inefficient.... Every year
teachers resign, break down, perhaps become permanently in-
valided, having sacrificed amlition, health, and in not a few
instances even life to do all the work expected of them.

In some respects the conditions of the high school teacher have
changed little. Classes are too large. Public expectations for educa-
tion outpace public support. And today reading and writing can
seem overly-laborious to students accustomed to a visual medium
where problems are always resolved within the hour.

Strange time for a renaissance. But there has been dramatic
increase in attention to writing, not simply from those who want to
go back to basics but from classroom teasthers and those in the uni-
versity who work with classroom teachers. Central to this renewed
interest is the rejection of a sterile tradition in composition instruc-
tion which emphasized mechanical correctn, ss and prescribed forms

ready-made containers for the student's ideas. This tradi-
tion was (and still is) predominantly negative when it came to mark-
ing papers; writing was "corrected," the focus on the eradication of
error and not on supporting the strengths of the writer. Little
wonder that both teachers and students found the writing
classroom a joyless place.

But writing instruction began to change in the late 60's and
early 70's in large part because teachers and researchers began to
ask the right question what happens when a writer composes?
The question has not been (and never will be) answered fully, but it
quickly became apparent that the actual processes of practicing
writers bore little resemblance to advice of the handbooks. Writers
did not write to prescribed forms; writers created forms appropri-
ate to the meaning they wanted to convey. Writers often did not

7
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TO COMPOSE

know exactly where they were going because they had an outline;
they regularly talked about making discoveries, of being surprised
as they went. Writers often sought out a response from other
readers, but they did not seek correction. This initial research led
inevitably to the question: if we want students to act as writers,
shouldn't we treat them as writers?

To Compose is a collection of essays which examines the two
questions that have rejuvenated composition instruction:

What does it mean to compose?
What does it mean to teach composing?

The twelve essays were selected after wide consultation with lead-
ing teacher educators in this area. In my letter to them I asked that
they nominate articles that have made a difference. that teachers
circulate in their schools, that teachers refer to long after any course
is done. I asked them im nominate articles that were direct, well-
written, serious without being solemn.

From the nominations I selected essays which fell into sections:

1. Prologue Arthur Daigon contrasts traditional instruction
in writing with an approach centering around the writing process.

2. Getting Started The poet, William Stafford emphasizes the
importance of receptivity in the early stages of composing, a willing-
ness to accept an initial idea or impression and to see where it leads.
Dona' Murray also looks at the way writers begin, at the signals
which tell a writer how and when to begin. Sondra Perl argues that
in the act of writing, the writer often has to move backward in order
to rao . e forward, and she examines this process which she calls
retrospective structuring. William Clark's concluding essay offers
practical advice on beginning a program in which students are
treated like writers.

3. Responding to Writing Donald Murray explored the first
reader who responds to writing the writer. What kind of reading
does a writer do? Linda Flower asks a different question: why are
first drafts of writers often difficult to follow. Her essay is a careful
examination of the mental processes that produce "writer-bv,ed
prose," writing not yet crafted for a reader. Stephen Tchudi hen
describes a classroom where evaluation is not the termination of
writing, but is woven into the procesa of teaching.

2
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4. Writing and Literature. Most English classes include both
writing and reading but how are these two most profitably con-
nected? Nancie Atwell argues that the same principles that underly
writing instruction should underly reading instruction, and she
shows how she united the two in her eighthgiade class. In the other
essay in this section, I criticize the traditional form for writing
about literature the critical analysis paper. Both Atwell and I
claim that if students are to use writing to make sense of reading,
they need to use a less formal more personal language of exploration.

5. Writing Across the Curriculum. If writing is a major instru-
ment for learning and it may be the major instrument), it should
have a place in all subject areas. But how is writing used in schools?
Bryant Fillion reports on a survey which found that copying was
the most common form of writing in the schools he looked at. Toby
Fulwiler shows how teachers in all content areas can use journals
where students use expressive language to forge their own
meanings.

In addition to the essays themselves I include after each major
section a "Time for Questions." Here I pose questions that are
regularly asked at workshops, questions like:

1. How can I help students find something to write about?
2. How can I help students become more effective in responding

co the papers of their classmates?
3. Is there anything that can be done for high school students

with spelling problems?

In some cases I will refer to research in answering these questions,
but for the most part I rely on my own experience as a teacher on
the high school and college level.

At the end of each section I include a short list of suggested
reading. By now the amount of material available about writing is
huge, so I have limited the lists to a few books or articles that are
both 'sib, available and highly readable.

* * *

In putting together this collection I had the help of many people.
I want to than Lwo colleagues, Bob Connors and Thomas Carnicelli

J 3



TO COMPOSE

for their good advice. I was also fortunate to receive suggestions
from Nancie Atwell, Charlie Chew, Ted Hipp le, Jane Kearns, Judith
Fishman Summerfield, Ann Ruggles Gem, Sally Reagan, Arthur
Daigon, Sheila Fitzgerald, James S. Davis, Nancy Wilson, John
Mayher, and John Warnock. I'm sure nor.e of these educators will
agree fully with my selections, but their recommendations helped
me see possibilities I would have otherwise missed.

Again it was good to work with the Northeast Regional
Exchange in developing this book. Doug Fleming, as always, was a
master at supporting the project and at helping to make it more
useful for teachers.

1t)
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Toward Righting
Writing
by ARTHUR DA1GON
University of Connecticut

THE BELL RINGS and soon the class settles down, prepared
for the writing that Teacher had warned them they would do

during this period and possibly the next. They know the pro-
cedure. Last time they compared two characters in a story. Before
that they wrote about "An Important Event in My Life," and hefore
that about "Why Marijuana Use Should or Should Not Be Legal-
ized." They wait for today's topic to be written on the board They
wait too for the reminders about complete sentences, about intro-
ductory and concluding sentences, about clarity and coherence,
about the need for examples and detail, about punctuation and capi-
talization, and about how an outline will make writing easier. The
paper is distributed, and after some perfunctory attempts at out-
lining they begin to write.

Some 30 minutes later, Teacher suggests that they finish and
check their papers for errors misspelled words, an omitted title,
paragraphs that need indenting, and so on. In the time remaining
they may begin copying their final drafts, to be handed in tomorrow.

At the next class meeting, Teacher asks them for the assign-
ment. For a variety of reasons, several stnelents have been unable to
finish their compositions, but they promise to turn them in, prob-
ably the next day. The others hand their completed assignments to
Teacher, who expresses the 'tope that these napers will be better
than those written two L'eeks ago. Teacher then suggests that the
class open their 'grammar texts to the section on correct usage and
continue the work interrupted by the composition.

At the end of the day, Teacher brings thepapers home, and a few
days later begins to grade them. Teacher makes sure that no error is
left uncovered. Error-free papers receive higher grades than those
with mistakes. Longer, more complex sentences and unusual vocab-
ulary add to the likelihood of a better grade. After several hours

9
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'PO COMPOSE

every paper has been corrected and gred=id. Brief comments accom-
pany the grade at the top of the paper. Sometimes major flaws are

,c1; sometimes a student is urged to try harder on the next com-
position. Occasionally, Teacher congratulates a student for an
"excellent piece of work."

A week has passed and Teacher is ready to return the papt.-s.
Once again, the usage exercises are put aside, and Teacher tells the
class about several students who misunderstood the assignment,
a' Jut failure to go beyond generalizations, about lack of support for
positions taken, about misspelled words, and about the freTlency of

run-on sentences.
Then Teacher asks sevf_val students to read their A-raced papers

aloud. These papers will then be displayed on the bulletin board as
models of good writing. No one is surprised. These students have
read their papers to the class before. After the readings, Teacher
returns the compositions, requesting that each correction be noted
and each misspelled word be added to the Misspelled Word List
kept in each student's notebook. Some students smile; some frown

as they consider the grades and the comments on their papers.
When the bell rings, they gather their books and move toward the
door. Teacher counts four compositions wadded into balls and
thrown into the wastebasket three fewer than the last time.

In an earlier time, Teacher would be universally commended for
a job well done and reassured that the students' failure to improve
their writing was to be expected. Teaching composition is a burden-

some an frustrating task, but a necessary one. After all, don't
teachers need to assign topics? Don't they need to warn students
about errors in usage, spelling, punctuation, and the rest? Don't
they need to read, correct, and grade everything written by stu-
dents? Isn't that what they were trained and hired to do? How else
are students going to learn to write?

Over the past decade, answers to all of these questions and
more have filled the pages of the professional journals and domi-
nated the programs at English/language arts conferences. Every-
one involved in English/lAnguc.ge arts education has been scrambling
to transform what research reveals to be the most promising ways
to teach composition into workable classroom practices.

10 13
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Toward Righting Writing

Research and the practice of successful writing teachers tell us
that virtually every assumption and action of Teacher in the scene
above prevents or retards growth in writing competence. From
assigning the topic to returning the graded papers, Teacher contra-
dicts what we have come to know about how writing happens or
should happen in school and out.

Writing specialists agree that writing is an immensely complex
process. To produce a successful composition, a writer must find out
what to say about a subject and how to arrange the saying. A writer
must adjust the subject and the saying to the purpose of the
writing, to the intended audience, and to his or her own rhetorical
stance toward all of these. A writer must accommodate the con-
ventions of his or her chosen mode of composition and the linguistic
etiquette expected of those who write English.

These discoveries, arrangements, and accommodations that pro-
duce good writing are achieved through the performance of an intri-
cate and demanding ritual a continuous cycle of exploration,
rehearsal, drafting, and revision that leads to new exploration,
rehearsal, drafting, and revision. Attention to the demands of the
composing process and to what teachers and peers can do to make it
work is at the center of a revolution m the way writing is perceived
and taught. The traditional pedagogy of select the topic, correct the
error, and expect improvement is still widely practiced. But given
the failures of the old writing regime, the ardor of the insurgents,
and the success of the refcrms they propose not for long.

Nearly all reservations about Teacher's way of teaching and the
alternatives to it derive from the work of composition researchers
and teachers known by their peers as major contributors to our
knowledge about writing. The research of James Britton, Janet
Emig, Donald Graves, and Sondra Perl and the commentary of
Stephen Tchudi, James Moffett, and Donald Murray are essential
to understanding the composing process and its application in the
public schools.

The Assignment

The bell rings and soon the class settles down, prepared for the
writing that Teacher had warned them they would do during this
period and possibly the next. They know the procedure. Last time

1 4
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TO COMPOSE

they compared two characters in a story. Before that they wrote
about "An Important Event in My Life," and before that about
"Why Marijuana Use Should or Should Not Be Legalized." They
wait for today's topic to be written on the board.

Teacher's assignment comes out of the blue, disconnected from
any earlier event that might justify writing. Today is composition
day on Teacher's schedule, and that, rather than any experience
personai or public, real or fictional, pragmatic or expressive
determines what students will be doing that afternoon. No case is

made to or solicited from students for the topics presented to the
class. Occasionally and for a special reason, a teacher might justi-
fiably assign a topic "cold," but most writing assignments should
progress logically from some earlier engagement.

Whatever the earlier engagement, the assignment should indi-

cate the purpose of the writing, the intended audience, and the
stance of the writer. This applies to writing that emphasizes per-
sonal experience as well as to more objective exposition. Consider
two examples: Having created a small community store, a class of
second-graders was asked to write to candy companies requesting

stock a writing situation that proceeds logically from an earlier
event with clearly defined rhetorical circumstances. A 12th-grade
class was asl :ed to assume the role of a minor character in Hamlet
and in a letter to the king assess Hamlet's behavior and its likely
consequences. Here again, the assignment springs from an earlier

encounter an encounter with a literary text and the assign-
ment defines the purpose, the audience, and the voice of the writer.

Pre-Writing

They wait too for the reminders about complete sentences, about
introductory 'nd concluding sentences, about clarity and coherence,

about the neet! for examples and detail, about punctuation and capi-
talization, and about how an outline will make writing easier. The

paper is distributed, and alit* some perfunctory attempts at outlin-
ing they begin to write.

Teacher's routine reminders about linguistic and structual
lapses can only distract students from more urgent claims on their

12 15



Toward Righting Writing

attention. They need to consider the requirements of the assign-
ment, to recall relevant experiences. and to connect, them with their
understanding of the task. They must determine the voice or tone
that best suits the audience and purposes and consider the frame-
work that might best hold the ccrnposition together. Finally, they
need to reheerse all of these elements, singly and in combination, for
the inner director who can "listen," judge, and help reshape each
possibility. Reluctance to begin the physical act of writingmay well
be the inner director's sig :al that more exploration, planning, and
rehearsal are necessary.

The teacher can help by providing tine and suggesting ways to
activate these processes before the r:-;n touches paper. Discussing
the subject, brainstorming, exchanging parallel experiences, role
playing, referring to similar or contrasting events in the media all
of these help to generate and shape substance, to clarify rhetorical
circumstances, and to suggest structural possibilities. To aetermine
what comes first and what follows rarely requires a formal outline
a pre-writing device that discourages the composing Rocess and is
ignored by most successful writers.

All of this tentative invention and organi-stion is subject to the
changes demanded by the internal director during the countless
rehearsals that take place from pre-writing up to the moment that
the impel completed, leaves the writer's hands. Only after
the pre-writing activities have done their work and after the
changes demanded by the inner director have been made and
rehearsed does a write- set down that first reluctant string cf words.
And these are but the beginning of a first draft.

The cognitive foreplay of pre-writing is essential to the writing
act. Teachers need to provide time for it in their composition classes.

Drafting

Some 30 minutes later, Teacher suggests that they finish and
check their papers for errors misspelled words, an omitted title,
paragraphs that need indenting, and so on. In the time remaining
trey may begin copying their final drafts, to be handed in tomorrow.

Teacher's warnings about various linguistic oversights are ill-
timed. No one would presume to interrupt a playwright and a
director as they sketch performance strategies with the leading

le 13



TO COMPOSE

actors. Decisions about seating arrangements, background music in
the second act, and the color of the leading lady's costume would LI,

set aside for a later time.
In the same way, details better attended to laLer should not be

allowed to stymie the performance of the first draft of a composi-
tion. To burden a writer struggling over issues of substance and
form with violations of linguistic etiquette can only retard or block
altogether the flow of language onto paper. To encourage this flow,
many teachers recommend "free writing" a technique in which a
writer sets down the words, phrases, and sentences suggested by a
topic in a continuous stream, uninterrupted by attention to mechani-
cal or grammatical blunders. Because the mind is focused on
retrieving ideas and feelings and converts them almost autama-
tically into language, the stream of words can be maintained. Find-
ing and correcting errors at this critical time would squander a
writer's plan ling and decision-making resources. Spelling, punc-
tuation, capitalization, appropriate usage, and complete sentences
are important and must be attended to. But this can be done more
efficiently in a later draft.

Teacher assumed that students needed only 30 minutes to dis-
cover and shape their compositions and a few more minutes to
"check their papers." " hat left only the final copying to be done.
Too frequently this produces only a neater version of a first draft,
shorn of a few of the grosser errors.

To grasp the near impossibility of composing without frequent
oppor unities to draft, revise, and draft again, Teacher need only try
the assignment along with the students. The experience should per-
suade Teacher to provide time for these essential elements of com-
posing.

Revising

writers consider the real task of writing. Just as a play director
deals with weaknesses revealed during the first run-through of a
play, so must a writer respond to a first draft. Some words and sen-
tences do not work on paper as anticipated. The argument that
seemed so clearcut when first approved by the inner director appears

14
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Toward Righting Writing

ragged on the page. The tone seems not exact1g right for the
intended audience. The opening sentence is vague and wordy and
will need reworking. A word or a phrase suggests another line of
inquiry that ought to be pursued. The transition between the second
and third paragraphs is flawed. Too many embedded relative clauses
cloud the last section. A ne, more convincing resolution of the
argument needs to be invented.

Revision, not to be confused with proofreading, is the effort to
reconcile the scheme provisionally approved by the inner director
with what has materialized as the first draft. A writer may find that
the first draft omits or distorts elements in the original plan and
thus requires structural revision. On the other hand, there may be
unanticipated strengths in the first draft that should be retained
and elaborated, thus requiring changes in the original concept.
During revision, both draft and concept are modified through a
recurring, overlapping, fugue-like process called into play during
earlier writing stages. Words, sentences, and paragraphs undergo
continuous rehearsal ard revision the one process blending into
and becoming indistinguishable from the other. Not only the draft,
but the plan, the rhetorical relationships, and, most interesting of
all, the writer's understanding of the subject undergo the process of
rehearsal and revision. Frequently, writers change their minds as
well as their texts.

All of this may seem to apply only to accomplished writers. Can
students find what has to be modified in a draft? Can they make the
change:, that will add cogency r nd clarity to their writing? Are their
inner directors capable of passing informed judgment on suggested
rearrangements?

Because students are least experienced and comfortable with
revision, they need more help with this than with other phases of the
composing process. They are generally unfamiliar with matters of
adding, cutting, and rearrangement and must be taught. A critical
audience recruited from outside the classroom offers the strongest
incentive to learn. In the traditional role of grader, however, the
teasner has proved ineffectual. Suggestions written on papers com-
pleted the previous week exert little influence on how students
handle revision problems that surface during the next composing
performance.

18 15



TO COMPOSE

To improve students' revision, teachers will have to change from

graders looking for improvement next time to working editors
responding to drafts in progress. In their new role teachers will

collect drafts and at home, on hall duty, or in class will scribble

reactions, questions, and suggestions about subjects and their
treatment. They will take time in class to work on common prob-
lems found in several of the drafts. They will conduct brie'f confer-

ences with individual students while others are redrafting or
meeting in groups. At other times teachers will circulate, looking

over shoulders, asking questions, recommending changes. Some-
times whole compositions or excerpts will be read aloud or flashed
on a screen or written on the board to give students practice dis-
cussing specific writing problems and their solutions.

Yet, if teachers are to survive the demands of a workshop set-
ting, they will have Lo enlist the aid of other surrogate inner direc-

tors who can help with revision. Groups of three or four students
can provide useful feedback about whether a piece of writing is
working, where its strengths and weaknesses lie, and what can be
done to make it better. This is likely to happen when a teacher ini-
tially suggests specific questions to be asked or elements to be con-

sidered. It is likely to happen when students are encouraged to
respond as the intended audience would. It is likely to happen when

students see their teacher as an editor and learn to ask similar ques-

tions and recommend similar remedies.
As a piece of writing approaches completion, proofreading

becomes more important. The teacher may give lessons on proof-
reading problems common to the class. Students may become
specialists in spelling or punctuation or capitalization and put their

skills at the disposal of the class. The composition/grammar text is

now useful as students consult it for correct usages and formats.
Students may meet in groups to monitor one another's papers and
recommend still more redrafting.

As students gain confidence .'id ability to conduct rehearsal3

and recommend revisions in drafts %mitten by their peers, these new

directing skills can be applied to their own drafts as well. This signi-

fies the birth of an informed inner director capable of listening and

judging.

16
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Toward Righting Writing

Publication

Then Teacher asks several students to read their A-rated papers
aloud. These papers will then be displayed on the bulletin board as
models of good writing. No one is surprisec. These tudents have
read their papers to the class before.

Publication provides an audience for writing; it transforms a
required exercise into a purposeful activity and stiff, flat prose into
lively discourse. Having an audience other than a grade-dispensing
teacher can act as a powerful incentive to work hard at writing well.

For the few with A-rated papers, Teacher provided a captive
audience of students. Teacher intended these paper& to be taken as
models of good writing. For the student audience, however, these
papers only confirmed what they have come to believe are their own
inadequacies. Teacher could have involved other students by pub-
lishing, if not whole compositions, at least successful paragraphs or
even sentences.

In classes where students draft, revise, and draft again until the
best possible paper emerges, the teacher posts papers on bulletin
boards and collects them in booklets for circulation throughout the
school and the community. In such classes, what students write
about their school, their community, their country is made avail-
able to appropriate readers the principal, the mayor, the mana-
ger of the television station, the newspaper editor, the local legisla-
tar. Book reports are aimed at and delivered to other classes. Invita-
tions, catalog orders, tourist information, and consumer complaints
are directed to appropriate readers. When writers write for a speci-
fic audience, they internalize that audience and consult it as they
write. In effect, the writer's conception of an audience acts as a
visiting inner director.

publication. need not depend entirely on real audiences. Far
example, tudents may write advice, criticism, and commentary to
the people they meet in fairy tales, myths, short stories, and novels.
Because such messages cannot be delivered to the intended audi-
ence, other students can assume an appropriate role and write logi-
cal replies. To do this, student writers need knowledge of a charac-
ter's situation, and thus they must engage in a closer reading of the
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story. This technique is a good way to connect writing to another

part of the English/language arts curriculum.

Evaluation

Teacher brings the papers home, and a few days later begins to
grade them. Teacher makes sure that no error is left uncorrected.

Error-free papers receive higher grades than those with mistakes.
Longer, more complex sentences and unusual vocabulary add to the

likelihood of a better grade. After several hours every paper has
been corrected and graded. Brief comments accompany the grade at

the top of the paper. . . .

A week has passed, and Teacher is ready to return the papers. . . .

Teacher tells the class about several students who misunderstood
the assignment, about failure to go beyond generalizations, about
lack of support for positions taken, about misspelled words, and
about the frequency of run-on sente ces. . . . Te her returns the
compositions, requesting that each correction noted and each
misspelled word be added to the Misspelled Word List kept in
each student's notebook. Some tudents smile; some frown as they

consider the grades and comments on their papers. When the bell
rings, they gather their books and move toward the door. Ter her

counts four compositions wadded into balls and thrown into the

wastebasket three fewer than the last time.

For Teacher, evaluation means correcting and tallying errors
and assigning a grade. Although such practices have been shown to

produce no noticeable improvr,ment in subsequent writing, Teacher

is committed to correcting and grading everything put on paper.
Teacher views all writing performances as final performances whose
flaws must be noted and reckoned in 4 grade.

Teacher's colleague, the football coach, expects blunders from
his players. He knows that practice sessions will work out the prob-

lems and turn rookies into competent performers. He does not
penalize players during practice sessions (nor, for that matter,
during games. He supplies concrete suggestions about how to
improve passing, running, or blocking skills and makes time to
work out problems alone and with the team. Teacher would do
well to consider such a model of instruction and evaluation.
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A grade is a crude device to apply to the complex phenomenon
that is a composition. What, does . grade tell a writer about his or
her writing? About invention? Organization? A sense of audience?
Coherence? Clarity? Tone? Syntactic fluency? Usage, mechanics,
spelling, handwriting? Which are most important? Do -..re presume
to judge all composition traits -vith one grade? Two? Do we a; sign a
separate grade for each? Should a grade report "achievement" or
"progress" in A atudent's writing? Does the grade report compe-
tence relative to other writers in the class, in the district, in the
state? Or does it report "absolute" competence? How reliable are
grades anyway?

These questions and the reservations . ,:y imply have convinced
many who teach composition that grading drains their time and
energies without contributing either to improved writing or to accu-
rate assessment of writing performance. Despite this widespread
disaffection with grading, composition teachers under pressure
from parents, students, and administrators will undoubtedly
continue to defuse the worst misunderstandings that inevitably
plague those who grade and those who are graded by adopting these
alternatives to conventional grading:

Keep a folder of each student's writing including drafts and
revisions. Inside the folder students record the nature of the writing
task, the dates it was undertaken and completed, and comments by
peers and by you about weaknesses to be addressed, strengths to be
maintained, and relapses suffered. Periodic review of t' folder can
focus on progress made and progress still needed, rather than on the
pattern of letter grades.

Meet with each student in a brief conference and focus on par-
ticular elements crucial to the success of an assignment. A check-
list of such primary traits takes the place of a letter grade and
becomes the occasion for revision.

Midway through a semester and again at its end, allow stu-
dents to choose two or three pieces of writing to be graded. Thus the
grades will reflect the best the students can do. Encourage students
to grade these papers and to compare their grades and how they
were determined with yours and how you arrived at them.
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Try open-ended grading. Encourage students to revise and
rewrite a composition and possibly earn a hig,,,er arPde.

Epilogue

Teacher's light is still burning. The stack of compositions, begun
nearly two hours earlier, is dwindling. Teacher's red pencil has
found its quota of errors and oversights and has duly recorded the
consequences in a black grade book. After the last author has been
urged to try harder and a grade assigned, Teacher sits back, weary
but pleased with a difficult job thoroughly done, and murmurs,
"They'll probably do better next time."
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A Way of Writing
by WILLIAM STAFFORD

AWRITER IS NOT so much someone who has something to
day as he is someone who has found a process that will bring

about hew things he would not have thoughtof if he had not started
to say them. That id, he does not draw on a reservoir; instead, he
engages in an activity that brings to him a whole succession of
unforeseen stories, poems, essays, plays, laws, philosophies, reli-
gions, or but wait!

Back in school, from the first when I began to try to write
things, I felt this richness. One thing would lead to another; the
world would give and give. Now, after twenty years or so of trying, I
live by that Lertain richness, an idea hard to pin, difficult to say, and
perhaps offensive to some. For there are strange implications in it.

One implication is the importance of just plain receptivity. When
I write, I like to have an interval before me when I am not likely to
be interrupted. For me, this means usually the early morning, before
others are awake. I get pen and paper, take a glance out the window
(often it is dark out there), and wait. It is like fishing. But I do not
wait very long, for there is always a nibble and this is where
receptivity comes in. To get started I will accept anything that
occurs to me. Something always occurs, of course, to any of us. We
can't keep from thinking. Maybe I have to settle for an immediate
impression: it's cold, or hot, or dark, or bright, or in between! Or
well, the possibilities are endless. If I put down something, that
thing will help the next thing come, and I'm off. If I let the process
go on, things will occur to me that were not at all in my mind when I
started. These things, odd or trivial as they may be, are somehow
connected. And if I let them string out, surprising things will
happen.

If I let them string out. . . . Along with initial receptivity, then,
there is another readiness: I must be willing to fail. If I am to keep
on writing, I cannot bother to insist on high standards. I must get
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into action and not let anything stop me, or even slow me much. By
"standards" I do not mean "correctness" spelling, punctuation,
and so on. These details become mechanical for anyone who writes
for a while. I am thinking about what many people wtmild consider
"important" standards, such matters as social significance,
positive values, consistency, etc. I resolutely disregard these.
Something better, greater, is happening! I am following a process
that leads so wildly and originally into new territory that no
judgment can at the moment be made about values, significance,
and so on. I am making something new, something that has not
been judged before. Later others and maybe I myself will make
judgments. Now, I am headlong to discover. Any distraction may
harm the creating.

So, receptive, careless of failure, I spin out things on the page.
And a wonderful freedom comes. If something occurs to me, it is all

right to accept it. It has one justification: it occurs to me. No one
else can guide me. I must follow my own weak, wandering, diffident
impulses.

A strange bonus happens. At times, without my insisting on it,
my writings become coherent; the successive elements that occur to
me are clearly related. They lead by themselves to new connections.
Sometimes the language, even the syllables that happen along, may
start a trend. Sometimes the materials alert me to something wait-
ing in my mind, ready for sustained attention. At such times, I
allow myself to be eloquent, or intentional, or for great swoops
(treacherous! not to be trusted!) reasonable. But I do not insist on
any of that, for I know that back of my activity there will ire the
coherence of my self, and that indulgence of my impulses will bring
recurrent patterns and meanings again.

This attitude toward the process of writing creatively suggests a
problem for me, in terms of what others say. They talk about
"skills" in writing. Without denying that I do have experience, wide
reading, automatic orthodoxies and maneuvers of various kinds, I
still must insist that I am often baffled about what "skill" has to do

with the precious little area of confusion when I do not know what I

am going to say and then I find out what I am going to say. That
precious interval I am unable to bridge by skill. What can I witness
about it? It remains mysterious, just as all of us must feel puzzled
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about how we are so inventive as to be able to talk al^ng through
complexities with our friends, not needing to plan what we are going
to say, but rever stalleci for long in our confident forward progress.
Skill? If so, it is the skill we all have, something we must have
learned before the age of threA or four.

A writer is one who has become accustomed to trusting that
grace, or luck, or skill.

Yet another attitude I find necessary: most of what I write, like
most of what I say in casual conversation, will not amount to much.
Even I will realize, and even at the time, that it is not negotiable. It
will be like practice. In conversation I allow myself random remarks

in fact, as I recall, that is the way I lea'.7.1ial to talk so in writing
I launch many expendable efforts. A result of this free way of
writing is that I am not writing for others, mostly; they will not see
the product at all unless the activity eventuates in something that
later appears to be worthy. My guide is the self, and its adventuring
in the language brings about communication.

This process-rather-than-substance view of writing invites a
final, dual reflection:

1) Writers may not be special sensitive or talented in any
usual sense. They are simply engaged in sustained use of a language
skill we all have. Their "r-eations" come about through confident
reliance on stray impulses that will, with trl A, find occasional
patterns that are satisfying.

2) But writing itself is one of the great, free human activities.
There is scope for individuality, and elation, and discovery, in
writing. For the person who follows with trust and forgiveness what
occurs to him, the world remains always . midy and deep, an
inexhaustible environment, with the combined vividness of an
actuality and flexibility of a dream. Working back and forth
between experience and thought, writers have more than space and
time can offer. They have the whole unexplore' realm of human
vision.
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Understanding
Composing
by SONDRA PERL
Herbert Lehman College
City University of New York

Any psychological process, whether the development of thought
or voluntary behavior, is a process undergoing changes right before
ore's eyes. . . . Under certain conditions it becomes possible to
trace this development!

L. S. Vygotsky

It's hard to begin this case study of myself as a writer because
even as I'm searching for a beginning, a pattern of organization,
I'm watching myself, trying to understand my behavior As I sit
here in silence, I can see lots of things happening that never made it
onto my tapes. My mind leaps from the task at hand to what I need
at the vegetable stand for tonight's soup to the threatening rain
outside to ideas voiced in my writing group this morning, but in
betwcon "distractions" I hear myself trying out words I might
use. It's as if tha extraneous thoughts are a counterpoint to the
more steady attention I'm giving to composing. This is all to point
out that the process is more complex than I'm aware of, but I think
my tapes reveal certain basic patterns that I tend to follow.

Anne
New York City Teacher

ANNE IS A TEACHER of writing. In 1979, she was among a
group of twenty teachers who were taking a course in

research and basic writing at New York University! One of the
assignments in the course was fo- the teachers to tape their
thoughts while composing aloud on the topic, "My Most Anxious
Moment as a Writer." Everyone in the group was given the topic in
the mcrning during class and told to compose later on that day in a
place where they would be comfortable and relatively free from dis-
tractions. The result was a tape of composing aloud and a written
product that formed the basis for class discussion over the next few

1

days.
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One of the purposes of this assignment was to provide teachers
with an opportunity to see their own composing processes at work.
From the start of the course, we recognized that we were controlling
the situation by assigning a topic and that we might be altering the
process by asking writers to compose aloud. Nonetheless we viewed
the task as a way of capturing some of the flow of composing and, as
Anne later observed in her analysis of her tape, she was able to
detect certain basic patterns. This observation, made not only by
Anne, then leads me to ask "What basic patterns seem to occur
during composing?" and "What does this type of research have to
tell us about the nature of the composing process?"

Perhaps the most challenging part of the answer is the
recognition of recursiveness in writing. In recent years, many
researchers including myself have questioned the traditional notion
that writing is a linear process with a strict plan-write-revise
sequencer In its stead, we have advocated the idea that writing is a
recursive process, that throughout the process of writing, writers
return to substrands of the overall process, or subroutines (short
successions of steps that yield results on which the writer draws in
taking the next set of steps); writers use these to keep the process
moving forward. In other words, recursiveness in writing implies
that there is a forward-moving action that exists by virtue of a
backward-moving action. The questions that then need to be
answered are, "To what do writers move back?" "What exactly is
being repeated?" "What recurs?"

To answer these questions, it is important to look at what
writers do while writing and what an analysis of their processes
reveals. The descriptions that follow Pre based on my own observa-
tions of the composing processes of ..any types of writers including
college students, graduate students, and English teachers like
Anne.

Writing does appear to be recursive, yet the parts that recur
seem to vary from writer to writer and from topic to topic. Further-
more, some recursive elements are easy to spot while others are not.

1) The most visible recurring feature or backward mwement
involves re-reading little bits of discourse. Few writers I have seen
write for long periods of time without returning briefly to what is
already down on the page.
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Fc-- some, like Anne, rereading occurs after every few phrases;
for others, it occurs after every sentence; more frequently, it occurs
after a "chunk" of information has been written. Thus, the unit that
is reread is not necessarily a syntactic one, but rather a semantic
one as defined by the writer.

2) The second recurring feature is some key word or item called
up by the topic. Writers consistently return to their notion of the
topic throughout the process of writing. Particularly when they are
stuck, writers seem to use the topic or a key word in it as a way to
get going again. This many times it is possible to see writers
"going back," rereading the topic they were given, changing it to
suit what tney have been writing or changing 'Iat they have
written to suit their notion of the topic.

3) There is also a third backward movement in writing, one that
is tot so easy to document. It is not easy because the move, itself,
cannot immediately be identified with words. In fact, the move is
not to any words on the page nor to the topic but to feelings or non-
verbalized perceptions that surround the words, or to what the
words already present evoke in the writer. The move draws on sense
experience, and it can be observed if one pays close attention to
what happens when writers pause and seem to listen or otherwise
react to what is inside of them. The move occurs inside the writer, to
what is physically felt. The term used to describe this focus of
writers' attention is felt sense. The term "felt sense" has been
coined and described by Eugene Gendlin, a philosopher at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. In his words, felt sense is

the soft underbelly of thought . . . a kind of bodily awareness that
... can be used as a tool ... a bodily awareness that ... encompasses
everything you feel and know about a given subject at a given time.
. . . It is felt in the body. yet it has meanings. It is body and mind
before they are split apart!

This felt sense is always there, within us. It is unifying, and yet,
when we bring words to it, it can break apart, shift, unravel, and
become something else. Gendlin has spent many years showing
people how to work with their felt sense. Here I am making connec-
tion? between what he has done and what I have seen happen as
people write.
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When writers are given a topic, the topic itself evokes a felt sense
in them. This topic calls forth images, words, ideas, and vague fuzzy
feelings that are anchored in the writer's body. What is elicited,
then, is not solely the product of a mind but of a mind alive in a
living, sensing body.

When writers pause, when they go back and repeat key words,
what they seem to be doing is waiting, paying attention to what is
still vague and unclear. They are looking to their felt experience,
and waiting for an image, a word, or a phrase to emerge that cap-
tures the sense they embody.

Usually, when they make the decision to write, it is after they
have a dawning awareness that something has clicked, that they
have enough of a sense that if they begin with a few words heading
in a certain direction, words will continue to come which will allow
them to flesh out the sense they have.

The process of using what is sensed directly about a topic is a
natural one. Many writers do it without any conscious awareness
that that is what they are doing. For example, Anne repeats the
words "anxious moments," using these key words as a way of allow-
ing her sense of the topic to deepen. She asks herself, "Why are
exams so anxiety provoking?" and waits until she has enough of a
sense within her that she can go in a certain direction. She does not
yet have the words, only the sense that she is able to begin. Once she
writes, she stops to see what is there. She maintains a highly recur-
sive composing style throughout and she seems unable to go
forward without first going back to see and to listen to what she has
already created. In her own words, she says:

My disjointed style of composing is very striking to me. I almost
never move from the writing of one sentence directly to the next.
After each sentence I pause to read what I've written, assess. some-
times edit and think about what will come next. I often have to
read the several preceding sentences a few times as if to gain
momentv.n to carry me to the next sentence. I seem to depend a lot
on the sound of my words . nd ... while I'm hanging in the middle of
this uncompleted thought. I may also start editing a previous sen-
tence or get an inspiration for something which I want to include
later in the paper.

What tells Anne that she is ready to write? What is the feeling of
"momentum" like for her? What is she hearing as she listens to the
"sound" of her words? When she experiences "inspiration," how
does she recognize it?
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In the approach I am presenting, the ability to recognize what
one needs to do or where one needs to go is informed by calling on
felt sense. This is the internal criterion writers seem to use to guide
them when they are planning, drafting, and revising.

The recursive move, then, that is hardest to document but is
probably the most important to be aware of is the move to felt
sense, to what is not yet in words but out of which images, words,
and concepts emerge.

The continuing presence of this felt sense, waiting for us to dis-
cover it and see where it leads, raises a number ofquestions.

Is "felt sense" another term for what professional writers call
their "inner voice" or their feeling of "inspiration"?

Do skilled writers call on their capacity to sense more readily
than unskilled writers?

Rather than merely reducing the complex act of writing to a neat
formulation, can the term "felt sense" point us to an area of our
exp2rience from which we can evolve even richer and more accurate
descriptions of composing?

Can learning how to work with felt sense teach us about
creativity and release us from stultifyingly repetitive patterns?

My observations lead me to answer "yes" to all four questions.
There seems to be a basic step in the process of it and that less
skilled writers rely on even when they are unaware of it and that less
skilled writers can be taught. This process seems to rely on very
careful attention to one's inner reflections and is often accompanied
with bodily sensations.

When it's working, this process allows us to say or write what
we've never said before, to create something new and fresh, and
occasionally it provides us with the experience of "newness" or
"freshness," even when "old words" or images are used.

The basic process begins with paying attention. If we are given a
topic, it begins with taking the topic in and attending to what it
evokes in us. There is less "figuring out" an answer and more
"waiting" to see what forms. Even without a predetermined topic,
the process remains the same. We can ask ourselves, "What's on my
mind?" or "Of all the things I know about, what would I most like
to write about now?" and wait to see what comes. What we pay
attention to is the part of our bodies where we experience ourselves
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directly. For many people, it's the area of their stomachs; for others,
there is a more generalized response and they maintain a hovering
attention to what they experience throughout their bodies.

Once a felt sense forms, we match words to it. As we begin to
describe it, we get to see what is there for us. We get to see what we
think, what we know. If we are writing about something that truly
interests us, the felt sense deepens. We know that we are writing
out of a "centered" place.

If the process is working, we begin to move along, sometimes
quickly. Other times, we need to return to the beginning, to reread,
to see if we captured what we meant to say. Sometimes after reread-
ing we move on again, picking up speed. Other times by rereading
we realize we've gone off the track, that what we've written doesn't
quite "say it," and we need to reassess. Sometimes the words are
wrong and we need to change them. Other times we need to go back
to the topic, to call up the sense it initially evoked to see where and
how our words led us astray. Sometimes in rereading we discox er
that the topic is "wrong," that the direction we discovered in
writing is where we really want to go. It is important here to clarify
that the terms "right" and "wrong" are not necessarily meant to
refer to grammatical structures or to correctness.

What is "right" or "wrong" corresponds to our sense of our
intention. We intend to write something, words come, and now we
assess if those words adequately capture our intended meaning.
Thus, the first question we ask ourselves is "Are these words right
for me?" "Do they capture what I'm trying to say?" "If not, what's
missing?"

Once we ask "what's missing?" we need once again to wait, to let
a felt sense of what is missing form, and then to write out of that
sense.

I have labeled this process of attending, of calling up a felt sense,
and of writing out of that place, the process of retrospective struc-
turing. It is retrospective in that it begins with what is already
there, inchoately, and brings whatever is there forward by using
language in structured form.

It seems as though a felt sense has within it many possible
structures or forms. As we shape what we intend to say, we are
further structuring our sense while correspondingly shaping our
piece of writing.
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It is also important to note that what is there implicitly, without
words, is not equivalent to what finally emerges. In the process of
writing, we begin with what is inchoate and end with something
that is tangible. In order to do so, we both discover and construct
what we mean. Yet the term "discovery" ought not lead us to think
that meaning exists fully formed inside of us and that all we need do
is dig deep enough to release it. In writing, meaning cannot be
discovered the way we discover an object on an archeological dig. In
writing, meaning is crafted and constructed. It involves us in a
pri.;:ess cf coming-into-being. Once we have worked at shaping,
through language, what is there inchoately, we can look at what we
have written to see if it adequately captures what we intended.
Often at this moment discovery occurs. We see something new in
our writing that comes upon us as a surprise. We see in our words a
further structuring of the sense we began with and we recognize
that in those words we have discovered something new about our-
selves and our topic. Thus when we are successful at this process,
we end up with a product that teaches us something, that clarifies
what we know (or what we knew at one point only implicitly), and
that lifts out or explicates or enlarges our experience. In this way,
writing leads to discovery.

All the writers I have observed, skilled and unskilled alike, use
the process of retrospective structuring while writing. Y .t the
degree to which they do so varies a...d seems, in fact, to deper upon
the model of the writing process that they have internalized. Those
who realize that writing can be a recursive process have an easier
time with waiting, looking, and discovering. Those who subscribe to
the linear model find themselves easily frustrated when what they
write does not immediately corr :spond to what they planned or
when what they produce leaves them with little sense of accomplish-
ment. Since they have relied on a formulaic approach, they often
produce writing that is formulaic as well, thereby cutting
themselves off from the possibility of discovering something new.

Such a result seems linked to another feature of the composing
process, to what I call projective structuring, or the ability to craft
what one intends to say so that it is intelligible to others.

A number of concerns arise in regard to projective structuring; I
will mention only a few that have been raised for me as I have
watched different writers at work.
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1) Although projective structuring is only one important part of
the composing process, many writers act as if it is the whole
process. These writers focus on what they think others want them
to write rather than looking to see what it is they want to write. As
a result, they often ignore their felt sense and they do not establish a
living connection between themselves and their topic.

2) Many writers reduce projective structuring to a series of rules
or criteria for evaluating finished discourse. These writers ask, "Is
what I'm writing correct?" and "Does it conform to the rules I've
been taught?" While these concerns are important, they often over-
shadow all others and lock the writer in the position of writing
solely or primarily for the approval of readers.

Projective structuring, as I see it, involves much more than
imagining a strict audience and maintaining a strict focus on cor-
rectness. It is true that to handle this part of the process well,
writers need to know certain grammatical rules and evaluative
criteria, but they also need to know how to call up a sense of their
reader's needs and expectations.

For projective structuring to function fully, writers need to draw
on their capacity to move away from their own words. to decanter
from the page, and to project themselves into the role of the reader.
In other words, projective structuring asks writers to attempt to
become readers and to imagine what someone other than them-
selves will need before the writer's particular piece of writing can
become intelligible and compelling. To do so, writers must have the
experience of being readers. They cannot call up a felt sense of a
reader unless they themselves have experience what it means to be
lost in a piece of writing or to be excited by it. When writers do not
have such experiences, it is easy for them to accept that readers
merely require correctness.

In closing, I would like to suggest that retrospective and projec-
tive structuring are two parts of the same basic process. Together
they form the alternating mental postures writers assume as they
move through the act of composing. The former relies on the ability
to go inside, to attend to what is there, from that attending to place
words upon a page, and then to assess if those words adequately
capture one's meaning. The latter relies on the ability to assess how
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the words on that page will affect someone other than the writer, the
reader. We rarely de one without the other entering in; in fact, again
in these postures we can see the shuttling back-and-forth move-
ments of the composing process, the move from sense to words and
from words to sense, from inner experience to outer judgment and
from judgment back to experience. As we move through this cycle,
we are continually composing and recomposing our meanings and
what we mean. And in doing so, we display some of the basic
recursive patterns that writers who observe themselves closely
seem to see in their own work. After observing the process for a long
time we may, like Anne, conclude that at any given moment the pro-
cess is wore complex than anything we are aware of; yet such
insights, I believe, are important. They show us the fallacy of
reducing the composing process tc a simple linear scheme and they
leave us with the potential for creating even more powerful ways of
understanding composing.

Notes:

1. L. S. Vygotsky, Mind in Society, trans. M. Cole, V. John-Steiner, S.
Scribner, and E. Souberman (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1978), p. 61.

2. This course was team-taught by myself and Gordon Pradl, Associate
Professor of English Education at New York University.

3. See Janet Emig, The Composing Processes of Twelfth-Graders, ikICTE
Research Report No. 13 (Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of
English, 1971); Linda Flower and J. R. Hayes, "The Cognition of Dis-
covery," CCC, 31 (February, 1980), 21-32; Nancy Sommers, "The Need
for Theory in Composition Research," CCC, 30 (February, 1979), 46-49.

4. Eugene Gendlin, Focusing (New York: Everest House, 1978), pp. 35, 165.
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Write Before Writing
by DONALD MURRAY
University of New Hampshire

WE COMMAND OUR students to write and grow frustrated
when our "bad" students hesitate, stare out the window,

dawdle over blank paper. give up and say, "I can't write," while the
"good" utudents smugly pass their papers in before the end of the
period.

When publishing writers visit such classrooms, however, they
are astonished at students who can write on command, ejaculating
correct little essays without thought, for writers have to write
before writing.

The writers were the students who dawdled, stared out win-
dows, and, more often than we like to admit, didn't do well in Eng-
lish or in school.

One reason may be that ft. w teachers have ever allowed adequate
time for prewriting, that essential stage in f' -. writing process
which precedes e completed first draft. And cve. e curricula plans
and textbooks which attempt to deal with prewriting usually pass
over it rather quickly referring only to the techniques of outlining,
note-taking, or journal-making, not revealing the complicated
process writers work through to get to the first draft.

Writing teachers, however, should give careful attention to what
happens between the moment the writer receives an idea or an
assignment and the moment the first completed draft is begun. We
need to understand, as well as we can, the complicated and inter-
twining processes of perception and conception through language.

In actual practice, of course, these stages overlap and interact
with one another, but to understand what goes on we must separate
them and look at them artificially, the way we break down any skill
to study it.

First of all, we must get out of the stands wbGre we observe the
process of writing from a distance and after the fact and get on
the field where we can understand the pressures under which the
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writer operates. On the field, we will discover there is one principal
negative force which keeps the writer from writing and four positive
forces which help the writer move forward to b completed draft.

Resistance to Writing

The negative force is resistance to writing, one of the great
natural forces of nature. It may be called The Law of Delay: that
writing which can be delayed, will be. Teachers rind writer! too often
consider resistance to writing evil, when, in fact, it is necessary.

When I get an idea for a poem or an article or a talk or a short
story, I feel myself consciously draw away from it. I seek procrasti-
nation and delay. There must be time for the seed of the idea to be
nurtured in the mind. Far better writers than I have felt the same
way. Over his writing desk Franz Kafka had one word, "Wait."
William Wordsworth talked of the writer's "wise passiveness."
Naturalist Annie Dillard recently said, "I'm waiting. I usually get
my ideas in November, and I start writing in January. I'm
waiting." Denise Levertov says, "If . . . somewhere in the vicinity
there is a poem, then, no, I don't do anything about it, I wait."

Even the most productive writers are expert dawdlers, doers of
unnecessary errands, seekers of interruptions trials to their wives
or husbands, friends, associates, and themselveb. They sharpen
well-pointed pencils and go out to buy more blank paper, rearrange
offices, wander through libraries and bookstores, chop wood, walk,
drive, make unnecessary calls, nap, daydream, and try not "con-
sciously" to think about what they are going to write so they can
think subconsciously about it.

Writers fear this delay, for they can name colleagues who have
made a career of delay, whose great unwritten books will never be
written, but, somehow, those writers who write must have the faith
to sustain themselves through the necessity of delay.

Forces for Writing

In addition to that faith, writers feel four pressures that move
them forward towards the first draft.

The first is increising information about the subject. Once a
writer decides on a subject or accepts an assignment, information
about the subject seems t3 attach itself to the writer. The writer's
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perception apparatus finds significance in what the writer observes
or overhears or reads or thinks or remembers. The writer becomes a
magnet for specific details, insights, anecdotes, statistics, connect-
ing thoughts, references. The subject itself seems to take hold of the
writer's experience, turning everything that happens to the writer
into material. And this inventory of information creates pressure
that moves the writer forward toward the first draft.

Usually the writer feels an increasing concern for the subject.
The more a writer knows about the subject, the more the writer
begins to feel about the subject. The writer cares that the subject be
ordered and shared. The concern, which at first is a vague interest in
the writer's mind, often becomes an obsession until it is communi-
cated. Winston Churchill said, "Writing a book was an adventure.
To begin with, it was a toy and amusement; then it became a
mistress, and then a master. And then a tyrant."

The writer becomes aware of a waiting audience, potential
readers who want or need to know what the writer has to say.
Writing is an act of arrogance and communication. The writer rarely
writes just for himself or herself, but for others who may be
informed, entertained, or persuaded by what the writer has to say.

And perhaps most important of all, is the approaching dead-
line, which moves closer day by day at a terrifying and accelerating
rate. Few writers publish without deadlines, which are imposed by
others or by themselves. The deadline is real, absolute, stern, and
commanding.

Rehearsal for Writing

What the writer does under the pressure not to write and the
four countervailing pressures to write is best described by the word
rehearsal, which I first heard used by Dr. Donald Graves of the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire to describe what he saw young children
doing as they began to write. He watched them draw what they
would write and heard them, as we all have, speaking aloud what
they might say on the page before they wrote. If you walk through
editorial offices or a newspaper cityroom you will see lips moving
and hear expert professionals muttering and whispering to them-
selves as they write. Rehearsal is a normal part of the writing
process, but it took a trained observer such as Dr. Graves, to
identify its significance.
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Rehearsal covers much more than the muttering of struggling
writers. As Dr. Graves points out, productive writers are "in a state
of rehearsal all the time." Rehearsal usually begins with an
unwritten dialogue within the writer's mind. "All of a sudden I
discover what I have been thinking about a play," says Edward
Albee. "This is usually between six months and a year before I
actually sit down and begin typing it out." The writer thinks about
characters or arguments, about plot or structure, about words and
lines. The writer usually hears something which is similar to what
Wallace Stevens must have heard as he walked through his insur-
ance office working out poems in his head.

What the writer hears in his or her head usually evolves into
note-taking. This may be simple brainstorming, the jotting down of
random bits of information which may connect themselves into a
pattern later on, or it may be journal-writing, a written dialogue
between the writer and the subject. It may even become research
recorded in a formal structure or note-taking.

Sometimes the writer not only talks to himself or herself, but to
others collaborators, editors, teachers, friends working out the
piece of writing in oral language with someone else who can enter
into the process of discovery with the writer.

For most writers, the informal notes turn into lists, outlines,
titles, leads, ordered fragments, all sketches of what later may be
written, devices to catch a possible order that exists in the chaos of
the subject.

In the final stage of rehearsal, the writer produces test drafts,
written or unwritten. Sometimes they are called discovery drafts or
trial runs or false starts that the writer doesn't think will be false.
All writing is experimental, and the writer must come to the point
where drafts are attempted in the writer's head and on paper.

Some writers seem to work more in their head, and others more
on paper. Susan Sowers, a researcher at the University of New
Hampshire, examining the writing processes of a group of graduate
students found
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a division .. . between those who make most discoveries during pre-
writing and those who make most discoveries during writing and
revision. The discoveries include the whole range from insights into
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personal issues to task-related organizational and content insight.
The earlier the stage at which insights occur, the greater the
drudgery associated with the writing-rewriting tasks. It may be
that we resemble the young reflective and reactive writers. The less
developmentally mature reactive writers enjoy writing more than
reflective writers. They may use writing as a rehearsal for thinking
just as young, reactive writers draw to rehearse writ.... The
younger and older reflective writers do not need to rehearse by
drawing to write or by writing to think clearly or to -cover new
relationships end significant content.

This concept deserves more investigation. We need to know
about both tho reflective and reactive prewriting mode. We need to
see if there are developmental changes in students, if they move
from one mod: to another as they mature, and we need to see if one
mode is more important in certain writing tasks than others. We
must, in every way possible, explore the significant writing stage of
rehearsal which has rarely been described in the literature on the
writing process.

The Signals Which Say "Write"

During the rehearsal process, the experienced writer sees signals
which tell the writer how to control the subject and produce a
working first draft. The writer, Rebecca Rule, points out that in
some cases when the subject is found, the way to deal with it 'A
inherent in the subject. The subject itself is the signal. Most writers
have experienced this quick passing through of the prewriting
process. The line is given and the poem is clear; a character gets up
rnd walks the writer through the bcory; the newspaperman attends
a press conference, hears a quote, seen the lead and the entire struc-
ture of the article instantly. But many times the process is far less
clear. The writer is assigned a subject or chooses one and then is
lost.

E. B. White testifies, "I never knew in the morning how the day
was going to develop. I was i:',e a hunter hoping to catch sight of a
rabbit." Denise Levertov say , "You can smell the poem before yor
see it." Most writers know these feelings but students who have
never seen a rabbit dart across their writing desks or smelled a
poem need to know the signals which tell them that a piece of
writing is near.
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What dJes the writer recognize which gives a sense of closure, a
way of handling a diffuse and overwhelming subject? There seem to
be eight principal signals to which writers respond.

One signal is genre. Most writers view the world as a fiction
writer, a reporter, a poet, or an historian. The writer sees experi-
ence as a plot or a lyric poem or a news story or L chronicle. The
writer uses such literary traditions te see and understand life.

"Ideas come to a writer because he has trained his mind to seek
them out," says Brian Garfield. "Thus when he observes or reads or
is exposed to a character or event, his mind sees the story possibili-
ties in it and he begins to compose a dramatic structure in his mind.
This process is incessant. Now and then it leads to something that
,,ill become a novel. But it a mainly an attitude: a way of looking at

things; a habit of examining everything one perceives as potential
material for a story."

Genre is a powerful but dangerous lens. It both clarifics and
limits. The writer and the student must be careful not to see life
merely in the stereotype form with which he or she is most familiar
but to look at life with all of the possibilities of the genre in mind
and to attempt to look at life through different genre.

Another signal the writer looks for is a point of view. This can be
an opinion towards the subject or a position from which the writer

and the reader studies the subject.
A tenement fire could inspire the writer to speak out against

tenements, dangerous space-heating system, a fire-department
budget cut. The fire might also be seen from the point of viw of the
people who were the victims or who escaped or who came home to
find their home gone. It may be told from the point of view of a fire-
man, an arsonist, an insurance invet.igator, a fire-safety engineer, a
real-estate planner, a housing inspector, a landlord, a spectator, as
well as the victim. The list could go on.

Still another way the writer sees the subject is through voice. As
the writer rehearses, in the writer's head and on paper, the writer
listens to the sound of the language as a clue to the meaning of the
subject and the writers attitude toward that meaning. Voice is
often the force which drives a piece of writing forward, which illumi-
nates the subject for the writer and the reader.
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A writer may, for example, start to write a test draft with
detached unconcern and find that the language appearing on the
page reveals anger or passionate concern. The writer who starts to
write a solemn report of a meeting may hear a smile and then a
laugh in his own words and go on to produce a humorous column.

News is an important signal for many writers who ask what the
reader needs to know or would like to know. Those prolific authors
of nature books, Lorus and Margery Milne, organize their books and
each chapter in the books around what is new in the field. Between
assignment and draft they are constantly looking for the latest
news they can pass along to their readers. When they find what is
new, then they know how to organize their writing.

Writers constantly wait for the line which is given. For most
writers, there is an enormous difference between a thesis or an idea
or a concept and an actual line, for the line itself has resonance. A
single line can imply a voice, a tone, a pace, a whole way of treating
a subject. Joseph Heller tells about the signal which produced his
novel Something Happened.

I begin with a first sentence that is independent of any conscious
preparation. Most often nothing comes out of it: a sentence will
come to mind that doesn't lead to a second sentence. Sometimes it
will lead to thirty sentences which then come to a dead end. I was
alone on the deck. As I sat there worrying and wondering what to
do, one of those first lines suddenly came to mind: "In the office in
which I work, there are four people of whom I am afraid. Each of
these four people is afraid of five people." Immediately, the lines
presented a whole explosion of possibilities and choices charac-
ters (working in a corporation). a tone, a mood of anxiety, or of
insecurity. In that first hour (before someonecame along and asked
me to go to the beach) I knew the beginning, the ending, most of the
middle, the whole scene of that particular 'something" that Was
going to happen: I knew about the brain-damaged child, and espe-
cially, of course, about Bob Slocum, my protagonist, and what
frightened him, that he wanted to be liked, that his immediate hope
was to be allowed to make a three-minute speech at the company
convention. Many of the actual lines throughout the book came to
me the entire "something happened" scene with those solar
plexus lines (beginning with the doctor's statement and ending with
"Don't tell my wife" and the rest of them) all coming to me in the
first hour on that Fire Island deck. Eventually I found a different
opening chapter with a different first lint ("I get the willies when I
see closed doors") but I kept the original which had spurred every-
thing to start off the second section.
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Newspapermen are ably to write quickly and effectively under
pressure because they become skillful at identifying a lead, that
first line or two or three -- which will inform and entice the reader
and which, of course, also gives the writer control over the subject.
As an editorial writer, I found that finding the title first gave me
control over the subject. Each title became, in effect, a pre-draft, so
that in listing potential titles I would come to one which would be a
signal as to how the whole editorial could be written.

Poets and fiction writers often receive their signals in ...irms of
an image. Sometimes this image is static; other times it is a moving
picture in the writer's mind. When Gabriel Garcia Marquez was
asked what the starting point of his novels was, he answered, "A
completely visual image . . . the starting point of Leaf Storm is an
old man taking his grandson to a funeral, in No One Writes to the
Colonel, it's an old man waiting, and in One Hundred Year.., an old
man taking his grandson to the fair to find out what ice is." William
Faulkner was quoted as saying, "It begins with a character,
usually, and once he stands up on his feet and begins to move, all.
do is trot along behind him with a paper and pencil trying to keep up
long enough to put down what he says and does." It's a comment
which seems facetious if you're not a fiction writer. Joyce Carol
Oates adds, "I visualize the characters completely; I have heard
their dialogue, I know how they speak, what they want, who they
are, nearly everything about them."

Although image has been testified to mostly by imaginative
writers, where it is obviously most appropriate, I think research
would show that nonfiction writers often see an image as the signal.
The person, for example, writing a memo about a manufacturing
procedure may see the assembly line in his or her mind. The politi-
tion arguing for a pension law may see a 1. arson robbed of a pension,
and by seeing that person know how to organize a speech or the
draft or a new law.

Many writers know they are ready to write when they see a
pattern in a subject. This pattern is usually quite different from
what we think of as an outline, which is linear and goes from begin-
ning to end. Usually the writer sees something which mignt be
called a gestalt, which is, in the world of the dictionary, "a unified
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physical, psychological, or symbolic configuration having proper-
ties that cannot be derived from its parts." The writer usually in a
moment sees the entire piece of writing as a shape, a form, some-
thing that is more than all of its parts, something that is entire and
is represented in his or her mind, and probablyon paper, by a shape.

Marge Piercy says, "I think ti it the beginning of fiction, "f the
story, has to do with the perception of pattern in event." Leonard
Gardner, in talking of his fine novel Fat City, said, "I had a definite
design in mind. I had a sense of circle . . . of closing the circle at the
end." John Updike says, "I really begin with some kind of solid,
coherent image, some notion of the shape of the book and even of its
texture. The Poorhouse Fair was meant to have a sort of wide shape.
Rabbit, Run was kind of zigzag. The Centaur was sort of a
sandwich."

We have interviews with imaginative writers about the writing
process, but rarely interviews with science writers, business writers,
political writers, journalists, ghost writers, legal writers, medical
writers examples of effective writers who use language to inform
and persuade. I am convinced that such research would reveal that
they also see patterns or gestalts which carry them from idea to
draft.

"It's not the answer that enlightens but the question," says
Ionesco. This insight into what the writer is looking for is one of the
most significant considerations in trying to understand the free-
writing process. A most significal. t book based on more than ten
years of study of art students, The Creative Vision, A Longitudinal
Study of Problem-Finding in Art, by Jacob W. Getzels and Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, has documented how the most creative students
are those who come up with the problem to be solved rather than a
quick answer. The si,,nal to the creative person mey well be the
problem, which will be solved through the writing.

We need to take all the concepts of invention from classical rhe-
toric and combine them with what we know from modern psy-
chology, from studies of creativity, from writers' testimony about
the prewriting process. Most of all, we need to observe successful
students and writers during the prewriting process, and to debrief
them to find out what they do when they move effectively from
assignment or idea to completed first draft. Most of all, we need tc,
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move from failure-centered research to research which defines what
happens when the writing goes well, just what is the process fol-
lowed by effective student and professional writers. We know far
too little about the writing process.

Implications for Teaching Writing

Our speculations make it clear that there are significant implica-
tions for the teaching of writing in a close examination of what hap-
pens between receiving an assignment or finding a subject and
beginning a completed first draft. We may need, for example, to
reconsider our attitude toward those who delay writing. We may, in
fact, need to force many of our glib, hair-trigger student writers to
slow down, to daydream, to waste time, but not to avoid a reason-
able deadline.

We certainly should allow time within the curriculum for pre-
writing, and we should work with our students to help them under-
stand the process of rehearsal, to allow them the experience of
rehearsing what they will write in their minds, on the paper, and
with collaborators.

We should also make our students familiar with the signals they
may Re during the rehearsal process which will tell them that they
are ready to write, that they have a way of dealing with their
subject.

The prewriting process is largely invisible; it takes place within
the writer's head or on scraps of paper that are rarely published.
But we must understand that such a process takes place, that it is
significant, and that it can be mode clear to our students. Students
who are not writin writing well, may have a second chance if
they are able to (ce the writers' counsel to write before
writing.
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How to Completely
Individualize
a Writing Program
by WILLIAM A. CLARK
Shrewsbury, Mass., Public Schools

Talking to students about writing doesn't make them better writers.
Students learn to write by writing.
TInefore: Students should write more.

The more students write, the more papers teachers have to correct.
It is hard to motivate students to write anyway.
Therefore: Students don't write very much.

THESE SYLLOGISMS CATCH the great dilemma of teaching
writing in a nutshell. The predicament cries out for an approach

that is simple, is relatively convenient, and works. Maybe anyone
who splits an infinitive, right in the title, has no business suggest-
ing an approach. Especially if he seems to consistently do it.
Double-especially if he is an ex-English teacher now defected to the
ranks of administration. But I have used the approach that follows
several times, with groups of high ability, low ability, mixed
abilities, and seemingly no ability. With all of them it works, if you
will accept my rigorously unscientific measures of effectiveness:

Students write more, much more, than they ever did before dur-
ing an equivalent span of time.

Tney do it with little hassle, at least compared to groups I have
taught in more traditional ways.

The writing is more interesting to read.

With this approach I found myself consistently looking forward
to reading papers, a luxury that I, for one, have enjoyed all too
seldom during my teaching career. Perhaps many teachers would
not consider this as evidence of success. I once heard a distin-
guished writing professor say only half-facetiously that when a
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student submits a dug paper, the teacher should ask the student to
come in and read the paper back aloud while the teacher yawns. An
extreme move, I admit. But the fact is that students know when
they're writing interesting stuff they're interested in it and
excited about it themselves.

Best of all, students are enthusiastic. Parhaps the only scientific
way of judging students' enthusiasm is to wrap blood-pressure
straps around tbeir arms and monitor the dials But teachers are a
supersensitive lot, and every one I've met (me included) has hairy
little antennae that pick up classroom vibrations with split-second
speed. I know when something is working in my classroom.

To begin a writing program, you take each student where he is.
Most teachers will subscribe to this starting point, without being
very clear about what it means. I'm afraid that to many teachers it
means placing each student's writing on a continuum fron-
Perfectly Awful to Supergood. Then the goal is to move the student
along the continuum. One catch among many is that judgments of
Good and Bad, and of student placement in between, are based on
the teacher's perceptions. Anti we've all done those little experi-
ments in which a group of teachers read the same composition and
come up with wildly different assessments of it.

A writing program has to start with the student's perception of
where he is. Therefore, the early stages have to emphasize the
importance of the individual student's uniqueness and the teacher's
willingness even determination to accept it. On the first day, I
"lecture." I take students for a ten-minute walk outside the school
building. I point out things that interest me and move me to verbal-
ization: cars in the student parking lot, the uniform rows of school
windows looking out from uniform rows of classrooms, the students
inside staring at us outside, the absence of student activity outside
the building, the flag on the pole, etc. I suggest how these things
trigger off associations that are significant to me and that I would
like to write about. Each student of course sees things I don't see
and makes connections that no other person would make, and I
encourage anyone who feels like it to do so as we walk. The point of
f he tour is that any 10-minute observation period in anyone's day
will provide raw materials for completely personalized associations.
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Back inside, they do the first (and last) canned writing assign-
ment: Write a quick (5 minute) description of the view outside the
classroom window. A description of anything else would do as well,
as long as everyone descriers the same thing. Then I read each one
aloud, divulging no author's name, commenting about how each
individual perceived the scene in a unique way. This one sees geo-
metric patterns, another catalogues the phenomena methodically
from left to right, still another puts the description in a framework
of it's-beautiful-out-there-and-we're-stuck-in-here. Every descrip-
tion comes naturally out of the author's way of looking at this piece
of his world. No mention is made of the quality of the writing. Every
way of perceiving is valid, and no one perception is more valid than
another.

Whether or not a teacher uses this particular strategy of reading
back descriptions, I cannot overemphasize the importance of the
process of validating each student's uniqueness. Importance, that
is, to the teacher, because it commits the teacher to a public stance.
(How the students take it depends on your subsequent actions:
They are conditioned t-, play it cool and see if the teacher lives up to
his promise.) Faced with a batch of papers, many teachers have a
tendency to classify (Good and Bad; A, B, or C; those that need a lot
of revision, those that don't, etc.) that is, to match them against
some standard. But the validation process asks the teacher to avoid
mental subsets of any kind and to consider each student's vision as
unique. Incidentally, it's surprisingly easy to read back papers and
articulate the unique point of view without any preparation. After a
while you can read back the papers of five classes, thirty students
each, and report 150 different ways of seeing the same scene. If a
student tries to record the unique way he perceives things, he is
writing "individually." He is into an individualized writing
program.

So far all this has been preparatory. The day-to-day work of the
course depends on whether this is a course in writing only or a
"Kitchen Sink" English course. I've done it both ways, and while I
prefer the writing-only course, this approach can be woven in and
around literature, spelling, grammar, speech, and all the other
pieces that once led me to put up a horrendous bulletin board
display entitled "English Is a Many-Splendored Thing." In the
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writing-only course, students write a p-e-determined number of
rough drafts, say ten in a half-year course. They use any writing
modes they wish, any subjects they wish. This freedom is hard for
students to handle at first. "I can't think of anything to write
about." (Translation: What do you really want me to write about?) I
make suggestions, and plenty of them. I even give specific "assign-
ments," complete with examples, instructions, advice always
ending with, "But you don't have to write that if you don't want to."

It is important, I think, to persist in not telling students what to
write about or what mode to use. Once you succumb to the pressure,
the student flips back t., the same old please-the-teacher channel
and both of you are licked. Persist and you will find that one by one
most students will accept their freedom and finally exult in it. Since
there is ahr ost no group instruction, the teacher is free to walk
around and confer. But these early "what-do-I-write-about confer-
ences" must reinforce the.) idea that the student is to write out of iris
perceptions, not yours. The teacher has to find out what the student
has been doing and thinkIng about lately, maybe to have him recall,
if necessary, one of his recent 10-minute walks. Using this as raw
material, the teacher helps the student discover his own topic. Ana
he has to write about his topic; the zappiest topic you pick out of the
air to hand him will be your topic, not his. Some students find it
helpful to write a detailed account of that ten minutes from their
day. Out of that the teacher can help the student find other subjects
and suggest alternate ways of handling those subjects (poetry,
sketch, interior monologue, etc.).

The early goal, then, is to churn out rough drafts. Emphasis is
clearly not on quality but on finding one's own voice, finding out
what one wants to say. Drafts are incomplete, tentative, just barely
legible enough for someone else to read. They are not graded.
Periodically (usually at the end of a marking period) we invoke the
delightful strategy offered by Don Murray. The student selects a
few of his papers that he thinks are most promising and polishes
them for a grade. Between the drafts and the hand-ins comes the
nitty-gritty of revision.

Students are encouraged to get off a number of rough drafts
before revising any of them. Since they know that in the erd only a
few of their papers will be graded, and then only after plenty of
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revision, a beautiful thing happens: They begin to feel free to experi-
ment with their rough drafts. If they want to try a crazy stream-of-
consciousness technique or imitate Sa linger or write a parody, they
are free to try it. If an experiment doesn't work out, there is no
penalty they just won't select it later for handing in.

It is frequently hard for a teacher to accept (in any sense of the
word) some of the experimental efforts, especially when an effort
somehow doesn't come off. In some papers it's hard to know what
the student was trying to do, especially when he didn't really do
what he was trying to do. After I read a student's rough draft I
invariably ask him the same question: What do you think is the best
thing about this paper? The question is intentionally ambiguous. It
might be interpreted to mean, "What do you like best about it?" or
"Which section do you think is best?" or "Which idea in it do you
really like and were you trying to get at?"

A few years ago I was in a small group of experienced writing
teachers at an NDEA Institute. We had all written a quick, short
paper on anything we liked, with no time for revision. Sitting
arcung a table, we all read dittoed copies of everyone's drafts. The
leader asked us to suggest ways each paper could be imprtved. I
had already figured the way I wanted to improve mine. What aur-
prised me was that not one of those experienced and competent
teachers suggested what I was thinking of. Their suggestions were
good, but those teachers weren't me, and they couldn't possibly
have figured out what would be the most appropriate direction for
me.

So I ask the students, "What us) you think is the best thing
about your draft?" And whatever they say (incredibly, they almost
always do say), whether I see any possibilities in their selection or
NOT, I accept it and try to help them build on it. One boy wrote a
paean to his girl friend, with two pages of delicious and loving phys-
ical description of her, and a final innocuous sentence or two about
how he felt when he was with her. Yet he told me he felt the ending
was the best part. I was surprised, even disappointed, but
apparently the description part wasn't what he wanted to write.
Perhaps he thought papers about people should start with a
physical description I don't know. Anyhow, we talked for a while
about how he felt when he was near her, and he seemed relieved and
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happy to go back and redo the paper the way he wanted it. As it
turned out, he did include portions of the physical description in his
final draft, but in a context that was his own creation.

One of the ironies of teaching writing is that most teachers give
of their expertise when the student needs it least. They give a lot of
help before the student starts to write, and after the student has
written, but too little during the process. Once the student has done
a rough draft and has freely committed himself to doing a revision,
he then truly needs (and wants) a teacher's help. At least most
students do. When you individualize there are precious few general-
izations you can make that apply to all students in a class. Some
want help infrequently, and then only with pressing problems. Some
want help with wording, some with grammar or spelling, some with
organization. Some want no help at all. So I spend most of the class
time sitting with students providing on-the-spot help. There are
even some who want a draft completely red-penciled in the good old-
fashioned way. I invite them to submit a second draft, still in pencil,
for this service.

Of course you can sneak in some unsolicited advice at times, if it
somehow is in the context of something the student has solicited.
An interesting phenomenon is that a student's requests will change
as time goes on. If the door is left open, he will tend to ask for the
type of help he feels himself ready for. A typical pattern for many
though not all is to ask for increasingly more help with
mechanics, as concerns grow for "getting it just right."

A problem that arises in every class I have taught is the boy who
wants to write only about cars. But why discourage him? That's
clearly where he's at, at this stage of his life, for perfectly under-
standable psychological and sociological reasons. (I remamber dur-
ing my first year of teaching all I thought about or read about or
wrote about was school.) The teacher can suggest different ways of
writing about cars. The student can, for instance, write for audi-
ences with varying knowledge of cars, from his car-ignorant teacher
to his car-sophisticated friends. He may enjoy writing a glossary of
technical car terms, to flaunt his special knowledge and get some
control over a world so fascinating to him. But if his world is mainly
populated with cars, then he ought to write about them.
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Many experts on the teaching of writing place great emphasis on
having students "correct" each other's papers. Moffett suggests
dividing a class into small groups in which students read their
paper:: and provide mutual feedback. An excellent idea, though I
must confess I've never had much success at: making it work. The
groups seem to be either unduly tough on each other, or unduly
accepting of everything they read. I prefer the constant informal
swapping of papers that inevitably goes on when the teacher walks
around the room talking with individuals and the atmosphere is not
one of control from the front. Students, especially those who are
beginning to build confidence in their own perceptions, hunger for
supportive advice, and they know which classmates will provide it
and which ones probably won't. Of course there should be periodic
"publishing" of student writing. My favorite way is the dittoed
class "literary magazine," which includes at least one selection by
each student and is distributed just within the class (with extra
copies for the students to hand out to anybody else). A copy to each
administrator in the school is a dandy move.

I don't mean to suggest that the teacher should spend all his
class time walking around talking to students. Sometimes he has to
read papers. And he should himself do some writing, for a lot of
reasons that I guess are obvious. One that may not be so obvious is
that he really gets to know what student3 are going through.
Teachers do scandalously little writing, except for term papers, and
it won't be term papers these students are writing. (Though a per-
fectly legitimate activity in this class is for a student to write a term
paper for another class.) Ask a student or two to read your drafts
and react. It feels good later on when inevitably you find a student
is having a problem you had, and you can say how you solved it.

As the end of the marking period approaches, all energies are
focused on revising a few drafts for official "handing in." The
revision of some papers may have started way back near the begin-
ning of the term and have gone through several stages. Before a
paper is ready, the student can exhaust the possibilities for advice
and suggestions from teacher and classmates and can be reasonably
sure that his final draft represents the best work he is capable of.
There will be no surprises when he gets it back. When he finally does
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hand it in, all the learning about writing he is to do during the pro-
gram will be completed, so that by the act of submitting the paper
for a grade he is merely paying his respects to a grading system he
is stuck with. This is the only time of real work for the teacher,
because there is suddenly a big pile of papers to read all at once. But
there is little commenting to be done, and the grades should be
delightfully high.

I haven't said much about quality in the students' writing. The
quality of their papers does improve, markedly so, but not in ways I
could have predicted or planned for with any accuracy. Behavioral
objectives would be absurd for such a program. Certainly this
approach won't insure that a student gets a balance of experience in
writing essays, short stories, book reports, and all the other types of
writing, or that a student will learn all the elements of composition
in the rhetoric handbook. One eleventh grade girl spent a whole
term working on one long, long short story. It wasn't a very good
story even by the standard of the class, though it was a much better
story at the end of the term than at the beginning. But she found
her voice. She felt a new confidence in her ability to use that voice as
she went on to other courses which demanded other kinds of
writing.

Writing, it seems to me, cannot be "learned" in the same sense
as one can learn square roots or punctuation or typewriting. One
never really completes the process of learning to write. The techni-
cal skill is intimately tied up with ory'.. self-confidence, self-image,
and self-growth. Somewhere in the school experience, every stu-
dent needs to have the chance to experience that kind of growth.
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Time for Questions:
Getting Started

WHAT CAN I DO for students who say they don't have any-
thing to write about?

Students can mean many things when they say this. They may
mean that they don't h'we "appropriate" topics; they can mean that
t:_ey're afraid that if they invest energy in writing, they will be criti-
cized; they could mean that they don't have enough to write about
on any topic.

One way to help students discover topics and information thou:,
topics is to have them make lists. Here's a sequence you can go
through:

1. Ask students to write au "authority list" 251 ,r any other
number you choose) possible topics: experiences, hobbies, opirOns,
things that anne:, them, people they admire, places they've visitid,
books they've read, movies they've seen, sports they play, and so on.

2. Once the ', t is completed put a star beside the topic the stu-
dent likes best.

3. Students should p.dr up and ask each other questions about
the topic each has chosen.

4. After the interviews, each student should make a list of key
words details, names, (4:totes, examples, physical descriptions
that they might use to write about the topic.

5. Write about the topic.

This procedure slows down the composing process for students.
Too often: students have little to write about because they do no'
tai.e time to inventory their own knowlege they don't yet know
what they know.

This procedure also gets the student talking about his or her
topic, and talking helps students know what they know. But if stu-
dents are to talk teachers must be willing to listen, and there are
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volumes of research studies to show that we don't do it well. I end
that I get the best results when I begin with a general invitation to
talk "Could you tell me more about X?" The student will often
begin with a rambling kind of list; ther omething will click, there
will be animation in the voice; and the student senses that an oral
text is being created, one that can be transformed into a written
text.

My most vivid memory of this process involved a student of
mine who had worked diligently for half a semester and had pro-
duced nothing that anyone would want to read. This particular week
she h=1,1 written on her hometown in Vermont, and the paper was
like the ones she had written before, mechanical and lifeless. I asked
her to tell me something about her hometown, and she talked for a
while, but nothing clicked, rPthing was added that could enliven her
paper. Near the end of the conference, she picked up a postcard and
said, "Look what I bought in the bookstore." It was Norman Rock-
well's picture of Rosie the Rivetter painted during World War II.
"That's my mother."

It literally was her r-ether, who had posed for Rockwell. Not
only had her mother poseu, but many others in her town had also
posed. And in typkal New England fashion many of these people
still lived in the hometown so dully described in her paper. So her
next paper involv ed interviews with these people, their memories of
Rockwell. A splendid paper she had talked her way into.

I have students who can find topics but their writing is painfully
slow. What can I do about it?

Many students labor over their writing beca'ise they try to get it
right the first time. I had a student describe her process as follows:

I decided to write about my grandfather. "Grandfather was a
woodsman." I began, Was he? Actually he was also an applepicker
and a carpenter. I added those to the line. Now it w s too long. I
should concentrate on one subject I said to mys"lf. Was it "woods-
man" or "woodsmen?" I looked it up in the dictiLnary. "Woodsman"
was correct. I reread the first sentence; it sounded OK. Now for
number 2.

It's painful to imagine someone continuing this way. William
Stafford, the poet, offers some good advice for students who put
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themselves under this kind of pressure: "If I am to keep writing, I
cannot bother to insist on high standards. I must get into action
and not let anything stop me, or even slow me much."

One way for students to "get into action" is to ask them to free-
write regularly. Initially I ask my students to write for 10 minutes
on any topic, and when the time is up I ask them simply to count the
number of words they have written. Many are surprised that they
can write the equivalent of a typed page in 10 minutes. As the term
nrcgresses I regularly ask them to write at the beginning of class
sometimds on a topic I assign, sometimes on a topic they choose.

Many students lack fluency because they have not had to com-
pose regularly. Bryant Fil lion in a later article in this collection
reports that the amount of writing students do can vary wildly from
year to year. And Mina Shaughnessy estimates that many basic
writers do almost no writing. They are caught in a powerful
dilemma because they have difficulty writing they are not asked to
do much, and because they are not asked to do much writing, it
becomes increasingly more difficult. As students write more fre-
quently, they not only de-relop more ease in writing, they also begin
to write when they are not writing. They think about what they
might write when they ride the bus or walk the dog. They begin to
resemble James Thurber who would sometimes mumble incompre-
hensibly at the dinner table. If guests were present, Thurber's wife
would turn to them and explain, "You'll have to excuse him. He's
writing."

What kind of prewriting activities would help students with
expository or informational writing?

It's often useful to try a variation on the listing activity above.
But this time students might be asked to write lists of questions
about the topic, not just a few, but a large number. The first
questions on the list will be the obvious ones; the later ones are
likely to be more interesting. As students plan they might consider
the order in which readers would like questions answered.

Many students have also found mapping to be useful in showing
the relationships among ideas. To construct a map the writer rIrcles
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the key word of the piece. If I were writing a chapter on helping
students to begin writing, I might begin with "getting started"
circled:

Then I would create some branches:

Then there are areas or points that connect with each of these

branche.

gettini a
-lass started

helping
students

find topics

stu en
resistance

writing

getting
started

topics

And so on. Not every branch will be used in the writing, but the
method helps lay out possibilities and connectiono in a way that an
outline does not. For a more extensive description of this method
see Donald Murray's Write to Learn (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston).

How can I get students to write term papers that don't bore me
to tears?

Most "term papers" are too long; the student has to stretch to
make the assigned length, and, as a consequence uses almost all of
the information gathered. There is no selection process no throw-
ing away. Six to eight typewritten, douLle-spaced pages is a maxi-
mum length.

But the biggest problem with research papers is the inability of
students to transform researched information into their own
language. After all, their sources say it so much better than they
can. There are two things you can do to deal will this problem. At
points in the writing ask students to write "What I Have Learned"
papers, quick free-writings without benefit of notes, where the
student says in his or her own words what has been learned from the
research. In this way, the student is freed from the language of the
sources.

Students can also be encouraged to select topics where they can
interview an expert. A studea interested in emergency medicine
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could interview an ambulance attendant; someone interested in
farm foreclosures could interview farmers or loan officers of banks.
Good advice on interviewing can be found in William Zinnser's On
Writing Well. I would also suggest Kenneth Macrorie's Searching
Writir g which has excellent ideas for an I-Search paper where a
student moves into the community to gather information.
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Teaching the Other Self
The Writer's First Reader

by DONALD MURRAY
University of New Hampshire

WE URGE OUR students to write for others, but writers
report they write for themselves. "I write for me," says

Edward Albee. "The audience of me." Teachers of composition
make a serious mistake if they consider such statements a matter of
artistic ego alone.

The testimony of writers that they write for themselves opens a
window on an important part of the writing process. If we look
through that window we increase our understanding of the process
and become more effective teachers of writing.

"I am my own first reader," says Issac Bashevis Singer.
"Writers write for themselves and not for their readers," declares
Rebecca West, "and that art has nothing to do with communication
between person and person, only with communication between
different parts of a person's mind." "I think the audience an artist
imagines," states Vladimir Nabokov, "when he imagines that sort
of thing, is a room filled with people wearing his own mask."
Edmund Blunden adds, "I don't think I have ever written for any-
body except the other in one's self."

The act of writing might be described as a conversation between
two workmen muttering to each other at the workbench. The self
speaks, the other self listens and responds. The self proposes, the
other self considers. The self makes, the other self evaluates. The
two selves collzborate: a problem is spotted, discussed, defined;
solutions are proposed, rejected, suggested, attempted, tested,
discarded, accepted.

This process ie described in that fine German novel, The German
Lesson, by Siegfried Lenz, when the narrator in the novel watches
the painter Nansen, at work. "And, as always when he was at work
he was talking. He didn't talk to himself, he talked to someone by
the nan.e of Balthasar, who stood beside him. his Balthasar, who
only he could see and hear, with whom he chatted and argued and
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whom he sometimes jabbed with his elbow, so hard that even we,
who couldn't see any Balthasar, would suddenly hear the invisible
bystander groan, or, A not groan, at least swear. The longer we
stood there behind him, the more we began to believe in the
existence of that Balthasar who made himself perceptible by a sharp
intake of breath or a hiss ei disappointment. And still ti-e painter
went on confiding in him, only to regret it a moment later.

Study this activity at the workbench within the skt ll and you
might say that the self writes, the other self reads. Bu, ' is not
reading as we usually consider it, the decoding of a completed text.
It is a sophisticated reading that monitors writing before it is made,
as it is made, and after it is made.

The term monitor is significant, for the reading during writing
involves awareness on many levels and includes the opportunity for
change. And when that change is made then everything must be
read again to see how the change affects the reading.

The writer, as the text evolves, reads fragments of language as
well as completed units of language, what isn't on the page as well
as what is on the page, what should be left out as well as what
should be put in. Even patterns and designs sketches e possible
relationships between pieces of information or fragments of rhetoric
or language that we do not usually consider language are read
and discussed by the self and the other self.

It is time researchers in the discipline called English bridge the
gulf between the reading researcher and the writing researcher.
There are now rawly trained writing researchers who can
collaborate with the -xained researcher in reading, for the act of
writing is inseparable ;rom the act of reading. You can read without
writing, but you can't write without reading. The reading skills
required, however, to Iecode someone else's finished text may be
quite different from the reading skills required to chase a wisp of
thinking until it grows into a completed thought.

To follow thinking that has not yet become thought, the writer's
other self has to be an explorer, a map maker. The other self scans
the entire territory, forgetting, for the moment, questions of order
or language. The writer/explorer looks for the draft's horizons. Once
the writer has scanned the larger vision of the territory, it may be
possible to trace a trail that will get the writer from here to there,
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from meaning identified to meaning clarified. Questions of order are
now addressed, but questions of language still delayed. Finally, the
writer/explorer studies the map in detail to spot the hazards that lie
along the trail, the hidden swamps of syntax, the underbrush of
verbiage, the voice found, lost, found again.

Map making and map reading are among man's most complex
cognitive tasks. Eventually the other self learns to monitor the
always changing relationship between where the writer is and where
the writer intended to go. The writer/explorer stops, looks ahead,
considers and reconsiders the trail and the ways to get around the
obstacles that block thL t trail.

There is only one way the student can learn map reading and
that is in the field. Books and lecturers may help, but only after the
student writer has been out in the bush will the student understand
the kind of reading essential for the exploration of thinking. The
teacher has to be a guide who doesn't lead so much as stand behind
the young explorer, pointing out alternatives only at the moment of
panic. Once the writer/explorer has read one map and made the trip
from meaning intended to meaning realized, will the young writer
begin to trust the other self and have faith it will know how to read
other trails through other territories.

The reading writer map maker and map reader reads the
word, the line, the sentence, the paragraph, the page, the entire text.
This constant back-and-forth reading monitors the multiple
complex relationships between all the elements in writing. Recur-
sive scanning or reviewing and previewing is 1-aginning to be
docuii.zaited during revision by Sondra Perl, Nancy C.-immers, and
others. But further and more sophisticated investigation will, I
believe, show that the experienced writer is able, through the
writer's other self, to read what has gone before and what may come
afterward during the writing that is done before there is a written
text, and during the writing that prodixes an embryonic text.

I think we can predict some of the functions that are performed
by the other self during the writing prom ss.

The other self tracks the activity that is taking place. Writing, in
a sense, does not exist until it is read. The other self records the
evolving text.
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The other self gives the self the distance that is essential for
craft. This distance, the craftperson's step backwards, is a key
element in that writing that is therapeutic for the writer.

The other self provides an evolving context for the writer. As the
writer adds, cuts, or records, the other self keeps track of how
each change affects the draft.

The other self articulates the process of writing, providing the
writer with an engineering history of the developing text, a tech-
nical resource that records the problems faced and the solutions
that were tried and rejected, not yet tried, and the one that is in
place.

The other self is the critic who is continually looking at the
writing to see if, in the writer's phrase, "it works."

The other self also is the supportive colleague to the writer, the
chap who commiserates and encourages, listens sympathetically
to the writer's complaints and reminds the write, of past success.
The deeper we get into the writing process the more we may dis-
cover how affective concerns govern the cognitive, for writing is
an intellectual activity carried on in an emotional environment,
a precisely engineered sailboat trying to hold course in a vast
and stormy Atlantic. The captain has to deal with fears as well
as compass readings.

We shall have to wait for perceptive and innovative research by
teams of reading and writing researchers to document t'Le complex
kind of reading that is done during the writing proce .. But for-
tunately, we do not have to wait for the results of such research to
make use of the other self in the teaching of writing.

The othE. Jell can be made articulate. It has read the copy as it
was being created and knows the decisions that were made to pro-
duce the draft. This does not mean that they were all conscious
decisions in the sense that the writer articulated what was being
done, but even instinctive or subconscious editorial decisions can be
articulated retrospectively.

Man} teachers of writing, especially those who are also teachers
of literature, are deeply suspicious of the testimony of writers about
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their own writing. It may be that the critic feels that he or she
knows more than the writer, that the testimony of writers is too
simple to be of value. But I have found in my own work that what
students and professional writers say about their own writing
process is helpful and makes sense in relation to the text.

Writing is, after all, a rational act; the writing self was moni-
tored by the reading self during the writing process. The affective
may well control or stimulate or limit the cognitive, but writing is
thinking, and a thinking act can, most of the time, be recreated in
rational terms. The tennis pro may return a serve instinctively, but
instinct is, in part, internalized consciousness, and ifyou ask the pro
about that particular return the experienced player will be able to
describe what was done and why. If the player thought consciously
at the time of the serve, the ball would sail by. The return was a
practiced, learned act made spontaneous by experience, and it can
be described and explained after the fact.

This retroactive understanding of what was done makes it possi-
ble for the teacher not only to teach the other self but recruit the
other self to assist in the teaching of writing. The teacher brings the
of ., self into existence, and then works with that other self so that,
after the student has graduated, the other self can take over the
function of teacher.

When the student speaks and the student and teacher listen they
are both informed about the nature of the writing process that pro-
duced the draft. This is the point at which the teacher knows what
needs to be taught or reinforced one step at a time, and the point at
which the student knows what needs to be done in the next draft.

Listening is not a normal composition teacher's skill. We tell and
they listen. But to make effective use of the other self the teacher
and the student must listen together.

This is done most efficiently in conference. But before the con-
ference at the beginning of the course the teacher must .xplain to
the class exactly why the student is to speak first. I tell my
students that I'm going to do as little as possible to interfere with
their learning. It is their job to read the text, to evaluate it, to decide
how it can be improved so that ,ley will be able to write when I am
not there. I point out that the -.z.ys in which they write are
different, their problems and solution s are differe lt, and that I am a
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resource to help them find their own way. I will always attempt to
underteach so that they can overlearn.

I may read the paper before the conference or during the con-
ference, but the student will always speak first in the conference. I
have developed a repertoire of questions what surprised you?
what's working best? what are you going to do next? but I rarely
use them. The writing conference is not a special occasion. The
student comes to get my response to the work, and I give my
response to the student's response. I am teaching the other self.

The more inexperienced the student and the less comprthensible
the text, the more helpful the writer's comments. Again and again
with remedial students I am handed a text that I simply can not
understand. I do not know what it is supposed to say. I can not dis-
cover a pattern of organization. I can not understand the language.
But when the writer tells me what the writer was doing, when the
other sell is allowed to speak, I find that the text was produced
rationally. The writer followed misunderstood instruction, inappro-
pri.Le principles, or logical processes that did not work.

Most students, for example, feel that if you want to write for a
large audience you should write in general terms, in large abstrac-
tions. They must be told that is logical; but it simply doesn't work.
The larger the audience, the more universal we want our message to
be, the more specific we must become. It was E.B. White who
reminded us, "Don't write about Man, write about a man."

When the teacher listens to the student, the conference can be
short. The student speaks about the process that produced the draft
or about the draft itself. The teacher listens, knowing the., the
effective teacher must teach where the student is, not v, nere the
teacher wishes the student was, then scans or rescans the draft to
confirm, adjust, or disagree with the student's comments.

One thing the responsive teacher, the teacher who listens to the
student first then to the text, soon learns is that the affective
usually controls the cognitive, and affective responses have to be
dealt with first. I grew used to this with students. but during the
past two years I have also worked with professional on some of the
best newspapers in the country, and I have found that it is even
more true of published writers. Writers' feelings control the
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environment in which the mind functions. Unless the teacher knows
this environment the teaching will be off target.

In conference, for excmple, the majority of men have been
socialized to express a false confidence in their writing. The teacher
who feels these men are truly confident will badly misread the
writer's other self. The behavior of women in conference is
changing, but not fast enough. Most women still express the false
modesty about their accomplishments that society has said is
appropriate Rir women. Again the teacher must recognize and
support the other self that knows how good the work really ib.

I am constantly astonished when I see drafts of equal
accomplishment, but with writer evaluations that are miles apart.
One student may say, "This is terrible. I can't write. I think I'd
better drop the course." And right af .,er that on a similar paper a
student says, "I never had so much fun writing before. I think this
is really a good paper. Do you think I should become a writer?"

Many students, of course, have to deal first with these feelings
about the draft or about writing itself. The conference teacher
should listen to these comments, for they often provide important
clues to why the student is writing or avoiding writing in a par-
ticular way.

The instructor who wishes to teach the other self must discuss
the text with that other self in less despairing or elated tones. Too
often the inexperienced conference teacher goes to the polar extreme
and offers the elspairing student absolute praise and theconfident
student harsh criticism. In practice, the effective conference teacher
does not deal in praise or criticism. All texts can be improved, and
the instructor discusses with the student what is working and can
be made to work better, and what isn't working and how it might be
made to work.

As the student gets by the student's feelings, the concerns
become more cognitive. At first the students, and the ineffective
writing teacher, focus on the superficial, the most obvious problems
of language or manuscript preparation. But the teacher, through
questioning, can reorient the student to the natural hierarchy of
editorial concerns.
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These questions over a series of conferences may evolve from
"What's the single most important thing you have to say?" to
"What questions is the reader going to ask you and when are they
going to he asked?" to " Where do you hear the voice come through
strongest?"

The students will discover, as the teacher models an ideal other
self, that the largest questions of cont&nt, meaning, or focus have to
be dealt with first. Until there is a clear meaning the writer can not
order the information that supports that meaning or leads towards
it. And until the meaning and its srpporting structure is clear the
writer can not make the decisions about voice an i language that
clarify and communicate that meaning. The other self has to
monitor many activities and make sure that the writing self reads
what is being monitored in an effective sequence.

Sometimes teachers who are introduced to teaching the other
self feel that listening to this st.,,dent first means they can not inter-
vene. That is not true. This is not a do-your-own-thing kind of teach-
ing. It is a demanding teaching, it is nothing less than the teaching
of critical thinking.

Listening is, after all, an aggressive act. When the teacher
insists that the student knows the s,.1:jaci, and the writing process
that produced the draft better than the teacher, and they, has faith
that the student has an other self that has monitored the producing
of the draft, then the teacher puts enormous pressure on the stu-
dent Intelligent comments are expected, and when they are
expected they are often received.

I have been impressed by how effectively primary students,
Lose in the first three grades in school, have a speaking other self.
fortunately this other self that monitors the writing process has
been documented on tape in a longitudinal stu4y conducted in the
Atkinson, New Hampshire, schools by Donald Graves, Liry
Calkiri and Susan Sowers at t'-e University of New Hampshire
There the other self has been recorded and analyzed.

The most effective learning takes place when the other self
articulates t'e writing 'Ina went well. Too much instruction is
failure centered. It focuses on error and unintentionally reinforces
error.

The success:p1 writer does not so much correct error as discover
what is working and extend that element in the writing. The writer
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100;0 for the voice, the order, the relationship of information that is
working well, and concentrates on making the entirepiece of writing
have the effect; eness of the successful fragmen The r2sponsive
teacher is always attempting to get the stucent to bypass the global
evaluations of failure "I can't write about this," "It's an airball."
"I don't have anything to say." and move into an element that is
working well. In the beginning of a piece of writing by a beginning
student that first concern might well be the subject or the feeling
that the student has toward subject. The teacher may well say,
"Okay. This draft isn't working, but what do you know about the
subject that a reader needs to know?"

Again and again the teacher listens to what the student is saying
and not saying to help the student hear that other self that has

been monitoring what isn't yet on the page or what may be begin-
ning to appear on the page.

This dialogue between the student's other self and the teacher
occurs best in conference. But the k:cnferences should be short and
frequent.

"I dunno," the student says. "In reading this over I think
maybe I'm more specific." The teacher scans the text and responds,
"I agree. What are you going to work on next?" "I guess the
ending. It sorts goes on." "Okay. Let me see it when it doesn't."

The important thing is that only c ne or two issues are dealt with
:n a conference. The conference isn't a psychiatric session. Think of
the writer as an apprentice at the workbench with a master
workman, a senior colleague, stopping by once in a while for a quick
chat about the work.

We can also help the other self to become articulate by having
the student write, after completing a draft, a brief statement about
the draft. That statement can be attached on the front of the draft
so the teacher can hear what the other self says and respond, after
reading that statement and the draft, in writing. I have found this
far less effective than the face-to-face conference, where the act of
listening is personal, and where the teacher can hear tl-e inflection
and the pause as well as the statement and where the teacher can
listen with the eye, reading she student's body language as well as
the student's text.
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The other self develops r anfidence through the experience of
being heard in small and large group workshops. The same dyna-
mics take place as have been modeled in the conference. The group
leader asks the writer, "How can we help you'll' The other self
speaks of the process or of the text. The workshop members listen
and read the text with the words of the other self in their ears. Then
they respond, helping the other self become a more effective reader
of the evolving text.

The papers that are published in workshops should be the best
papers. The workshop members need to know how good writing is
made, and then need to know how good writing can be improved. I
always make clear that the papers being published in workshops are
the best ones. As the other sal; speaks of how these good papers
have been made and how they can be improved, the student being
published has the student's most effective writing process rein-
forced. You can hear the other self becoming stronger and more
confident as it speaks of what worked and as it proposes what may
work next. Tht other workshop members hear an effective other
self. They hear how a good writer reads an evolving draft. And
during the workshop sessions their other selves start to speak, and
they hear their own other selves participate in the helpful process of
the workshop.

The teacher must always remember that the student, in the
beginning of the course, does not know the other self exists. Its
existence is an act of faith for the teacher. Sometimes that is a stu-
pendous act of faith. Ronald, his nose running, his prose stalled,
does not appear to have a self, and certainly not a critical, construc-
tive other self. But even Ronald will hear that intelligent other self
if the teacher listens well.

The teacher asks queseons for which the student does not think
there are answers: Why did you use such a strong word here? How
did you cut this description and make it clearer? Why did you add so
many specifii.s on Page 39? I think this ending really works, but
what did you see that made you realize ,,hat old beginning was the
new ending?

The student has the answers. And the student is surprised by
the fact of answers as much as the answers themselves. The teacher
addresses a self that the student didn't kr lw exists, and the
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student listens with astonishment to what the other self is saying
"Hey, he's not so dumb." "That's pretty good, she knows what
she's doing."

The teacher helps the student find the other self, get to know the
other self, learn to work with the other self, and then the teacher
walks away to deal with another Ronald in another 3urse who does
not know there is another self. The teacher's faith is building
experience. If Ronald had another self, then there is hope for faith.

What happens in the writing conference and the workshop in
which the other self is allowed to become articulate is best
expressed in the play, The Elephant Mtn, by Bernard Pomerance,
when Merrick, the freak, w} ) has been listened to for the first time
in his life, says, "Before I spoke with people, I did not think of all
those things because there was no-one to think them for. Now
things come out of my mouth which are true."
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Writer-Based Prose:
A Cognitive Basis for
Problems in Writing

by LINDA FLOWER
Carnegie-Mellon University

IF WRITING IS simply the act of "expressing what you think"
or "saying what you mean," why is writing often such a diffi-

cult thing to do? And why do papers that do express what the writer
meant (to his or her own satisfaction) often fail to communicate the
same meaning to a reader? Although we often equate writing with
the straightforward act of "saying what we mean," the mental
struggles writers go through and the misinterpretations readers
still make suggest that we need a better model of this process.
Modern communication theory and practical experience agree;
writing prose that actually communicates what we mean to another
person demands more than a simple act of self-expression. What
communication theory does not tell us is how writers do it.

An alternative to the "think it/say it" model is to say that
effective writer., do not simply express thought but transform it in
certain complex but describable ways for the needs of a reader.
Conversely, we may find that ineffective writers are indeed merely
"expressing" themselves by offering up an unretouched and under-
processed version of their own thought. Writer-Based prose, the
subject of this paper, 's a description of this undertransformed
mode of verbal expression.

As both a style of writing and a style of thought, Writer-Based
prose is natural and adequate for r. writer writing to himself or
herself. However, it is the source of some of the most common and
pervasive problems in academic and professional writing. The
symptoms can range from a mere missing referent or an under-
developed idea to an unfoLused and apparently pointless discussion.
The symptoms are diverse but the source can often be traced to the
writer's underlying strai,egy for composing and to his or her failure
to transform private thought into a public, reader-based expression.
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In function, Writer-Based prose is a verbal expression written by
a writer to himself and for himself. It is the record and the working
of his own verbal thought. In its structure, Writer-Based prose
reflects the associate, narrative path of the writer's own confronta-
tion with her subject. In its language, it reveals her use of privately
loaded terms and shifting but unexpressed contexts for her
statemen.a.

In contrast, Reader-Based prose is a deliberate attempt to com-
municate something to a reader. To do that it creates a shared
language and shared context between writer and reader. It also
offers the reader an issue-centered rhetorical structure rather than a
replay of the writer's discovery process. In its language and struc-
ture, Reader-Bas^d prose reflects the purpose of the writer's
thought; Writer-Based prose tends to reflect its process. Good
writing, therefore, is often the cognitively demanding transforma-
tion of the natural but private expressions of Writer-Based thought
into a structure and style adapted to a reader.

This analysis of Writer-Based prose style and the transforma-
tions that create Reader-Based prose will explore two hypotheses:

1. Writer-Based prose represents a major and familiar mode ,of
expression which we all Ise from time to time. While no piece of
writing is a pure example. Writer-Based prose can be identified by
features of structure, function, and style. Furthermore, it shares
many of these features with the modes of inner and egocentric
speech described by Vygotsky and Piaget. This paper will explore
that relationship and look at newer research in an effort to describe
Writer-Based prose as a verbal style which in turn reflects an
underlying cognitive process.

2. Writer-Based prose is a workable concept which can help us
teach writing. As a way to intervene in the thinki:ig process, it taps
intuitive communication strategies writers already have, but are
not adequately using. As a teaching technique, the notion of trans-
forming one's own Writer-Based style has proved to be a powerful
idea with a built-in method. It helps writers attack this demanding
cognitive task with some of the thoroughness and confidence that
comes from an increased and self-conscious control of the process.

My plan for this paper is to explore Writer-Based prose from a
number of perspectives. Therefore, the next section, which
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considers the psychological theory of egocentrism and inner speech,
is followed by a case study of Writer-Based prose. I will then pull
these practical and theoretical issues together to define the critical
features of Writer-Based prose. The final section will look ahead to
the implications of this description of Writer-Based prose for
writers and teachers.

INNER SPEECH AND EGOCENTRISM. In studying the developing
thought of the child, Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky both observed a
mode of speech which seemed to have little social or communicative
function. Absorbed in play, children would carry on spirited
elliptical monologues which they seemed to assume others under-
stood, but which in fact made no concessions to tht, needs of the
listener. According to Piaget, in Vygotsky's synopsis, "In
egocentric speech, the child talks only about himself, takes no
interest in ).is interlocutor, does not try to communicate, expects no
answers, and often does not even care whether anyone listens to
him. It is similar to a monologue in a play: The child is thinking
aloud, keeping up a running accompaniment, as it were, to what-
ever he may be doing."' In the seven-year olds Piaget studied,
nearly fifty percent of their recorded talk was egocentric in nature!
According to Piaget, the child's "non-communicative" or egocentric
speech is a reflection, not of selfishness, but of the child's limited
ability to "assume the point of view of the listener: [the child] talks
of himself, to himself, and by himself."' In a sense, the child's cogni-
tive capacity has locked her in her own monologue.

When Vygotsky observed a similar phenomenon in children he
called it "inner speech" because he saw it as a forerunner of the
private verbal thought adults carry on. Furthermore, Vygotsky
argued, this speech is not simply a by-product of play, it is the tool
children use to plan, organize, and control their activities. He put
the case quite strongly: "We have seen that egocentric speech is not
suspended in a void but is directly related to the child's practical
dealings with the real world . . . it enters as a constituent part into
the process of rationrl activity" (Thought and Language, p. 22).

The egocentric talk of the child and the mental, inner speech of
the adult share three important features in common. First, they are
highly elliptical. In talking to oneself the psychological subject of
discourse (the old information to which we are adding new prdi-
cated) is always known. Therefore, explicit subjects and referents
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disappear. Five people straining to glimpse the bus need only say,
"Coming!" Secondly, inner speech frequently deals in the sense of
words, not their more specific or limited public meanings. Words
become "saturated with sense" in much the way a key we rd in a
poem can come to represent its entire, complex web of meaning. But
unlike the word in the poem, the accrued sense of the word in inner
speech may be quite personal, even idiosymiatic; it is, as Vygotsky
writes, "the sum of all the psychological events aroused in our
consciousness by the word'. (ThoLght and Language, p. 146).

Finally, a third feature of egocentric/inner speech is the absence
of logical and causal relations. In experiments with children's use of
logical-causal connectives such as because, therefore, and although,
Piaget found that children have difficulty managing such relation-
ships and in spontaneous speech will substitute a non-logical, non-
causal connective such as then. Piaget described this strategy for
relating things as juxtaposition: "the cognitive tendency simply to
link (juxtapose) one thought element to another, rather than to tie
them together by some causal or logical relition."4

One way to diagnose this problem with sophisticated relation-
ships is to say, as Vygotsky did, that young children often think in
complexes instead of concepts! When people think in complexes
they unite objects into families that really do share common bonds,
but the bonds are concrete and factual rather than abstract or
logical. For example, the notion of "college student" would be a
complex if it were based, for tile thinker, on facts such as college stu-
dents live in dorms, go to ci, saes, and do homework.

Complexes are very functional formations, and it may be that
many people do most of their day-to-day thinking without feeling
the need to form more demanding complex concepts. Complexes
collect related objects; concepts, however, must express abstract,
logical relations. And it is just this sort of abstract, synthetic
thinking that writing typically demands. In a child's early years the
ability to form complex concepts may depend mostly on developing
cognitive capacity. In adults this ability appears also to be a skill
t!eveloped by training and a tendency fostered by one's background
and intellectual experience. But whatever its source, the ability to
move from the complexes of egocentric speech to the more formal
relations of conceptual thought is critical to most expository
writing.
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Piaget and Vygotsky disagreed on the source, exact function,
and teleology of egocentric speech, but they did agree on the
features of this distinctive phenomenon, which they felt revealed
the underlying logic of th' child's thought. For our case, that may
be enough. The hypothesis on which this paper rests is not a
developmental one. Egocentric speech, or rather its adult written
analogue, Writer -Based prose, is not necessarily a stage through
which a writer must develop or one at which some writers are
arrested. But for adults it does represent an available mode of
expression on which to fall back. If Vygotsky is right, it may even
be closely related to normal verbal thought. It is clearly a natural,
less cognitively demanding mode of thought and one which explains
why people, who can ergess themselves in complex and highly
intelligible modes, are often obscure. Egocentric expression
happens to the best of us; it comes naturally.

The work of Piaget and Vygotsky, then, suggests a source for
the cognitive patterns that underlie Writer-Based prose, and it
points to some of the major features such a prose style would
possess. Let us now turn to a more detailed analysis of such writing
as a verbal style inadequately suited for the needs of the reader.

WRITER-BAS7D PROSE: A CASE STUDY OF A TRANSFORMATION.
As an introduction to the main features of Writer-Based prose and
its transformations, let us look at two drafts of a progress report
written by students in an organizational psychology class. Working
as consulting analysts to a local organization, the writers needed to
show progress to their instructor and to present an analysis with
causes and conclusions to the client. Both readers academic and
prifessional were less concerned with what the students did or
saw than with why they did it and what they made of their obser-
vations.

To gauge the ReadeBased effectiveness of this report, skim
quickly over Draft 1 and imagine the response of the instructor of
the course, who needed to answer these questions: As analysts,
what assumptions and decisions did my students make? Why did
they make them? At what stage in the project are they now? Or,
play the role of the client-reader who wants to know: How did they
define my problem, and what did they conclude? As either reader,
can you quickly extract the information the report should be giving
you? Next, try the same test on Draft 2.
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DRAFT 1:
GROUP REPORT

11) Work began on our project with the initial group decision toevaluate the Oskaloosa Brewing Company. Oskaloosa BrewingCompany is a regionally located brewery manufacturing several
different types of beer, notably River City and Brough Cream Ale.This beer is marketed under various names in Pennsylvania andother neighboring states. As a group, we decided to analyze thisorga. 'nation because two of our group members had had frequent
cus:.....uer contact with the sales department. Also, we were &werethat Oskaloosa Brewing had been losing money f3r the past. fiveyears and we felt we might be able to fmd some obvious problemsin their organizational structure.

12) Our first meeting, held February 17th, was with the head ofthe sales department, Jim Tucker. Generally, he gave us an outlineof the organization from president to worker, and discussed thevarious departments that we might ultimately decide to analyze.The two that seemed the most promising and most applicable to theprojcet were the sales and production departments. After a kr«group meetings and discussions with the personnel manager, SusanHarris, and our advisor Professor Chains, we felt it best suited ourneer., and the Oskaloosa Brewing's to evaluate their bottlingdepartment.

(3) During the next week we had n discussion with the superin-
tendent of production 'Teary Holt, anti made plans for interview-ing the supervisors and inc workers. Also, we had a tour of thebottling department which gave us a fret hand look into the pro-duction process. Before beginning our interviewing, our group metseveral times to formulate appropriate questions to use in interview-ing, for both the supervisors and workers. We also had a meetingwith Professor Chains to discuss this matter.

(3a) The next step was the actual interviewing process. Duringthe weeks of March 14-18 and March 21.25, our group met severaltimes at Oskaloosa Brewing and interviewed ten sltpervisore andtwelve workers. Finally during this past week, we have had severalgroup meetings to discuss our findings and the potential problemareas within the bottling department. Also, we have spent timeorganizing the writing ofour progress report.
14) The bottling and packaging division is located in a separatebuilding, adjacent to the brewery, where the beer is actually manu-factured. From the brewery the beer is piped into one of five lines(four bottling lines and one canning line), in the bottling housewhere the bottles at e filled, crowned, pasteurized,

labeled, packagedin cases, and either shipped out ,tr stored in the warehouse. Thehead of this operation, and others, :s production manager, PhilSmith. Next in line under him in direct control of the bottling houseis the superintendent of bottling and packaging, Henry Holt. Inaddition, there are a total of ten supervisors who report directly toHenry Holt and who oversee the daily operations and coordinateand direci ilt* twenty to thirty union workers who operate the lines.
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(5) During production, each supervisor fills out a data sheet to
explain what was actually produced during each hour. This form
also includes the exact time when a breakdown occurred, what it
was caused by, and when production was resumed. Some super-
visors positions are production staff oriented. One takes care of
supplying the raw material (bottles, caps, labels, and boxes) for pro-
duccion. Another is responsible for the union workers assignment
each day

These workers are not all permanent' assigned to a produc-
tion line position. Men called "floaters" are used filling in for a sick
worker, or helping out after a breakdown.

16) The union employees are generally older than 35, some in
their late fifties. Most have been with the company many years and
are accustomed to having more workers per a slower moving line.
They are resentful to what they declare "unnecessary" production
changes. Oskaloosa Brewery also employs mechanics who normally
work on the production line, and assume a mechanics job only when
a breakdown occurs. Most of these men are not skilled.

DRAFT 2:
MEMORANDUM

TO: Professor Martin Charns

FROM: Nancy Lowenberg, Todd Scott, Rosemary Nisson, Larry
Voden

DATE: March 31, 1977

RE: Progress Report: The Oskaloosa Brewing Company

WHY OSKAI,OOSA BREWING?

Ili Oskaloosa Brewing Company is a regionally located brewery
manufacturing several different types of beer, notably River City
and Brough Cream Alt As a group, we decided to analyze this
organization because twc of our group members have frequent con-
tact with the sales department. Also, we were aware that Oskaloosa
Brewing had been losing money for the past five years and we felt
we might be able to find acme obvious problems ir. their organiza-
tional structure.

INITIAL STEPS: WHERE TO CONCENTRATE?

(2) Through sew.' al interviews with top management and group
discussion, we felt it best suited our needs, and Oskaloosa Brewing's,
to evaluate the production department. Our first meeting, held Feb-
ruary 17, was with the head of the sales department, Jim Tucker.
He gave us an outline of the organization and described the two
major departments, sales and production. He indicated that there
were more obvious problems in the production department, a belief
also implied by Susan Harris, personnel manager.

NEXT STEP

(3) The next step involved a familiarization of the plant and its
employees. First, we towed the plant to gain an understanding of
the brewing and bottling process. Next, during the weeks of March
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14-18 and March 21-25. we interviewed ten supervisors and twelve
workers. Finally, during the past week we had group meetings to
exchange information and discuss potential problems.

THE PRODUCTION PROCESS

(4) Knowledge of the actual roduction process is imperative in
understanding the effects of various problems on efficient produc-
tion: therefore, we have included a bried summary of this process.

The bottling and packaging division is located in a eeparate
building, adjacent to the brewery, where the beer is actuallymanu-
factured. From the brewery the beer is piped into ore of five lines
(four bottling lines and one canning line) in the bottling house
where the bottles are filled, crowned, pasteurized, labeled, packaged
in cases. and either shipped out or stored in the warehouse.

PEOPLE BEHIND THE PROCESS

(5) The head of this operation ;s production manager, Phil
Smith. Next in line under him in direct control of the bottling
house is the superintendent of bottling and packaging, Henry Holt.
He has authority over ten supervisors who each have two major
responsibilities: (1) to fill out production data sheets that show the
amount produced/hour. and information about any breakdowns
time, cause. etc., and (2) to oversee the daily operations and coordi-
nate and direct the twenty to thirty union workers who operate the
lines. These workers are not all permanently assigned to a produc-
tion line position. Men called "floaters" are used to fill in for a sick
worker or to help out after a breakdown.

(6) The union employees are highly diversified group in both age
rnd experience. They are generally older than 35, some in their late
fifties. Most have been with the co.-npany mary years and are accus-
tomed to having more workers per a slower moving line. They are
resentful to what they feel are unnecessary production changes.
Oskaloosa Brewing also employs mechanics who normally work oil
the production line, and assume a mechanics job only when a break
down occurs. Most of these men are not skilled.

PROBLEMS

Through extensive interviews with supervisors and union
employees, we have recognized four apparent problems within the
bottle house operations. First, the employees' goals do not match
those of the company. This is especially apparent in the anion
employees whose loyalty lies with the union instead of the company.
This attitude is well-founded as the union ensures them of job secur-
ity and benefits ...

In its tedious misdirection, Drat, 1 is typical of Writer-Based
prose in student papers and professional reports. The reader is
forced to do most of the thinking, sorting the wheat from the chaff
and drawing ideas out of details. And yet, although this
presentation fails to fulfill our needs, it does have an inner logic of
its own. The logic which organizes Waiter -Based prose often rests
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on three principles: its underlying focus is egocentric, and it uses
either a narrative framework or a survey form to order ideas.

The narrative framework of this discussion is established by the
opening announcement: "Work began... ." In paragraphs 1-3 facts
and ideas are presented in terms of when they were discovered,
rather than in terms of their implications or logical connections. The
writers recount what happened when; the reader, on the other hand,
asks, "Why?" and "So what?" Whether he or she likes it or not the
reader is in for a blow-by-blow account of the writers' discovery
process.

Although a rudimentary chronology is reasonable for a progress
report, a narrative framework is often a substitute for analytic
thinking. By burying ideas within the events that precipitated
them, a narrative obscures the more important logical and hier-
archical relations between ideas. Of course, such a narrative could
read like an intellectual detective story, because, like other forme of
drama, it creates interest by withholding closure. Unfortunately,
most academic and professional readers seem unwilling to sit
through these home movies of the writer's mind at work. Narratives
can also operate as a cognitive "frame" which itself generates ideas!
The temporal pattern, once invoked, opens up a series of empty
slots waiting to be filled with the details of what happened next,
even though those details may be irrele,; ant. As the revision of
Draft 2 shows, our writers' initial narrative framework led them to
generate a shaggy project story, instead of a streamlined logical
analysis.

The second salient feature of this prose is its focus on the dis-
covery process of the writers: the "I dia/I thought/I felt" focus. Of
the fourteen sentences in the first three paragraphs, ten are
grammatically focused on the writers' thoughts and actions rather
than on issues: "Work began," "We decided," "Also we were aware
... and we felt...."

In the fourth paragraph the writers shift attention from their
discovery process to the fects discovered. In doing so they illustrate
a third feature of Writer-Based prose: its idea structure simply
copies the structure of the perceived information. A problem arises
waen the internal structure of the data is not already adapted to the
needs of the reader or the intentions of the writer. Paragraph five,
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for example, appears to be a free-floating description of "What
happens during production." Yet the client-reader already knows
this and the instructor probably does not care. Lured by the fasci-
nation of facts, these writer-based writers recite a litany of per-
ceived information under the illusion they have produced a rhetori-
cal structure. The resulting structure could al well be a neat
hierarchy as a list. The point is that the writers' organizing principle
is dictated by their information, not by their intention.

The second version of this report is not so much a "rewrite" (i.e.,
a new report) as it is a transformation of the old one. The writers had
to step back from their experience and information in order to turn
facts into concepts. Pinpointing the telling details was not enough:
they had to articulate the meaning they saw in the data. Secondly,
the wri -ers had to build a rhetorical structure which acknowledged
the function these ideas had for their reader. In the second version,
the headings, topic sentences, and even some of the subjects and
verbs reflect a new finctioual structure focused on Procesd, Peoph,
and Problems. The report offers a hierarchical organization of the
facts in which the hierarchy itself is based on issues both writer and
reader agree are important. I think it likely that such transforma-
tions frequently go on in the early stages of the composing process
for skilled writers. But for some writers the under-transformed
Writer-Based prose of Draft 1 is also the final product and the
stRrting point for our work as teachers.

In the remainder of this paper I will look at the features of
Writer-Based prose and the ways it functions for the writer. Clearly,
we need tc- know about Reader-Based prose in order to teach it. But
it !Fi also clear that writers already possess a great deal of intuitive
kno Nledge about writing for audiences when they are stimulated to
use it. As the case study shows, the concept of trying to transform
Writer-Based prose for a reader is by itself a powerful tool. It helps
writers identify the lineaments of a ^roblem many can start to solve
once they recognize it as a definable problem.

WRITER-BASED PROSE: FUNCTION, STRUCTURE, AND STYLE.
While WriterBased prose may be inadequately structured for a
reader, it does possess a logic and structure of its own. Furthermore,
that structure serves some important functions for the writer in his
or her effort to think about a subject. It represents a practical
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strategy for dealing with information. If we could see Writer-Based
pr, as a functional system not -,. set of random errors known
only to English t .achers we would be better able to teach writing
as a part of any discipline that asks people to express complex ideas.

According to Vygotsky, "the inner t,peech of he adult repre-
sents his ' thinking for himself' rather than social adaptation
!communication to others]: i.e., it has the satne function that ego-
( entric speech has in the child" (Language and Thought, p. 18). It
nelps him solve problems. Vygott ky found that when a child who is
trying to ciraw, encounters an obstacle (no pencils) or a problem
(what shall I call it?), the incicit-nce of egocentric speech can double.

If we look at an analogous situation an adult caught up in the
complex mental process of composing -- we can see that much of the
adult's output is not well adapted for public consumption either. In
studies of cognitive processes of writers as they composed, J. R.
Hayes and I observe., much of the writer's verbal output to be an
attempt to manipulate stored .armation into some acceptable
pattern of meaning! To do t t ie writer generates a variety of
alternative relationships and trial formulations of the information
she has in mind. Many of these trial networks will be discarded;
most will be significantly altered through lombination and
elaboration during thr composing process. In t .ose cases in which
the xvriter'a first pass at articulating knowledge was also the final
draft .yher, she wrote it just as she thought it - the result was
often a series of semi -i. ,ependent, juxtaposed networks, each with
its own focus.

Whether such expression occurs in an experimental protocol or
written draft, it reflects the working of writer'a mind upon his
material. Becat,oe dealing with one's material is a formidable
enough task in itself, a writer may allow himself to ignore the
additional problem of accommodating a reader. Writer-Based prose,
then, functions as a medium for thinking. It offers the writer the
luxury of one less constraint. As we shall see, its typice.1 structure
and style Ore simply paths left by tt,e movement of the writer's
mind.

The structure of Writer-Based prose reflects an economical
strateg, we have for coping with informatior. Readers generally
expect writers to produce complex concepts to collect data and
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details under larger guiding ideas and place those ideas in an inte-
grated network. But as both Vygotsky and PiageL observed,
forming such complex concepts is a demanding cognitive teak; if no
one minds, it is a lot easier to just list the parts. Nor is it surprising
that in children two of the hallmarks of egocentric speech are the
absence of expressed causal relations and the tendency to express
ideas without proof or development. Adults too avoid the task of
building complex concepts buttressed by development and proof, by
structuring their imo..mation in two distinctive ways: as a narra-
tive of their own discovery process or as a survey of the data before
them.

As we saw in the Oske1oosa Brewing Case Study, a narrai. ue
structured around one's own discovery process may seem the most
natural way to write. For this reason it can sometimes be the best
way as well, if a writer is trying to express a complex network of
information but is not yet sure how all the parts are related. For
example, my notes show that early fragments of this paper started
out with a narrative, list-like structure focused on my own
experience: "Writer-Based prose is a working hypothesis because it
works it the classroom. In fact, when I first started teaching the
concept. ... In fact, it was my stuc'ents' intuitive recognition of the
difference between Writer-Based end Reader-Based style in their
own thought and writing. . . It was their ability to use even a
sketchy version of the distinction to transform their own writing
that led me to pursue the idea more thoroughly."

The final version of this sketch keeps the reference to teaching
experien. 1, but, subordinates it to the more central issue of why the
concept works. This transformation illustrates how a writer's major
propositions can, on first appearance, emerge embedded in a narra-
tr: 1 the events or thoughts which spawned the proposition. In
.,his example, the Writer-Based early version recorded the raw
material of observations; the final draft formed them into concepts
and conclusions.

This transformation process may take place regularly when a
writer is trying to express complicated information which is not yet
fully conceptualized. Although much of this mental work normally
precedes actual writing, a first draft may simply reflect the writer's
current place in the process. When this happens rewriting and
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eating are vital operations. Far from being a simple matter of
correcting errors, editing a first draft is often the act of transform-
ing a narrative network of information into a more fully hierarchical
set of propositions.

A second source of pre-fabricated structure for writers is the
internal structure of the information itself. Writers use a survey
strategy to compose because it is a powerful procedure for
retrieving and organizing information. Unfortunately, the original
organization of the data itself (e.g., the production process at
Oskaloosa Brewing) rarely fits the most effect.ve plan for any given
piece of focused analytical writing.

The prose that results from such a survey can, of course, take as
many forms as the data. It can range from a highly structured piece
of discourse (the writer repeats a textbook exposit:cr.) to an
unfocused printout of the writer's memories and thoughts on t'
subject. The form is merely a symptom, because the governing force
is the writer's mental strategy- namely, to compose by surveying
the available contents of memory without adapting them to a cur-
rent purp.se. The internal structure of the data dictates the
rhetorical structure of the discourse, much as the proceedings of
Congress janize the Congressional Record. As an information
processor, the writer is performing what computer scientists wouki
call a "memory dump": dutifully printing out memory in exactly
the form in which it is stored.

A survey strategy off, rs the writer a useful way into the com-
posing process in two ways. First, it eliminates many of the
constraints normally imposed by a speech act, particularly the
contract between reader and writer for mutually useful discourse
Secondly, a survey of one's own stored knowledge, marching along
like a textbook or floring with the tide of association, is far easier to
write than a fresh or refocused conceptualization would be.

But clearly most of the advantages here accrue to the writer.
One of the tacit assumptions of the Writer-Based writer is chat,
once the relevant information is presented, the reader will then do
the work of abstracting the essential features, building a conceptual
hierarchy, and transforming the whole discussion into a functiona,
network of ideas.
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Although Writer-Based prose often fails for readers and tends to
preclude further concept formation, it may be a useful road into the
creative process for some writers. The Structures which fail to work
for readers may be powerful strategies for retrieving information
from memory and for exploring one's own knowledge network. This
is illustrated in Linde and Labov's well-known New York apart-
ment tour experiment! Interested in the strategies people use for
retrieving information from memory and planning a discourse,
Linde and Labov asked one hundred New Yorkers to "tell me the
layout of your apartment" as a part of a "sociological survey." Only
3% of the Subject responder with a map which gave an overview
and then filled in the details; for example, "I'd say it's laid out in a
huge square pattern, broken down into 4 units." The overwhelming
majority (97%) all solved the problem by describing a tour: "You
walk in the front doo-... There was a narrow hallway. To the left, etc."
Furthermore, they had a cc-nmon set of rules for how to conduct the
tour (e.g., you don't "walk into" a small room with no outlet, such
as a pantry; you just say, "on the left is -. . ."). Clearly the tour
structure is so widely used because it is a remarkably efficient
strategy for recovering all of the relevant information about one's
apartment, yet without repeating any of it. For example, one rule
for "touring" is that when you dead-end after walking through two
rooms, you don't "walk" back but suddenly appear back in the hall.

For us, the revealing sidenote to this experiment is that
although the tour strategy was intuitively selected by the over-
whelming majority of the speakers, the resulting description was
gene-ally Nery difficult for the listener to .ollow and almost impos-
sible J reproduce. The tour strategy like the narrative and text-
book structure in prose is a masterful method for searching
memory but a dud for communicating that information to anyone
else.

Finally, the style of Writer-Based prose also has its own logic.
Its two main stylistic features grow out of the private nature of
interior monologue, that is, of writing which is primarily a record or
expression of the writer's flow of thought. The first feature is that
in such monologues the organization of sentences and paragraphs
reflects the shifting focus of the writer's attention, However, the
psychological subject o.. which the writer is focused may not be
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7,ected in the grammatical subject of the sentence or made explicit
in the discussion at all. Secondly, the writer may depend on code
words to carry his or her meaning. That is, the language may be
"saturated With sense" and able to evoke for the writer a
complex but unexpressed context.

Writers of formal written discourse have two goals for style
which we can usefully distinguish from one another. One goalmight
be described as stylistic control, that is, the ability to choose a more
embedded or more elegant transformation from variations which

are roughly equivalent in meaning. The second goal is to create a
completely autonomous text, that is, a text that does not need
context, gestures, or audible effects to convey its meaning.

It is easy to see how the limits of short-term memory can affect a
writer's stylistic control. For an inexperienced writer, the complex
transformation of a periodic sentence which would require
remembering and relating a variety of elements and optional
structures such as this sentence contains can be a difficult
juggling act. After all, the ability to form parallel constructions is
not innate. Yet with practice many of these skills can become more
automatic and require less conscious attention.

The second goal of formal written discourse the complete
autonomy of the text leads to even more complex problems.
According to David Olson the history of written language has been
the progressive creation of an instrument which could convey
complete and explicit meanings in a text. The history of writing is
the transformation of langc age from utterance to text from oral
meaning createzi within a shared context of a speaker and listener to
a written meaning fully represented in an autonomous text'

In contrast to this goal of autonomy, Writer-Based prose is

writing whose meaning is still to an important :agree in the writer'3
head. The culprit here is often the unstated psycliolog',:al subject.
The work of the "remedial" student is a good place to examine the
phenomenon because it often reveals first thoughts more clearly
than the reworked prose of a mere experienced writer who edits as
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he or she writes. In the most imaginative, comprehensive and prac-
tical book to be written on the basic writer, Mina Shaughnessy has
studied the linguistic strategies wi.--,h lie behind the "errors" of
many otherwise able young adults who have failed to master the
written code. As we might predict, the ambiguous referent is
ubiquitous in basic writing: he's, she's and it's are sprinkled
through the prose without visible means of support. It frequently
works as a code word for the subject the writer had in mind but not
on the page. As Profe33or Shaughnessy says, it "frequently
becomes a free-floating substitute for thoughts that the writer
neglects to articulate and that the reader must usually strain to
reach if he can."

With all the jobs available, he will have to know more of it because
there is a great demand for it.

For the writer of the above sentence, the pronoun was probably not
ambiguous at all; it no doubt referred to the psychological subject of
his sentence. Psychologically, the subject of an utterance is tha uld
information, the object you are looking at, the idea on which your
attention has been focused. The predicate is t!... new information
you are adding. This means that the psychological subject and
grammatical subject of a sentence may not be the same at all. In our
example, "college knowledge" was the writer's psychological
subject the topic he had been thinking about. The sentenc' itself
is simply a psychological predicate. The pronoun it refers quite
reasonably to the unstated but obvious subject in the writer's mind.

The subject is even more likely to be missing when a sentence
refers to the writer herself or to "one" in her position. In the
following examples, again from Errots and Expectations, the
"unnecessary" subject is a person dike the writer) who has a chance
to go to college.
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Even if a person graduated frc -n high school who is going on to col.
.age to obtain a specific position in his career [ ] should first Know
how much in "'errand his possible future job r3ally is.

[he]

If he doesn't because the U.S. Lat or Department say's their
wouldn't be enough jobs opened, [ ] is a waste to society and a
"cop-out" to humanity.

[be]

Unstated subjects can produce a variety of minor problems from
ambiguous referents to amusing dangling modifiers (e.g., "driving
around the mountain, a bear came into view"). Although prescrip-
tive stylists are quite hard on such "errors,' they are often cleared
up by context or common sense. However, the controlling but
unstated presence of a psychological subject can lead to some
stylistic "errors" that do seriously disrupt communication.
Sentence fragments are a good example.

One feature of an explicit, fully autonomous text is that the
grammatical subject is usuRlly a precise entity, often a word. By
contrast, the psychological subject to which a writer wished to refer
may be a complex event or entire network of information. Here
written lang.iage is often rather intransigent; it is hard to refer to an
entire clause or discussion finless one can produce a summary noun.
Grammar, for example, normally forces us to select a specific
referent for a pronoun or modifier: it wants referents and relations
spelled out." This specificity is, of courr its strength as a vehicle
for recise reasoning and abstract thought. Errors arise when a
writer uses one clause to announce his topic or psychological sub-
ject and a second clause to record a psyrnolcgical predicate, a
response to that old information. For example:

The jobs that are listed in the paper, I feel you need a college degree.

The job that my mother has, I know I could never be e isfied with it.
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The preceding sentences are in error because they have failed to
specify the grammatical relationship between their two elements.
However, for anyone from the Bronx, each statement would be per-
fectly effective because it fits a familiar formula. It is an example of
topicalization or .aovement and fits a conventionalized, Yic'Jish
influenced, intonation pattern much like the one in "Spinach you
can have it!" The sentences depend heavily on certain conventions
of oral s-verh, and insofar as they invoke those patterns for the
reader, they communicate effectively."

However, most fragments do not succeed for the reader. And
they fail, ironically enough, for tho same reason -- they too invoke
intonation patterns in the reader which turn out to be misleading.
The lack of punctuation gives off incorrect cues about how to seg-
ment the sentence. Set off on an incorrect intonation pattern, the
thwarted r,ader must stop, reread and reinterpret the sentence. The
following examples are from Maxine Hairston's A Contemporary
Rhetoric (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974):

The authorities did not approve of their acts. These acts being
s.onsidered detrimental to society . (society, they ..)

Young people need to be on their own. To show their parents that
they are rehable (rehablc, young peopie .)

(p. 322)

Fragments are easy to avoid; they require only minimal tinkering to
iorrect. Thcn why is the error so persistent? One possible reason is
tnat for the wrier the fragment is a fresh predicate intented to
modify the entire preceding psychological subject. The writer wants
to carry out a verbal trick easily managed in speech. For the reader.
however, this miror grammatical oversight is significant. It sets Up
and violates both intonation patterns al d strong structu-i ! e...pec-
tations, such as those in the last example where we expect a pause
and a noun phrase to follow "reliable." The fragment, which actually
refers backward, is posing as an introductory _ause.
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The problem with fragments is that they are perfectly adequate
for the writer. In speech they may even be an effective way to
express a new idea which is predicated on the entire preceding unit
thought. But in a written text, fragments are errors because they do
not take the needs of the reader into consideration. Looked at this
way, the "goodness" of a stylistic technique or grammatical rule
such as parallelism, clear antecedents, or agreement is that it is
geared to the habits, expectatlJns, and needs of the reader as well as
co the demands of textual autonomy.

Vygotsky noticed how the language of children and inner speech
was often "saturated with sense." Similarly, the words a writer
chooses can also operate as code words, condensing a wealth of
meaning in an apparently innocuous word.. ne following examples
come from an exercise which asks writers to identify and transform
some of their own pieces of mental shorthand.

The students were asked to circle any code words or loaded
expressions they found in their first drafts of a summer internship
application. That is, they tried to identify those expressions that
might convey only a general or vague meaning to a reader, but
which represented a large body of facts, experiences, or ideas for
them. They then treated this code word as une would any intuition

pushing it for its buried connections and turning those into a
communicable idea. The results are not unlike those brilliant expli-
cations one often hears from students who tell you what their paper
really meant. This example also shows how much detailed and
perceptive t'iought can be lying behind a vague and conventional
word:

First Draft. "By havin th two jobs, I was able to see the busi
ness in an entirely different perskoective% (Circle indicates a
loaded expression marked by The wnter.f

Second Draft with explanation of what she actually had in mind in
using the circles phrase: "By having these two jobs, I was able
to see the true relaLonship and relative importance of the vari
ous departments in the company. I could see their mutual
dependence and how an event in one part of the firm can have
an important effect on another."

The tendency to think in code words is a fact of Life for the writer.
Yet the following example shows how much work can go intoexplor-

ing our own saturated language. Like any intuition, such language
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is only a source of pot atial meanings, much as Aristotle's topics
are places for finding potential arguments. In this intended
example, the writer first explores her expression itself, laying out all
the thoughts which were loosely connected under its name. This pro-
cess of pushing our own language to give up its buried meanings
forces us to make these loose connections explicit and, in the
process, allows us to examine them critically. For the writer in our
example, pushing her own key words leads to an important set of
new ideas in the paper.

Excerpt from an application for the
National Institute of Health Internship Program

First Draft: I want a career that will help other people while at the
same time be challenging scientifically. I had the opportunity
to do a biochemical assay for a neuropsychophamocologist at
X-Clinic in Chicago. Besides learning the scientific procedures
and tect.niquee that are used, I realized some of the organiza-
tional, finance. ... people problems which are encountered in
research. This internship program would let me pursue further
my interest in rese Arch, while concurrently exposing me to rele-
vant and diverse e.eas of bioengineering."

Excerpts from Writer's Notes Working on the Circled Phrases
Brainstorm

How did research of Sleep Center tie into overall program of X-
Clinic? Not everyone within dept. Lnew what the others were doing,
could not see overall picture of efforts.

Dr. 0. dept. head trained for lab yet did 38-40 hrs. paper-
work. Couldn't set up test assay in Sleep Cente. because needed
equip. from biochem.

Difficulties in getting equipment

1. Politics between administrators
Photometer at U of even though Clinic had bought it.

2. Ordering time, not sufficient inventory, had to hunt through
boxes for chemicals.

3. Had to schedule use by personal coutaet on borrowing equip-
ment done et time use and no previous planning.

No definite guidelines hsd been given to biochem. people as to
what was "going on" with assay. Partner who was supposed to
lea-n assay was on vacation Two people were learning, one was
on vac

No money from state for equipment or research grants.
Departments stealing from each other.
Lobbying, politic: included.

My supervisor from India, felt prejudices on job. Couldn't
advance, told me life story and difficulties in obtaining jobs et
Univ. Not interested in research at Clinic per se, looking for better
opportunities, ,.....udying for Vet boards
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Revision (addition -' italics)

"As a biomedical researcher, I would fulfill my goal of a career
that will help other people while at the same time be challenging
scientifically. I had exposure to research while doing a biochemi-
cal assay for a n-"- opsychopharmocologist at X-Clinic in Chi-
cago. Besides learning the scientific procedures and techniques that
are u3ed, I realized some of th' organizational, financial and people
prob!.sras which are encount tred in reasarch. These problems
included c lack of funds and equipment, disagreements among
research staff, and the extensive amounts of time, paperwork and
step.: required for testing a hypothesis which was only one very
small but necessary part of the overall project. But besides know-
ing some of the frustrations, I also know that many medical
advancements, such as the - ardiac pacemaker, artificial limbs and
cures for diseases, exist and belefit many people because of the
efforts of researchers. Therefore I would like to pursue my interest
in research by participating in the NIH Internship Program. 'Ma
exposure to many diverse projects, designed to better understand
and improve the body's functioning, wculd help ?!? to decide which
areas of biomedical engineering to pursue."

We could sum up this analysis of style by noting two points. At
times a Writer-Based prose style is simply an interior monologue in
which some necessary information (such as intonation pattern or a
psychological subject) is not expressed in the text. The solution to
the reader's problem is relatively trivial in that it involves adding
information that the writer already possesses. At other times, a
style may be Writer-Based because the writer is thinking in code
words at the level of intuited but unarticulated connections.
Turning such saturated language into communicable ideas can
require the writer to bring the entire composing process into play.

IMPLICATIONS FOR WRITERS AND TEACHER^ From an educa-
tional perspective, Writer-Based prose is one Of the "problems"
composition courses are designed to correct. It is a major cause of
that notorious "breakdown" of communication between writer and
ready-. However, if we step back and look at it in the o.nader
context of cognitive operations involved, we see that it represents a
major, functional stage in the composing process and a powerful
strategy well fitted to a part of the job of writing.

In the best of all possible worlds, good writers strive for Reader-
Based prose from the very beginning: they retrieve and organize
information within the framework e a reader/writer contract. Their
top goal or initial question is not, What do I know about physics,
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and in particularly the physics of wind resistance?" but, "What
does a model plan builder need to know ?" Many times a writer can
do this. For a physics teacher this particular writing problem would
be a trivial one. However, for a person ten years out of Physics 101,
simply retrieving any relevant information would be a full-time pro-
cessing job. The reader would simply have to wait. For the inexperi-
enced writer, trying to put complex thought into written language
may also be task enough. In that case, the reader is an extra con-
straint that must wait its turn. A Reader-Based strategy which
includes the reader in the entire thinking process is clearly the best
way to write, but it is not always possible. When it is very difficult
or impossible to write for a reader from the beginning, writing and
then transforming Writer-Based prose is a practical alternative
which bre,iks this complex process down into manageable parts.
When transforming is a practiced skill, it enters naturally into the
pulse of the composing process as a writer's constant, steady effort
to test and adapt his or her thought to a reader's needs. Trans-
forming Writer-Based prose is, then, not only a necessary procedure
for all writers at times, but a useful place to start teaching intel-
lectually significant writing skills.

In this final section I will try to account for the parculiar virtues
of Writer-Based prose and suggest ways that teachers of writing
in any fielr' - can take advantage of them. Seen in the context of
memory ret. ieval, Writer-Based thinking appears to I- e a tapline to
the rich sources of episodic memory. In the context of the c im-
posing process, Writer-Based prose is a way to deal with the over-
load that writing often imposes on short term memory. By teaching
writers to use this transformation process we can foster the peculiar
strengths of writer-based thought and still alert writers to the next
transformation that many may simnly fail to attempt.

One .ray to account for why Writer-Based prose seems to "come
naturally" to most of us from time to time is to recognize its ties to
our episodic as opposed to semantic memory. As Tulving describes
it, "episodic memory is a more or less faithful record of a person's
experiences." A statement drawn from episodic memory "refers toa
personal experience thrt is remembered in its temporol-spatial
relation to other such experiences. The remembered episodes are ...
autobiographical events, describable in terms of their perceptible
dimension or attributes.""
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Semantic memory, by contrast, "is the ,nemory recessary for
the use of language. It is a mental thesaurus, organized knowledge a
person possesses about words and other verbal symbols, their
meaning and referents, about relations among them, and about
rules, formulas, and algorithms for the manipulation of these sym-
bols, concepts, and relations." Although we know that table salt is
NaCI and that motivation is a mental state, we probably do not
remember learning the fact or the first time we thought of that con-
cept. In semantic memory facts and concepts stand as the nexus for
other words and symbols, but shorn of their temporal and autobio-
graphical roots. If we explored the potion of "writing" in the
semantic memory of someone we might produce a network such as
this:

teachers

penmanship stone tablets

WRITING reading, writint , arithmetic

wronging rhetoric

composition
texts

In an effort to retrieve what she or he knew about stone tablets, for
example, this same person might turn to episode memory: "I once
heard a lecture on the Rosetta stone, over in Maynard Hall. The
woman, as I recall, said that . . . and I remember wondering if. . . ."

Writers obviously use both kinds of memory. The problem only
arises when tl_ey confuse a fertile source of ideas in episodic memory
with a final product. In fact, a study by Russo and Wisher argues
that we sometime store our ideas or images (the symbols of thought)
with the mental operations we performed to produce theae
symbols!' Furthermore, it is easier to recall the symbols (that
fleeting idea, perhaps) when we bring back the original operation. In
other words, our own thinking acts can serve as memory cues, and
the easiest way to recover some item from memory may be to repro-
cess it, to reconstruct the original thought process in which it
appeared. Much Writer-Based prose appears to be doing just this
reprocessing an earlier thinking experience as a way to recover what
one knows.
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Writing is one of those acl,iv :ties that places an enormous burden
on short-term or working nemory. As George Miller put it, "The
most glaring result [of numerous experiments] has been to high-
light man's inadequacy as a communication channel. As the amount
of input information is increased, the amount of information that
the man transmits increases at first but then runs into a ceiling. . . .

That ceiling is always very low. Indeed, it is an act of charity to call
man a channel at all. Compared to telephone or television channels,
man is better characterized as a bottleneck.""

The short-term memory is the active central processor of the
mind, that is, it is the sum of all the information we can hold in con-
scious attention at one time. We notice its capacity most acutely
when we try to learn a new task, such as driving a car or playing
bridge. Its limited capacity means that when faced with a complex
problem si:ch as writing a college paper we can hold and com-
pare only a iim alternative relationships in mind at once.

Trying to evaluate, elaborate, and relate all that we know on a
given topic can easily overload the capacity of our working memory.
Trying to compose even a single sentence can have the same effect,
as we try to juggle grammatical and syntactic alternatives plus all
the possibilities of tone, nuance, and rhythm even a simple sentence
offers. Composing, then, is a cognitive activity that constantly
threatens to overload short-term memory. For two reasons Writer-
Based prose is a highly effective strategy for dealing with this
problem.

1. Because the characteristic structure of Writer-Based prose is
often a list (either of mental events or the features of the topic) it
temporarily suspends the additional problem of forming complex
concepts. If that task is suspended indefinitely, the result will fail to
be good analytical writing or serious thought, but as a first stage in
the process the list-structure has real value. It allows the writer
freedom to generate a breadth of information and a variety of
alternative relationships before locking himself or herself into a pre-
mature formulation. Furthermore, by allowing the writer to tempo-
rarily separate the two complex but somewhat different tasks of
generating information and forming networks, "ech task may be
performed more consciously and effectively.
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2 Taking the perspective of another mind is also a demanding
cognitive operation. It means holding not oily your own knowledge
network but someone else's in conscious attention and comparing
them. Young children simply can't do itl° Adults choose not to do it
when their central processing is already overloaded with the effort
to generate and structure their own ideas. Writer-Based prose
simply eliminates this constraint by temporarily dropping the
reader out of the writer's deliberations!'

My own research suggests that good writers take advantage of
these strategies in their composing process. They use scenarios,
generate lists, and ignore the reader, but only for a while. Their com-
posing process, unlike that of less effective writers, is marked by
constant re-examination of their growing product and an attempt 3
refine, elaborate, or test its relationships, ,lus an attempt to
anticipate the response of a reader. Everyone uses the strategies of
Writer-Based prose; good writers go a step further to transform the
writing these strategies produce.

But what about the writers who fail to make this transformation
or (like all of us) fail to do it adequately in places? This is the prob-
lem faced by all teachers who assign papers. I think this study has
two main and quite happy implications for us as teachers and
writers.

The first is that Writer-Based prose is not a composite of errors
or a mistake that should be scrapped. Instead, it is a half-way place
for many writers and often represents the results of an extensive
search and se 'ction process. As a stage in the composing process it
may be a rich compilation of significant thoughts which cohere for
the writer into a network she or he has not yet fully articulated.
Writer-Based prose is the wTiter's homework, and so long as the
writer is also the audience, it may even be a well-thought-out com-
munication.

The second happy implication is that writing Reader-Based
prose is often simply the task of transforming the groundwork laid
in the first stage of the process Good analytical writing is not
different in kind from the vn iter-based thought that seems to come
naturally. It is an extension of our comm 'nication with ourselves
transformed in certain predictible ways to meet the needs of the
reader. The most general transformation is simply to try to take
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into account the reader's purpose in reading. Most people have well-
developed strategies for doing this when they talk. For a variety of
reasons from cognitive effort to the illusion of the omniscient
teacher/reader many people simply do not consider the reader
when they write.

More specifically, the transformations that produce Reader-
Based writing include these:

Selecting a focus of mutual interest to both reader and wri.f.tr
(e.g., moving from the writer-based focus of "How did I go about my
research or reading of the assignment and what did I see?" to a
focus on "What significant conclusions can be drawn and why?").

Moving from facts, scenarios, and details to concepts.

Transforming a narrative or textbook structure into a rhetorical
structure built on the logical and hierarchical relationships between
ideas and organized around the purpose for writing, rather than the
writer's process.

Teaching writers to recognize their own Writer-Based writing
and transform it has a number of advantages. It places a strong
positive value on writing that represents an effort and achievement
for the writer even though it fails to communicate to the reader.
This legitimate recognition of the uncommunicated content of
Writer-Based prose can give anyone, but especially inexperienced
writers, the confidence and motivation to go on. By defining writing
as a multistage process (instead of a holistic act of "expression") we
provide a rationale for editing and alert many writers to a prob-
lem they could handle once it is set apart from other problems and
they deliberately set out to tackle it. By recognizing transformation
as a special skill and task, we give writers a greater degree of self-
conscious control over the abilities they already have and a more
precise introduction to some skills they may yet develop.
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Writing for the Here
and Now:
An Approach to
Assessing Student Writing

by STEPHEN TCHUDI
Michigan State University

EVALUATING STUDENT compositions has been a problem
for teachers of English ever since writing became a regular

part of high school English curriculums in the nineteenth century.
In his textbook, Aids to English Composition, published in 1845,
Richard Green Parker was one of the first to comment on ways of
evaluating writing:

Merits for composition should be predicted on their neatness, cor-
rectness, length, style, &c.; but the highest merits shoui be given
for the production of ideas, and original sentiments and forms of
expression.

Parker's approach to the problem seems quite contemporary with
its emphasis on rewarding "the production of ideas" and "original
sentiments" rather than dealing exclusively with neatness and
mechanical correctness. However, like many presentday teachers,
Parker found it easier to comment on mechar'cal matters tha to
wrestle with abstract and nebulous things like content and
originality, and on the whole, his text showed far more concern for
pointing out "deficiencies" than for rewarding "merits." For exam-
ple, a theme grading guide at the end of the text dealt almost
exclusively with the kinds of errors that could be indicated in the
margins of a paper with "3horthand" symbols, "arbitrary marks"
of the '-'-id "used by printers in the correction of proof sheets."
Parker may have been one of the first teachers in the country to
recognize that it was quite impossible for him to write out
comments on every student's paper and to turn to "shorthand"
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methods of evaluation. He may, in fact, have been one of the first to
present the argument that using symbols was pedagogically justi-
fiable because it forced students to locate their own errors.

I suspect that many of the devices and procedures that were
developed for evaluating student writing in the years that followed
were created less out of intellectual commitment than from despera-
tion on the part of teachers faced with enormous stacks of papers. A
flood of manuscripts certainly seems to have been part of the moti-
vation behind the recommendations about composition teaching
made by the Committee on Composition and Rhetoric, a group
commissioned by the Board of Overseers of Harvard College later in
the century. During the last quarter of the century the Harvard
English department had developed an extensive writing program
based on the principles of frequent writing practice and rigorous
error correction. In Harvard's three vriting courses, English "A,"
"B," and "C," the students were writing nightly, weekly, and
"fortnightly" themes, each of which was car °fully graded by an
instructor, returned to the student for 'evision, and checked in a
second time by the instructor. The Committee was astonished to
learn that the English faculty was processing some thirty-eight
thousand themes each year, work which the Committee members
felt quite rightly to be "stupefying." The Committee's
approach to the problem was simple; in its report of 1892 it tried to
shift the burden to the schools using this explanation:

It is obviously absurd that the College the institution of higher
education should be called upon to turn aside from its proper
functions. and devote its means and the time of its instructors to
the task of imparting elementary instruction which should be given
in ordinary grammar schools.

To their credit, nut all teachers in elementary and secondary schools
were willing to take up the burden, and many teachers during the
period shrewdly pointed to the bad influences of "the home and
street" as the source of the problem.

The problem was not, of course, solved at that time, and
throughout the twentieth century, teachers have continued to
develop new approaches for evaluating and assessing student
writing. We have tried pointing out errors and allowing students to
discover their own errors; we have hired lay readers to discover
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errors and offer advice in absentia; we have tried blanket red- pencil-
l'ng and selective grey-pencilling of errors; we have emphasized the
positive and tried to slip in occasional comments about the
negative; and we have experimented with grading systems: single
grades, double grades (solving the form/content dilemma by avoid-
ing the issue), and multiple grades (the idea of the double grade
carried to its logical, and quite possibly absurd, conclusion). We
have even created a market for a twentieth-century improvement on
Parker's proofreading symbols: a rubber stamp showing a little
duckie who says "AWK!," protecting the ego of the child on whose
paper it is imprinted by adding a playful touch to the revelation of
his compositional awkwardness.

Despite these devices and procedures, however, student writing
has not seemed to improve in corr -sponding ways. Research sur-
veys, including the Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, Scheer Research in
Written Composition (NCTE, 1963) and Stephen Sherwin's Four
Problems in Teaching English (NCTE, 1969), show that experi-
ments with grading and evaluation systems have never produced
significantly positive results. Research techniques in the field are
na sophisticated, of course, and it may be that the lack of "results"
is a problem for researchers, not teachers. However, common sense
and the experience of most teachers indicate that the research is
accurate that our grading and evaluation schemes, old or new,
simple or sophisticated, have not lead to significant improvement in
student writing.

Why hasn't evaluation worked? Obviously no clear answer to
that question is available; if it were, we would have tried it and
found success. However, I want to suggest that a major reason may
be that from Parker's time to th,. present, approaches to evaluation
have always been future directed rather than looking at writing as
something for the here and now. Evaluation has emphasized getting
students ready for "next time," instead of helping them find
success now.

For example, with his talk of "merits" and "deficiencies,"
Parker sounds rather like a Puritan preacher trying to prepare his
flock for the hereafter. Although we have softened the language to
speak of "strengths" and "weaknesses," our attitude has remained
much the same. Like the Harvard faculty of the late nineteenth
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century, w s have operated on the assumption that if a student
writes enough themes and receives enough evaluation, he will,
sometime in the near or distant future, write The Perfect Theme
that will be his pass through the compositional Golden Gates.

People write for many reasons: to share experiences, to help
themselves understand what is happening, to record information,
and to communicate ideas. Few people write simply for the sake of
learning to write better "next time." When an evaluation procedure
implies that all work is being done simply in preparation for more
work in the future, the reality of the writing situation is destroyed.
Ironically, future directed evaluation, even when it is done
humanely and sensitively, may actually inhibit growth in writing.

I would argue that if the teacher ignores for the moment his
hopes for future competence on the part of students and concen-
trates on helping his students find success with their writing here
and now, he can expect to make writing a real, important expel ience
for students, one through which both they and their writing will
grow.

A friend who is in publishing once pointed out to me that maga-
zine and book editors are not interested in teaching authors how to
write better. When a manuscript arrives, an editor looks through it,
comments on it, calls for some revisions, makes some changes, and
suggests other modifications. All this "instruction" is simply
aimed at getting out a successful publication. On the whole, the
editor remains indifferent to whether or not the author's writing
improves in the process. However, many authors acknowledge that
the process does help them write better, and many writers depend
quite heavily on their editors for advice. The "moral" here is chat by
concentrating on the present, the editor helps the writer find
success, and when he does, he becomes, almost incidentally, a
"teacher of writing," someone who also helps people do it better
"next time."

I think we can escape the trap of future directed evaluation by
adapting the general kind of attitude an editor takes. An editor, of
course, works with adults who are reasonably accomplished writers
to begin with. Because the teacher works with young people who are
in the process of growing, both as people and as writers, his sp 3cific
roles will be more complicated. At times the teacher should be an
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editor, dealing with strengths and weaknesses in papers as publica-
tion or public presentation approaches. At other times, however, he
must serve in somewhat more sensitive roles; he may be a talent
scout, adult respondent, interested human being, friend, or advisor.
The roles will differ with the student, the zircumstances, and the
state of the original manuscript that the teacher receives. The
teacher cannot simply treat themes as "a batch," giving every piece
of writing the same basic evaluative "treatment." Rather, he needs
to find ways of individualizing the kind cf response he makes to
student papers, rejecting the narrow role of teacher-evaluator and
becoming a kind of "manuscript manager," deciding on an
individual basis what needs to happen for a piece of writing to bring
satisfaction to the student here and now.

I would like to block out, in some detail, an approach to
assessing and responding to student writing that allows the teacher
to examine compositions on an individual basis. It is an approach I
have tried in both high school and college classes with students of a
wide range of ability levels. While I don't present it as a "cure-all,"
it is a process which has helped hie feel fairly comfortable about
responding to student writing. It consists of a series of stages or
"checkpoints" where the teacher can pause to consider alternative
ways of helping students. Depending on the answers to questions at
various points in the assessment process, many different things can
happen to a manuscript. In every case, however, all evaluation, com-
mentary, criticism, and response become directed toward the single
aim of helpirg an individual student have a satisfying experience
with his writing as quickly and effectively as possible.

1. Listening for the Student's Voice.

When a paper first comes in, I think the teacher needs to begin
his assessment by trying to discover whether or not the rtudent was
involved in the writing activity. The teacher needs to ask if this is a
real piece of writing. Can you hear the student "talking" when you
read it? Is it a lively paper that reveals the student's active partici-
in ..on in his work? This quality in student writing is difficult to
define but rather easy to detect. Many people call the quality
"voice" meaning that the paper sounds as if a unique person
wrote it, not a computer or a bureaucrat. In Children's Writing
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(Cambridge University Press, 1967), David Holbrook de3cribes it as
'sincerity" end characterizes it as a feeling of openness, liveliness,

and animation. I enjoy Ken Macrorie's characterization of its oppo-
site as "Engfish" and the paper written in that style as being
"Engfishified" (Uptaught. Hayden, 1969).

In essence the teacher asks, "Is there evidence that this has been
a productive, reasonably enjoyable writing experience for the stu-
dent?" If the answer is "yes," it will be revealed in the tone of
"aliveness" which one can sense in the language of the paper.

If the answer is negative, the teacher has reached an important
decision point in the assessment process. Traditionally, when a
teacher receives flat, dull, colorless writing, he blames it on the stu-
dent: "You're not trying hard enough. Do it over!" I think this
blame has been misplaced. No student deliberately creates lifeless
writing. Making "Engfish" is dull and boring, and few people
outside the PentagoA would choose to write very much of it. In a
majority of cases, dull writing probably can be traced back to the
teacher, the assignment, or an unfavorable classroom climate.
Perhaps the assignment was poor too complicated, too easy, irre-
levant, or just plain silly. Perhaps the student doesn't trust the
teacher or his classmates and is unwilling to share his ideas with
them. Whatever the cause, I think the teacher needs to turn his
attention to finding out what went wrong, looking as much to him-
self and his teaching as to the student for an explanation. The
teacher can then stay awake at night, trying to figure out something
else for the student to do. What will work for him? What are his
interests? What are his skills? Can we find a project that will excite
him? How can we persuade him to trust us?

But what does the teacher do with the manuscript? It seems
pointless to demand revision or further work on something that was
dead to begin with. think the teacher should, therefore, respond as
positively as he can to the paper, commenting on the "good" parts
(without faking a response) and return the paper. Often the teacher
can say quite directly, "Look, I had the feeling you didn't enjoy
doing this. Am I right? Let's see if we can't come up with some-
thing else you would rather do."

Here is a paper that illustrates the problem of voice. It was writ-
ten in a junior high school class in which the students were asked to
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write a letter of application for a job they would like to have some-
time:

Good morning Sir I would like to apply for a banking clerk. I think
I am well qualified to fill the position. I have had three years of deal-
ing with money I know how to handle money quite well. I am a very
responsible man and also very dependable. I could be trusted to
handle your money without your having any uncertainty about
me. And as I said before since I have been handling money.

My schooling is great, I have just graduate from college, and major-
ing in bookkeeping which deals with a lot of money.

I can tell you how much money you are making or tossing. If you
were to hire me you can be certain that I will do my job to the best
of my ability. Yes! This is just the kind of bank that I would like to
work at.

I feel that it would be a privilege working for your bank.

(H.) Allen Johnson

Except for a few bright spots, this letter seems to me quite
lacking in voice, and I doubt that Allen profited much by doing it.
Many of the phrases seem forced, unnatural, and excessively
formal: "I could . . . handle your money without your having any
uncertainty about me." "I feel it % ald be a privilege working for
your bank." Occasionally Allen's real voice comes through. His
exclamation, "Yes!," seems to be a victory over 1)oth The Business
Letter and his own doubts about the banking business. His signa-
ture is done in playful parody of "official" looking signatures and
adds an original touch. But the remainder is dull and repetitive,
sounding much like a junior high school student trying to "make it"
in what he imagines to be adult language.

The result is a letter which, by almost any criterion, is unsuccess-
ful: Allen has not learned much about business letters; his letter
won't land him a job; and his teacher must be thoroughly frus-
trated by almost every aspect of his writing.

What went wrong? I suspect that although the assignment
seemed "reasonable" and "practical," the realities of job hurting
are so far removed from the world of the junior high school student
that the assignment became meaningless. Allen is simply not ready
to worry about jobs (and there is no reason why he should be), so the
assignment drove him into using a false, stuffy voice. In dealing
with the paper I would compliment Allen on his enthusiasm and
point out that he has done a good job of thinking about what a
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banker would want to know about a prospective employee. (He has
done a skillful job of "surveying his audience," even though the
topic and audience were not closely related to his current neec:3.) I
would then turn attention to finding other projects that Allen would
enjoy doing. It is conceivable that he might enjoy going to a bank to
find out what actually happens there. I think it more likely, how-
ever, that the teacher could find interesting writing ideas fez Allen
in less academic areas, topics more typir.aly for junior high school,
writing sports stories or telling tales of the grotesque and macabre.

2. Responding to Student Writing.

One hopes that the amount of "voiceless" writing a teacher
receives will be small and that early in the school year he can help
each student find areas where writing is profitable and interesting.
Once the teacher recognizes that a paper has voice, it is appropri-
ate that he take time to respond (orally or in writing) to the student
before going on to consider matters of revision or proofreading. A
student has spent much time writing the paper; he needs response
and reaction quickly.

"To respond" to student writing simply means to react to a
paper openly and directly, as a "person" rather than as a teacher. It
differs from evaluation in being a shared reaction rather than a set
of future directed instructions for improvement. In responding the
teacher can tell how he reacted to the paper ("I really felt the fear
you described when the storm hit."); he can share similar experi-
ences ("I remember the fight I had with my parents over taking a
job when I was a sophomore."); he can indicate his own beliefs and
tell about the ways in which he agrees or disagrees ("I can see your
point about the way newscasters operate, but I really don't share
your view of the President."). Response can move beyond direct
reactions to suggest new vi related directions for the student to
explore ("You obviously enjoyed writing this. Have you ever read
any of Edgar Allan Poe's stories?" "Have you ever made a movie?
I think it might be interesting for you to try to catch the same idea
on film."). It is the honest reaction of an interested, informed,
literate adult, not the pedagogically directed instruction of a theme-
grader.
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In responding, however, the to :,;.her differs from the ordinary
reader in a very significant way: the teacher is willing to ignore all
kinds of graphic, rhetorical, and syntactic problems that a regular
reader might find frustrating or disagreeable. The teacher will fight
to dig out the meaning of a page. He will puzzle over idiosyncratic
spellings, ignore a 250-word run on sentence, forget about ti..1 fact
that statistics and supporting evidence are missing, and struggle to
uncoil long strings of identical loops that pass for handwriting. It is
critical at this point in the assessment process that the teacher
find the mes..iing of the paper and correspond with the student
about it. Other "problems" can be taken care of at a later point in
the process.

As David Holbrook has pointed out in Children's Writing,
looking past problems to "decipher," appreciate, and enjoy student
writing without having one's reaction biased by "errors" and
"blights" is extremely difficult, more difficult for English teachers
than for most people, since we have all our advanced degrees in
linguistic flaw-detecting.

Perhaps the best model for this kind of response is the letter one
would write in reply to something received from a young relative
a son, daughter, or nephew. For close relatives most of us are willing
to decipher and to respond directly to meaning. Few of us would
grade or evaluate letters from a relative, and not many parents
would take time to question the usage in a sentence like, "I been
smoking pot I like it." We would make almost unlimited efforts to
find out what our young friends are saying, thinking, feeling, and
doing. I think teachers should adopt the same attitude in
responding to student writing.

3. Picblic or Private?

When a response has been recorded (or made directly to the
student through conversation), the teacher needs to determine what
should happen to the paper next. The question becomes, "Should
this paper be published?" Should it be made public and given a
wider audience than the teacher? Although we want to avoid
writing that is "teacher-written," it is important for us to recall that
not all writing is meant to be made public. The teacher should con-
sider carefully whether providing an audience will produce a
positive experience for the student.
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Here is a paper submitted by a high school sophomore girl:

One day me and this girl went to the store. The girl was from
Chicago and she thought she was bad. She kept pointing her
umbrella in my face. I told her stop but she kept pushing so I
grabbed it out of her hand and stuck her with it. I felt sorry but
I said no better for a person like that. Only fools fight. And when
you fight you really lose whether you win :.. not. I believe that
arguing is good because people have a way to say it without harm-
ing some one or hurting a live thing. But you can't always walk
away. (You may not understand this because I haven't got the
words to say it.)

c.s.
It is possible that C.S. would find it helpful to have other students
read and discuss this paper, and her classmates might be able to
offer some useful or supporting advice. However, this paper seems
to fit an audience-category described by James Britton as writing
addressed to "the teacher as trusted adult." C.S. is obviously
puzzled and concerned about her behavior, and she seems to be less
interested in "communicating a message" than exploring her own
experience and seeking a response from someone else. She knows
or thinks she believes that "only fools fight," and she is
persuaded that people should settle disputes through argument
rather than "harming someone or hurting a live thing." Yet, "You
can't always walk away," and in this situation she felt committed to
action. As a "trusted adult" (a role whicn the teacher should accept
with pleasure, even if it sometimes puts him in the uncomfortable
position of learning about students' problems), the teacher needs to
respond directly to C.S., supporting her efforts to sort out her own
beliefs and values.

For writing that is private, this point is another good place to
end the assessment prok..ess. The teacher can respond to C.S. in the
way described in the previous section. The paper should then be
returned to her without any pedagogical comment. Although there
may be some rhetorical problems with the writing, there seems to be
no point in asking for revision C.S. expressed her feelings; the
teacher read, understood, and re.ponded. That seems to be enough.

4. Jetermining a Form of "Publication."

If the teacher thinks a paper should be made public, there are
many different ways he can provide students with a readership.
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Some papers are best "published" by having them read aloud to the
class, either by the author or the teacher. Some writing should be
read to a tape recorder and made part of the class library of recorded
literature. Students' work can be posted on the board, submitted to
a class newspaper or magazine, sent to the school paper or maga-
zine, run off for the C.:as, or circulated in manuscript form. Every
form of writing and each kind of publication makes particular,
specialized demands on the writer.

E .udents should, of course, have an audience in mind while they
are writing, but often the best form of publication will not be
apparent until after the writing has been completed. A short, witty
poem that might bring a good laugh to the class when read aloud
might die when set in print. A paper that began as an essay on
student-teacher relationships might merit being sent to the school
paper, and if the editors won't publish it, it should be turned over to
the underground paper. A play which has absorbed a student's time
for several weeks surely deserves presentation, but it may work
better as reader's theater or a radio play than as a full stage
production. As an expert on writing forms, niedia, and styles, the
teacher can help the students find the most productive forms of
publication. .

Here Roman Cirillo, an eighth-grader, writes about "How Air-
planes Flies," and his paper presents some interesting publication
problems:

Few people know why or how an airplane flies. The explanation is
very simple. There no mysterious mechanism or machinery to
study. You don't have to take a plane apart or crawl around inside
to understand why it stays in CA air. You just stand off and look at
it. Airplanes flies because of the shapes of its wings. The engine
and propellor have very little to do with it. The pilot has nothing to
do with making the plane fly. He simply controls the fltaht. A glider
without an engine will fly in the air for hours. The biggest airlines
will fly for a certain length of time with all the engine shut off. A
plan flies and stay in the air because its wing are supported by the
air just as water supports a fellow. Toss t. hat piece of tin on a boat.
Toss a flat piece of tin on a pond and it will sink at once. If you bend
it through the midUlt and fasten the end together so its is water-
tight it will float.

There are obviously many rhetorical problems with this essay. It
lacks clarity and it often leaves the reader somewhat confused. But,
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if one looks past the errors and "infelicities," "How Airplanes
Flies" is an open, clever explanation of flight. The paper has a
strong, clear voice; we can hear Roman's patient instruction to
someone who is ignorant of the principles of flight: "You don't have
to take a plane apart or crawl around inside to understand why it
stays in the air. You just stand off and look at it." Roman is a good
teacher, and his explanation of how shaping metal enables the plane
to fly is skillful (even though incomp:eta). Roman would, nn doubt,
fail any test on writing -a.ialogies, 131111liES, and metaphors; but he
makes excellent use of analogy in relating how things float in an
invisible substance air to a common phenomenon that is easily
observable a boat on water.

In its present form, however, the paper will probably not find
much success with an audi _nee. There are too many preblems of
clarity and too much drifting and backtracking for a reader (par-
ticularly one who doesn't understand flight) to stay with it for long.

Because Roman seems to have so much trouble handling the
written word (one senses quite a struggle with the writing process
behind this paper, I think the teacher might recommend that this
project be completed as an oral "publik. .tion," particularly since
Roman seems to be such a good "talker." Perhaps he can plan a
demonstration for those members of the class who are interested.
Drawing on his essay, he might bring in a dishpan and some foil to
demonstrate the shaping and floating of materies. Perhaps he can
bring in some model planes or photographs or drawings to illustrate
flight. An oral presentation should be a good experience for him,
and significantly enough, it will be an experience that has its origins
in writing.

5. Editing.

I have tried to suggest that until writing has reached the pub-
lishing stage and the teacher and student nave settled on a form of
publication, there seems to be little point in offering comments
about the rhetorical quality of students' writings. Up to this point,
the teacher has been concerned with responding to the student in
personal terms and trying to determine the most valuable route
toward publication.

When the form of publication has been determined, com-
mentary about. writing becomes appropriate, and the teacher and
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student can begin raising questions about effectiveness, clarity,
organization, style, and structure. However, I think it is import nt
to relate this discussion to the particular form of publication and the
particular audience for the paper. Publications and age levels have
differing standards, and if editorial advice is to be helpful, it must
be valid. Too often we impose blanket, adult, textbookish standards
on student writing which will never be read with adult criteria of
evaluation in mind.

For example, if a student writes "Cowhide is the crummiest
show on t.v.," the teacher's initial reaction may be to point out that
"crummy" is not a standard critical term, that one cannot simply
declare a show crummy without supplying "reasons" and "support-
ing evidence." However, if the audience for the paper is a class of
seventh-graders who watch Cowhide regularly, "crummiest" may
be just the word; the students know what the show is like and will
either agr-e that it is crummy or argue that "it isn't all that
crummy." In either ease, the students don't need "evidence" ur
"reasons"; they already know the arguments. On the other hand, if
the student is writing to the network president to demand that the
show be removed from the air, the teacher can be genuinely helpful
by pointing out that the word is inappropriate, not to teach appro-
priateness or critical analysis, but to help insure that the student's
letter will be read seriously by the president (or his secretary.

Sybil Marshall has suggested in An Experiment in Education
(Cambridge University Press, 1966) that it is very difficult fot the
tea,...ar to know what kinds of advice will and will not seem real to
the students. Too often, she suggests, teachers try to force adult
standards on young people, with the effect that the teacher's advice
consistently comes out seeming hollow, academic, authoritarian, or
just plain false. Most of us, in fact, can recall English teachers who
were deliberately obtuse, "pretending" writing was unclear when in
fact the only thing wrong was that it was written with school -age
rather than adult clarity.

Perhaps the easiest way to avoid this problem is for the teacher
Lo involve the students in the editorial process as much as possible.
When the students ask specific questions, the teacher should, of
course, respond freely. However, by asking the students to share
writing with each other and to suggest how papers can be revised to
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become more effective with the audience the tc.'cher can be rea-
sonably certain that "real" questions will come up. With a little
guidance and practice, students can become quite adept at
providing constructive commentary for each other, and their advice
will be more realistic (if less sophisticated) than the teacher's.

Here is an essay wrik it publication in a junior high school
newspaper:

Hippies
Hippies are people with long hair and dress with beads and flowers.
They never shave. They are always marching and causing troubles.
On one college they threw spikes, black widow spiders, and lead
balls at the police. They burned a lot of things.

Hippies take L.S.D. and many other harmful drugs. This probably
causes them to act queer.

The police have to hit them to straten them cut.
Bill Lowe

The teacher's initial reaction to this paper may be one of wanting to
"straten" Bill out by pointing out that there are two sides to every
issue, that he has overgeneralized about hippies, that he has chosen
limited examples, that it is not the task of the police to "straten"
people out. In doing so, however, the teacher would probably come
off as moralistic and pedantic and certainly would no cause Bill to
change his mind (I do think that in responding to the paper the
teacher could make clear that he disagrees, but once again, respond-
ing to writing is not the same as editing it.)

I would use the editorial conference with other students to spon-
sor a discussion of the mei. It may be that the students will debate
Bill's assumptions and offer him advice on bringing both sides of
the issue into his paper. On the other hand, it is equally possible
that because of similarities of the students' family backgrotmc ,

values, and the like, the editorial conference will support Bill's
paper, accepting it without reservation. If that happens, the teacher
should not dismiss the discussion of papers by students as "not
working" but rather should recognize that "real" audiences don't
always make the kinds of demands on a writer that the textbooks
say they do. When Bill and his friends are a little older, they will be
more sophisticated in their ways of analyzing such situations.
particularly if the teacher has the confidence (and the patience) to
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give them the freedom to make their own editorial decisions now. If
students are given frequent opportunities for editorial work, they
almost invariably become more skilled, and in many respects more
demanding, in asking for changes in writing.

6. Copy Reading.

For too long, textbook writers and composition teachers have
blurred the distinct;an between editing (changing content and form)
and proofreading (polishing up matters of spelling, mechanics, and
usage). In our zeal to make students skillful writers of "standard"
English, we have pounced on proofreading errors as early as the
first draft, blithly pointing out problems in words and sentences
which may well disappear entirely during the revision stage.

We should delay discussion of mechanical and syntactic correct-
ness until the last possible moment in the writing process, leaving
the students free to write, discuss, and revise papers without any
hesitation because of uncertainty over rules of correctness. Only
after the student has edited his writing into a final form that satis-
fies him should we open the discussion of mechanics and usage.

The debate over whether we should impose standard English on
students is a complex one, involving psychology and sociology as
much as English and linguistics, and I will not take it up in detail
here. I am personally very reluctant to see "standard" imposed on
kids in any way, be it done overtly or through subtle plans which
claim to recognize the validity of a person's dialect while asking him
to change it or to maintain alternatives to it.

However, as part of the copy reading process, I think the teacher
should help the students who want it put their papers into a form
which larger audiences will find acceptable. The teacher can point
out to students (if they don't know it already from years of experi-
ence) that some audiences are "offended" by unclear handwriting or
language that doesn't conform to certain "standards." The teacher
might also note that failing to conform to some standards can create
communications problems. Most kids see these ideas readily
enough, and if "the quest for correctness" has not dominated the
entire writing process, they are willing to participate in a polishing
session to get their paper into a form that will not cost them readers.
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Once again, however, it is important to note that the correct-
ness demands of audience differ, and the teacher should not apply
blanket standards of correctness or use the copy reading session to
impose or teach standard English. The teacher should consider the
proofreading changes which are necessary for this paper for this
audience at this time. For instance, if the paper is simply to be read
aloud or tape-recorded by the author, any discussion of spelling,
punctuation, or capitalization is aimless and a waste of time; even if
the paper is misspelled, illegibly written, and totally unpunctua-
ted, the author can read it aloud, and discussing "problems" con-
tributes nothing to his success. If, on the other hand, the paper is
going to be duplicated, it is quite legitimate for the teacher to work
with the student to help get the paper into audience-acceptable
form. Even here, however, the teacher needs to be cautious. If "It's
me" is the standard form in the spoken dialect of a class, the teacher
should probably not try to present "It's I" as being appropriate.
What matters is the audience, not a textbook description of
"standard."

During the proofreading stage, the teacher can be quite direct in
the instruction he offers. Instead of setting students adrift in hand-
books or rule books or letting them "find their own errors," the
teacher can work directly as a proofreader might showing the
students the changes that need to be made. I suggest that the
explanation be done this way because it takes much of the mystery
out of the process and does not unduly delay the final publication.

In practice, of course, much of the copy work can be done by the
students themselves. In every class there are a few kids who have
one way or another mastered "the rules." The teacher can let
these students share their enviable knowledge by setting them up
as proofreading consultants for other members of the class.

7. Pu 'fishing.

The payoff. If the process has worked, the teacher will have the
satisfaction of seeing the student's work well received, whether it is
read to the class, printed, hung on the board, pasted in a book, or
passed around the classroom. If the teacher has been a helpful
editor and manuscript manager, the student will find success.

Equally important, I think, is that although this way of
assessing student work is not future directed, it is nevertheless
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likely that the process will produce long range changes and improve-
ments in the students' writing. When students find success with an
audience, they remember the parts of the process that contributed
to their success, including the advice and suggestions offered by the
teacher and student-editors. In short, concentrating our efforts on
present success will probably produce more change and "transfer"
than traditional future oriented methods.

As I have described it, this approach to assessment may seem
excessively complicated and time consuming unrealistic for a
teacher with five classes and 150 students. However I have found
that with both college and high school classes it actually speeds up
the assessment process and provides more free time for the teacher
to take up other roles. I find, for example, that it takes me less time
to write a note of personal response on a paper than to mull through
and write out detailed, pedagogically oriented evaluative com-
ments. It is much faster to offer direct editor advice keyed to spe-
cific publishing situations than it is to puzz' )ver which errors one
will selectively attack "this time." In addL an, as a class "grows"
in the course of a quarter or semester, the students take over more
and more of the process. '.. at stages become less distinct because
the students become more adept at editing their own work, which is,
of course, one of our traditional goals. All this creates more time for
the teacher to move around the class working on a one-to-one basis
with students who seek his help as a writing consultant.

I have said nothing of theme grading in this essay. Putting letter
grades on thems is another of those future directed techniques
which, like the Puritan minister's sermons, is designed to coach and
coddle students toward the compositional hereafter. Grading seri-
ously limits the teacher's ability to play any role but that of the
theme evaluator. Without going into detail, I will suggest that even
in schools where teachers are expected to submit a certain number
of grades each marking period, there are many ways the teacher can
subvert the grading system and avoid putting letter grades on stu-
dent writing. There are many precedents for grading based on
student recommendation, self-assessment, end-of-term confer-
ences, raw quantity of work, and teacher-student contracts. It is
important that anyone who wants to try this approach to the assess-
ment of student writing explore alternatives to conventional
grading. Only by beating the grading system can we fully use the
advantages of having students write for the here and now.
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Responding to Writing

WHAT IS a writing conference?

A writing conference is a conversation between teacher and stu-
dent. It may be only a few seconds long .y checking i:-. with a
student or it may be an extended , ,uversation that runs for
several mitutcs. A major purpose of the writing conference is to
encourage the students to examine and evaluate their own writing,
to re-see it. For this reason, it is useful to ask questions like:

1. What do you like best about this draft? What do you like
least?

2. What gave you the most trouble in writing this?

3. What kind of reaction do you want your readers to have
amusement, anger, increased understanding?

4. What surprised you when you wrote this? What came uut
different than you expected?

5. What is the most important thing you learned about your
topic in writing this?

The classic danger in a writing conference is that the teacher
talks too much. We all regularly violate the Shaker maxim
"Never miss an opportunity to keep your mouth shut." As students
talk about their writing, they often discover connections, exam-
ples, and incidents that can strengthen their writing. Talking helps
them "know what they know," it gives them access to information
that often didn't make it onto the page.

But doesn't the teacher have the responsibility of making sug-
gestions and giving her reaction?

Yes. I see the conference as a kind of trade the teacher and
student share reactions to the paper. But it is crucially important
how the teacher shares a reaction. Suppose the teacher feels that a
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description of a bully in a student paper needs more detail. The
teacher can say:

You need to add more information about the bully."

or

"I was interested in the bully when he entered the room but I have
trouble picturing him. What did he look like?"

Aside from being more diplomatic, the second response con-
tinues a conversation; it allows the student to talk his way to a
clearer visualization of the bully.

How do I find titre to meet with my students individually?

Most high school teachers meet too many students. One would
hope that if school districts want writing taught, they might desig-
nate "writing intensive courses" and keep the number in these
courses to a reasonable number no more than 20. But until that
day comes there are things that can be done.

First, something very simple- It helps if . the teacher moves
around the classroom, spends part of the writing period conducting
"roving conferences." If the teacher is on the move, conferences are
generally shorter than one-on-one conferences at the teacher's desk.
I've watched teachers talk to as many as 12-15 students in a 50-
minute class period when they move from desk to desk.

Teachers can be brief in their conferences if they don't try to do
everything on a particular paper; a conference generally focuses on
one aspect of the paper that is working and one that needs improve-
ment. A teacher working, for example, on developing a fuller
description of the bully should ignore spelling mistakes in the draft.
In an early draft of a paper the teacher might read with these
questions in mind:

1. Does the paper need more detail or documentation?

2. Is the paper sufficiently complex? Are important alternatives
explored, important quest;ons answered?

3. Is the paper focused? Does it seem to make one point or gen-
eral impression?

4. Is the information ordered? Does one part move into the next?
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5. Are the,-.: parts that can be cut because they're off the sub-
ject or uninteresting? (Beginnings, for example, can often
be cut.)

These are some of the questions that can focus a first reading. As
Donald Murray has noted, "(The experienced composition teacher)
encourages the student to see thet on most pieces of writing there is
one fundamental problem that must be dealt with before the next
problem can be spotted and then solved."

When the larger issues of information, focus, and order are
resolved, the teacher can focus on questions of style and language
conventions. A different set of questions can focus the reading:

1. Which errors are proofreading errors and which indicate that
the student does not know certain usage rides?

2. Is there any pattern to the errors the writer makes? (Mina
Shaughnessy's Errors and Expectations is an invaluable aid
here.)

3. Are there sentences that can be combined? Broken into two
sentences?

I've found that when teachers disciplin their responses to
papers, when they deal with one issue at a time and are not
shuttling between trying to elicit more information and dealing
with the semicolon, they are more effective and a conference is
briefer. Conferences that lack this discipline can be long, aimless,
and ineffective.

How can I get students to be more effective in responding to the
papers of their classmates?

Many teachers worry that when students get together to
comment on each others writing they might be too harsh and nega-
tive. In my experience students err on the side of blandness;
comments are very general "this is interesting," "I can relate to
this," etc. Peter Elbow, in his books Writing Without Teachers and
Writing with Power, offers a number of strategies for responding
more specifically. One of the most basic is "pointing" which he
descrbes as follows:
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Start by simply pointing to words and phrases which successfully
penetrated your skull: perhaps they seemed loud and full of voice; or
they seemed to have a lot of energy; or they somehow rang true,
or they carried special conviction.

Students should also be encouraged to ask the writer questions
that can help expand or clarify what has been written. Again we're
talking about questions which allow the writer to expand and clarify
orally, not judgments passed on to the writer.

It is often easier to begin peer response by having students pair
up; there is generally no hesitancy to confer in pairs. Once groups of
4 or .5 are formed they should remain constant for at least several
weeks.

I have to grade my students. How can I assign grades and still
maintain a workshop approach to writing?

It's best not to grade every piece of writing. Students should be
encouraged to select their best writing from their writing folders to
be evaluated for a grade. By grading only the best work, the system
provides a real incentive for revising because it is often in the stu-
dent's interest to revise a promising piece than to continually start
a new one.

At the end of a marking period a student might be evaluated as
follows. All students who complete a satisfactory volume of writing

those who worked regularly and met deadlines should get a
base grade, perhaps a C + . This base grade can go up if the student
has made major improvement on a skill identified at the beginning
of the marking term or if the quality of the selected pieces of writing
is superior.

This system rewards productivity; a student who writes several
thousand words in a marking term does not, in my opinion, deserve
a D, even if there are substantial difficulties in that writing. The
system also rewards quality; excellent writing gets an excellent
grade. The system penalizes sloth and that's the way it should be.
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Making Time
by NANCIE ATWELL
Boothbay Region Elementary School

"My education was the liberty I had to read indiscrimina.31y and all
the time, with my eyes hanging out."

Dylan Thomas

MY SISTER CALLED with good news: their offer was
accepted. She, her husband, ant ly nephew Eric were about

to move to a new house, one with actual closets, a two-car garage,a
big yard with shade trees and an above-ground pool. Bonnie
called to break the good news, and to warn me. "Please," she asked,
"whatever you do when you visit us, promise you won't let on to
Eric that Atwells don't swim."

My sister wants us Atwells to pretend learning to swim is not a
big deal. Specifically, she wants to be able to dress Eric i- .1fe pre-
servers and introduce him to their pool without any adult relatives
betraying our longstanding panic about deep water. Bonnie remem-
bers the swimming lessons of our youth how our parents con-
veyed their own unease in the water, how their eyes worried, and
how we kids kept our feet firmly planted touching bottom and
refused to put our faces in the water. We were no fools. We believed
our parents when they showed us that learning to swim was going
to be difficult and dangerous.

My sister knows her smart little boy, like all humans, learns at
least as much from the implicit as the explicit. In defining condi-
tions necessary for learning to take place, Frank Smith refers to
incidents of teaching, implicit ar.., explicit, as "demonstrations."
We humans are surrounded by demonstrations; everything anyone
does "demonstrates not only what can be done and how it can 'De
done, but what the person doing it feels about the act" (1982, p. 171-
2). We learn by engaging with particular demonstrations, as I learn
more by engaging with my parents' inadvertent demonstrations
concerning deep water than from all of their good explicit advice
about stroking, kicking, and breathing.
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In our classrooms each day, we explicitly teach and students
learn; this is a fact, Janet Emig writes, that "no one will deny. But,"
she continues, "to believe that children learn because teachers teach
and only what teachers explicitly teach is to engage in magical
thinking " (1984, p. 135). It is magical thinking for me to believe I
convey to the students in my classroom only my good, explicit
advice about writing and reading. The information that comes out
of my mouth when I talk is at least equaled by implicit data. Every
minute they observe me I'm providing demonstrations with which
eighth graders may or may not engage. I can never account for what
each learns through the ways I teach.

As the ways my parents approached deep water taught me tacit
lessons about swimming, so the ways we approach writing and
reading in the secondary Engl:.,.,. classroom convey inadvertant
messages to our students about writing and reading. Recent studies
of language arts instruction in U.S. schools, particularly Applebee
(1982) and Good lad (1984), give us a pretty clear picture of exactly
how we are approaching writing and reading. We know:

Our students spend little of their time in U.S. classrooms
actually reading: on average, 6% at elementary, 3% at junior
high, and, at high school, just 2% of a typical student's school
day is devoted to reading.

Our students spend little of their time in U.S. classrooms
actually writing. Only 3% of the writing our students do in
school is composing of at least paragraph length.

O Our students spend most of their time in English classes
listening to their teachers ' -'.k about writing and reading.
Between 70 and 90% of la nglish class time is devoted to
teacher talk, either lectures or directions.
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When our students are asked to what extent they participate
in choosing what they'll do in class, 55% of elementary school
kids report having no say; two-thirds of students in grades
seven through twelve, students who might reasonably be
expected to take on greater individual responsibility, report
they do not participate in any way in deciding what they'll do
in class.
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Teachers mostly decide what students will do in language arts
classes. We choose and assign texts, generally one chapter or chunk
at a time to be read by the whole class as homework then discussed
or formay tested in the foll ving day's session, at the end of which
another part of the text is assigned. We present lectures on literary
topics and require our students to study and memorize various bits
of literary information characteristics of the New Criticism, the
chronology of Shakespeare's plays, lists of Latin roots, literary
definitions folio", ' by exams 'where students report back what
we said and assigned them to memorize. They also complete work-
sheets and textbook exercises concerned with punctuation, capitali-
zation, sentence structure, paragraph organiza,._ ,n, word analysis,
and parts of speech. Finally, on occasion their homework consists of
a writing exercise where the subject of the writing is an idea of the
teacher's.

We talk about the importance of writing clearly and gracefully
and reading well and widely, but we seldom make class time for stu-
dents to write and read, seldom accommodate students' knowledge
or choices, and seldom do our students see us writing or reading, see
their teachers entering or captivated by the world of written
language. Our students are learning from us. The question is, what
exactly are they learning? What inadvertent messages do we trans-
mit via this standard approach to the teaching of English? I've
begun to try to make explicit both the tacit lessons I learned as a
student, as well as thosa I probably conveyed to my own students
for too many years.

What Schools Demonstrate About Reading and Writing

Reading and writing are difficult, serious business.

Reading and writing are performances for an audience of one:
the teacher.

There is one interpretation of a text or topic: the teacher's.

"Errors" in comprehension or interpretation will not be
tolerated.

Student readers and writers are not smart or trustworthy
enough to choose their own texts and topics.
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Intensive, repetitive drill and preparation are necessary before
you can read and write independently.

Reading and writing require memorization and mastery of
information, conventions, rules, definitions, and theories.

Reading and writing somehow involve drawing lines, filling
in blanks, circling, and coloring in.

Readers break whole texts into separate pieces to be read and
dissected one fragment at a time, Writers compose whole texts
one fragment at a time (punctuation marks, spellinzts, gram-
matical constructions, topic sentences, paragraphs, and so on).

Reading is always followed by a test, and writing mostly
serves to test reading (book reports, critical papers, essays,
and multiple choice/fill-in-the-blank/short answer exams).

Reading and writing are solitary activities you perform as a
member of a group. Readers and writers in a group may not
collaborate, as this is cheating.

You learn about literature and composition by listening to
teachers talk about them.

Teachers talk a lot about literature and composition, but
teachers don't read or wrte.

Reading and writing are a veaste of the school's time.

You can fail English yet still succeed at reading and writing.

I know these demonstrations from the inside, as an avid reader
and writer who read and wrote only dreaded, assigned texts during
my high school years. And I know these demonstrations as a junior
high English teacher who spent years teaching the junior high
English curriculum, alternately spoonfeeding and forcefeeding one
text or assignment after another to my students, dosing them with
my English teacher notions of basic skills, appropriate topics for
writing, and Great Works of Literature.

Some of this was the same Great Literature I'd been dosed with
too, but had eventually come around to loving in college. I was
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incredulous when I read Pride and Prejudice at age twenty, con-
vinced it could not be the same novel I'd suffered through my
sophomore year in high school. It took me longer than that to give
Willa Cather a second chance. I finally gathered my courage last
summer and reread My Antonia, eighteen years after barely passing
a multiple-choice test on the novel. My list of reconsidered readings
goes on and on: Anna Karenina, The Soviet Letter, Crime and
Punishment, The Mill on the Floss, Hamlet, Moby Dick, and The
Canterbury Tales (which I discovered, when I finally got hold ofa
copy minus the standard high school ellipses, were bawdy).

I was a good reader as a teenager but a different reader and
person than today. When I was ready for complicated and com-
plex themes and language, those books were there, waiting for me to
enter and enjoy. It took me a very long time to consider the implica-
tions of my experience as a developing reader for th students who
struggled through my courses. My only models for teaching litera-
ture were university English education coursea that perpetuated lit-
crit methodologies, and those high school English teachers whose
classes I'd endured in my teens. Glenda Bissex observes, "The logic
by which we teach is not always the logic by which children learn"
(1980). My assumptions about my role as English teacher blinded
me to the illogic of my teaching.

Today I teach reading and English, as two separate, daily
courses, to all of Boothbay Harbor's eighth graders. A few years
ago, on the heels of research showing that sustained silent reading
boosted students' reading comprehension, I began letting reading
class students choose their own books one period each week, and
they began driving me crazy. Daily at least one eighth grader would
ask, "Are we having reading today?" We had reading every day
or at least that was my impression. Once again I bypassed an impli-
cation for teaching, clinging to each week's four days of curriculum
and one day of reading.

My breakthrough in reading finally came by way of writing.
Drawing on the work of Donald Murray (1968), Donald Graves
(1983), Lucy Calkins (1983) and Mary Ellen Giacobbe, as well as our
own classroom research, teachers at my school transformed our
daily English classes into writing workshops. I'm going to define a
writing workshop as a place where writers have what writers need.
Writers need Mary Ellen Giacobbe's three basics of time, owner-
ship, and response (1983).
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Writers need regular time set aside in school for them to write,
time to think, write, confer, write, read, write, change their minds,
and write some more. Writers need time they can count on, so even
when they aren't writing they're anticipating the time they will be.
Writers need time to write well, to see what they think, shape whit
they know, and get help where and when they need it. Good writers
and writing don't take less time; they take more.

Writers need choices. They need to exert ownership, taking
responsibility for their writing: their own materials, subjects,
audiences, genres, pacing, purposes, number of drafts and kinds of
changes to be made, if any. When we invite student writers to
choose, they write for all the reasons literate people anywhere
engage as writers to recreate happy times, work through sad
times, discover what they know about a subject and learn more,
convey and request information, apply for jobs, parody, petition,
play, argue, apologize, advise, make money.

Finally, writers need help discovering what they'll choose to do
with the time at their disposal. They need response, not at the end
when it's too late for our advice to do them any good, but while the
words are churning out, in the midst of the messy, tentative act of
drafting meaning. In school, this help comes in the form of con-
ferences with the teacher and other students. In writing confer-
ences, students read or describe their writing. Responders begin
with information, listening hard to the content of the draft then
telling what they hear, asking questions about things they don't
understand or want to know more about, and inviting writers to
reflect on what they have done and might do next (Graves, 1983).

When I allow time, ownership, end response, I'm expecting
studerts will participate in written ianguage as writers do, that
they'll use the writers' workshop to tell their stories. And they do,
writing every day for forty-five minutes, an average of twenty
finished pieces each year. My whole-group instruction is limited to a
mini-lesson of five or ten minutes at the beginning of class on an
issue they or I have identified in their writing (Calkins, 1985). Mini-
lesson topics include skills issues, such as methods for punctuating
dialogue and checking for consistent voice or tense, and process
issues: how to brainstorm to find a title, showing rather than telling,
deleting and adding information, narrowing the focus of one's
content, lead writing.
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After the mini-lesson I find out what each writer will do that
day, recording my students' plans, and for the remainder of the
period writers write, discovering topics, conferring with other
writers and with me as I move among them, drafting, revising, and
when they've made their best meanings, editing and publishing. All
the while I'm offering questions and options. Mary Ellen Giacobbe
calls this "nudging" that gentle guidance designed to move stu-
dents beyond where they are to where they might bit. In all of this,
the key is time regular, sustained time to craft texts, seek help,
and plan. Habitual writing makes students writers.

Habitual reading makes students readers. The same qualities
that characterize writing workshop have come to characterize my
reading course, now a daily reading workshop. I had help here, too,
this time from my eighth graders. As they assumed responsibility
for their writing, they showed me how their participation in written
language could be enriched and extended through reading. The
powerful connections they made between their writing and reading
dismantled brick by brick the walls I'd erected separating writing
and literature. In reading workshop, students have what writers
and readers need: time, ownership, and response.

Readers need regular time set aside in school for them to read,
time to think, read, confer, read, reflect, reread, and read a, me more.
Readers need time they can court on, so even when they a In't read-
ing they're anticipating the time they will be. Readers mod time to
lose track of as they become absolutely caught up in the world of
written language. Readers need time to grow.

Readers grow when they exert ownership, assuming responsi-
bility for deciding what and h'w and why they will read: their own
materials, subjects, audiences, genres, pacing, purposes, number of
readings and rereadings. When we invite student readers to choose,
they read for all the reasons literate people anywhere engage as
readers to live other lives, learn about their own, see how other
writers have written, acquire others' knowledge, escape, ponder,
travel, laugh, cry.

Finally, readers too need help discovering what they'll choose to
do with the time at their disposal. They need response. People who
read naturally talk with others as an extension of our lives as
readers, sharing opinions, surprises, insights, questions, specula-
tions, and appreciations. Readers don't need lesson plans, study
guides, or teachers' manuals. Readers need a, tazt. and a listening
friend.
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Writers and readers need some kind of personal meaning. They
need written language to make sense, to give shape to and challenge
their worlds. Both writers and readers need to engage naturally and
purposefully in the processes of written language:

Writing and Reading as Process

Writers and readers REHEARSE, planning and predicting:

What will I write?
What will it be like?
How will it be shaped by
my prior experiences as

What will I read?
What will it be like?
How will be shaped by my
prior experiences as a reader?

Writers and readers DRAFT, discovering meaning:

Where will these words I Where will these words I
am writing take me? am reading take me?
What surprises, disappointments, problems, questions
and insights will I encounter along the way?

Writers and readers REVISE, reseeing and reseeking meaning:

Is this what I expected, what I hoped for?
What do I think of those words on the page?
What new thoughts do I think because of those words on
the page?
What makes sense? What needs to be changed so sense
can be made?

Making time for students to read in school invites this engage-
ment. I make time every day for a forty-five minute reading work-
shop; last year's eighth graders, including eight special education
students, read an average of thirty-five full-length works. Reading
workshop too begins with a minilesson. We spend five or ten
minutes talking about an author Richard Wright, Frost, Lois
Duncan, S. E. Hinton or genre. We read and discuss a poem or a
short story by cummings, Updike, Wilbur, London, or one of the
kids in thr, class, peeling away layers of the text and coming to
meaning together. We focus on reading and writing processes, how
we read and reread the text and how authors might have come to
write as they did.
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The rest of the period is devoted to independent reading. Stu-
dents choose their own books, settle back, and dive in. I move along
them for the first ten minutes or so, finding out if anyone needs my
immediate assistance, and then I sit down and read too, my books
and their books. I expect they will read and discover books they
love. But I also help, in conferencesabout their reading.

Most of my talk with eighth graders about literature is written
down. We write because writing allows deeper, richer responses
than speech, but we write in a special way. For the past two years,
eighth graders and I have conferred about literature in letters, thou-
sands of letters back and forth about books, authors, reading, and
writing. In our correspondence we nudge each others' thinking. Wrd
confirm, challenge, extend, and suggest. And we engage in some
serious, and not so serious, literary gossip.

For example, this is an exchange with Jennipher. We're calling
each other "Robert" here because one week we happened to read or
talk about four works by various authors named Robert; Jenn
decided we'd substantially increase our chances of becoming pub-
lished authors if we were white males named Robert, so she changed
our names.

5/2/84
Ms. A. Robert,

Just to see what Anne Frank was going through was miserable.
Her "growing up" with the same people everyday. I think she got to
know them a lot better than she would have it they weren't in
hiding, her mother especially. That sudden change, going into hid-
ing, must have been hard.

It amazed me how much more they went downstairs in the book.
Jennipher had also read the Broadway stage play script of The

Diary of Anne Frank.] And it seems so much bigger in the book. It
also told a lot more of her feelings, right up until the end. It must
have come suddenly to see police come in and arrest them.

I'm going to read some Robert Frost poetry now.

J. J. Robert
P.S. I think she would have been a writer.

5/3/84
Dear J.J.R.,

I don't have any doubt if she'd survived, she would have been
a writer all her life. Her prose style is so lively, and her insights are
so deep. And she loved to write.

We've talked about how movies alter (often for the worst) the
books on which they're based. Plays can't help but do the same. All
that inner stuff reflections, dreams, lioughts and feelings
doesn't easily translate into stage action, although Hackett and
Goodman tried with Anne's between-act voice-overs.
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If you're hungry for more information on Anne, please borrow
my copy of Ernst Schnabel's Anne Frank: Portrait in Courage when
Tom Apollonio returns it to me.

Ms. A. Robert

5110184

Ms. A. Robert,

We missed you) You get used to peoples' voice. The switch is
hard for me.

Robert Frost's poems are really good. "The Witch of Coos"
seemed to me somewhere between Stephen King and Ray Bradbury.
Kind of wierd, huh? I heard someone quote (kind oft) one of hie
poems. It was on "People's Court," (Dumb Show) and there was a
fight about a fence. In the end the guy came out of the courtroom
and was talking to the reporter. He said something like, "This goes
to show good fences don't make good neighbors." I almost
freaked out.

Back to the books.

J.J. Robert

5110184

Dear J.J.R.,
They quoted Frost on "People's Court"? (You WATCHED

"People's Court"?)
I need an aspirin.

N.A.R.

For half of last year, in addition to confer -;. with me in letters,
readers conferred in letters to each other. On. ay in January, Jane
and Arelitsa were passing notes in the back of my classroom. I
asked, "What are you two doing?" and Jane said, "Oh, you'll be
interested in this." She was right. Their notes were about Frost's
"Nothing Gold Can Stay" and what it meant to them, two
exuberant thirteen year-olds gossiping about poetry, forging
meaning together. So Jane and Arlee put their letters on overheads
and shared them with my classes, opening the door to students'
exchanges about literature.

Suzy was one of my students that year. She started the year as a
lip reader. She used only class time to read and said, "I guess
reading is a pretty good thing to do, but sometimes I read and I
don't know what I read." By May, Suzy had read nineteen novels.
She said, "I really enjoy reading for pleasure. But I hate having
books assigned. I can't get into them as much."
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Choosing her own books, having time to read and a place to
reflect on her reading, Suzy got into books. She wrote the letter
below, to her classmate Hilary, at home. It concerns a novel Hilary
loaned Suzy, Mr. and Mrs. Bc Jo Jones, about a teenage shotgun
marriage. In getting into her book, Suzy critiqued the lead and con-
clusion, connected the novel to her own life, predicted while she was
reading what would happen, and made plans to reread.

Hilary,

It's about 12:00 (mignight). I just finished Mr. and Mrs. Bo Jo
Jones It was the best book I've ever read in my life.

The book was a slow start and got to be a little boring at times.
But the end was fast and different. I loved it! I cried so much. Did
you? (I hope so, 'cause I'll feel quite embarrassed about what I'm
going to sa, f )

Last year, Suzy and her classmates averaged at the seventy-
second percentile on standardized reading tests, up from an average
at the fifty-fourth percentile when fully 21% scored in the bottom
quartile; last year, that figure was just two percent. In June of last
year, 92% of my students indicated they regularly read at home for
pleasure, and when I asked how many books they owned, the aver-
age figure they gave was ninety-eight, up from September's fifty-
four. This is the kind of evidence that convinces administrators. I
am more convinced by some non-statistical results.

My students discover they love to read. Even the least able,
most reluctant readers eventually find the one great book that abso-
lutely impels them, and they are changed readers. For Tim, who
never read at home and had never found a book he wanted to reread,
the one great book was Jay Bennett's The Dangling Witness. Every
day for two weeks he came into class waving his copy of the
mystery, announcing in an awed voice, "This is a good book. I
mean, this is a really good book." Until Jay Bennett, Tim hadn't
trusted there was such a thingas a good book.

Eighth graders discover authors who write well for them; they
learn names of writers whose books they can look for in book-
stores and libraries: Frank Bonham, Lois Lowry, Madeleine
L'Engle, Cynthia Vuight, Anne Tyler, Jack London, Susan Beth
Pfeffer, Todd Strasser, Robert Lipsyte, Robert Cormier, Nat
Hentoff, Farley Mowat, even, for those ready and willing, Shake-
speare. Patrice was ready and willing.
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140

I didn't cry until right when the doctor and Bo Jo came in to say
the baby was dead. It was strange?! I felt eo sorry for her (even
though it's fiction) for having that happen. Then at the Coffee Pot,
when they said it was quits, I was so mad! I knew they were just
getting to be very much in love, but thought it probably would be
best. I knew for some reason that something good was going to hap-
pen when they met at the apartment.

When they eat down and talked and realized they wanted each
other but couldn't face it until their decision, it was great. I cryed
there too 'cause I was eo happy for them! It was great how they
went ahead three years and said how it was going. The book was
great! I'd recommend it to anyone.

I almost forgot. Did you stop to think if that was you or some-
one you knew? I did and it seemed eo terrible. I thought what if that
happened, if I'd do the same. That's not how I wanted to say it, but
good enough.

I might want to reread that in the fourth quarter, if you don't
mind?

Well, that's all! Finally. I had to right this right now because it
was so fresh and I just can't get over how good this book was.

Suzy
P.S. I hope you don't think I'm some sort of freak writing this!!!

Suzy,

Don't wcwry; you're not a freak!
I'm so glad you liked the book. I know I sure did. I loved all the

same parts that you did. I cried too; boy did I.
The book What About Me? must be funny. You've been laugh-

ing a lot while reading it. What's it about?
Gotta go.

Hilary 6/17/84
Dear Ms. Atwell,

I finished Macbeth today. The reason I decided to read Macbeth
was because a girl at Skyway Middle School, who I am friends with,
read it and really loved it.

I found that the three witches were my favorite characters.
Many movies have used take-offs of these characters. The Beast
Master, a movie I saw on cable, did. They used them differently,
but they were used to tell the future.

macbeth himself was, overall, a very confused guy His wife
madc him kill the king, and he was hearing voices that told him to
"sleep no more." Putting one of Shakespeare's plays into movie
form could almost be as bad as Steven King, because of all the kill-
ing and walking around with people's heads.

I truly enjoyed The Comedy of Errors. I enjoyed the way the two
characters called Dromio spoke. Every time they opened their
mouths they spoke in riddles. The overel idea was very good and
funny. The reunions were like this: 2 father-son, 3 husband-wife,
2 brother, and 2 owner-slave. There is one wedding. Some of the
reunions are very technical.
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Eighth graders discover their owr theories about literature.
Patrice's remark about "technical reunions" has its roots in a dis-
cussion that had taken place about a month before. Wewere talking
about Hardy's poem "The Man He Killed" and Mike said, "Ms.
Atwell, I really don't like this poem. I mean, why couldn't he just
say it in regular language?"

Mike had been reading Frost and Wilbur. He loved e e cummings.
He wasn't asking for colloquial prose when he said "regular lan-
guage."

I said, "Show me what you mean, Mike," and he read the line,
"We should have set us down to wet right many a nipperkin" a
word I'd had to look up the night before and could find only in our
O.E.D.

I'd made a dumb assumption. I thought my kids knew language
changed over time, that English wasn't just American and con-
temporary. So we talked. Over the next weeks kids began collecting
and bringing to class examples of prose and poetry from other
times. When they hit Shakespeare, I made copies of speeches from
five of the plays and we looked at how the language differed within
the plays, how Romeo and Juliet spoke one way, Macbeth another,
and why. We began to puzzle out what makes a tragedy a tragedy
and a comedy a comedy. They decided just about everyone dies in a
tragedy and a new order begins; in a comedy, almost everyone gets
married, reinstated, or reunited. John said, "Yeah, just like on 'Lova
Boat.' " And from there we talked about basic plot conventions
through all of literature, and how and where Shakespeare had bor-
rowed his plots. Then they found and read to each other stories from
Greek and Roman mythology.

They and I were collaborating as theorists, discovering, testing,
and acting on literary principles. As readers, eighth graders dis-
covered literature is accessible; that literLi,ure is reading, and read-
ing is sensible, interesting, and fun.

As writers, eighth graders discovered they could draw on their
experiences as readers, trying out the themes, styles, and modes
they read and finding their own voices in collaboration with the
voices they love to read. Dede and Billy loved Robert Frost. They
collaborated with him by borrowing the theme from "Nothing Gold
Can Stay," Frost's poem about the inevitability of change:
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Dawn

The lake sparkled
in the light of the moon.
Dawn was near
it would be soon.
The clouds gave off a goldish light
and broke the silence of the night.

Now the dawn has come to be noon,
just like grown-up life all too soon.

Billy Snow

Meyond the Light

The sunset is so lovely,
with its warm colors and bright glow.
I could sit and stare for hours
at the elegant sight.
Then I shiver
as a cold u:eeze blows
to warn me of the darkness
and to warn me of the night.

Dede Reed

Luanne collaborated with John Updike. He- poem arrived at my
house in the mails during April vacation, when Luanne was in the
middle of basketball tournaments. She borrowed her subject, learn-
ing from Updike that basketball was a suitable poetic topic, and she
borrowed a simile from his description of the "Ex-Basketball
Player" whose hands were "like wild birds":

The Turnover

I was going for a lay-up
as I remember it;

the brown leathered ball
under my hands,
through half-court
and down toward the middle.

When si lenly the rhythm

stopped.

A hand came down
in place of mine
lir e a bird doing
a wild dive:

Just empty space
between my hands
and the floor.
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I stood there
wondering where I'd gone wrong.

when I looked up to see
two more points
adder' to the other side's score.

Luanne Bradley

I've made some discoveries too. I've learned that by givino
dents more time to learn reading, I've given myself more t:
teach reading. I have much less homework than in the old days
lesson plans, lectures, ditto masters, and essay tests. Reading work-
shop is a workshop for me, too, as I quietly confer with readers,
answer letters, and read

I've learned about adolescent literature, a genre virtually non-
existent twenty years ago when I was an eighth grader. Ali
students introduced me to authors of juvenile fiction who write as
well for adolescents as my favorite contemporary novelists
Atwood, Tyler, Heller, Updike write for me.

I've learned to fill my classroom with books novels, and also
short stories, biographies, histories and poetry, as many paperbacks
as I can buy or budget.

I've learned that good, rich discussion of literature happens
nstturally when real readers are talking together, as opposed to the
sterile, grudging responses given by too few students to my old,
lesson plan questions. I've learned the context of students' self-
selected texts is ripe for high-level literary talk but such
traditional teacher's manual issues as theme, genre, and technique.
I've learned it's entirely possible to go beyond these to consider
reading process, professional a.. ',hors' processes, relationships
between reading and writing, between one text or author and others,
between literature and real life.

My students taught me they loved 1:43 read. They showed me in-
school reading, like in-school writing, could actually do something
for them, that the ability to read for pleasure and personal meaning,
like writing ability, is not a gift or a talent. It comes with the free-
dom to choose and with time to exercise that freedom. I learned that
freedom to choose and time to read in school are not luxuries. They
are not complements to a good literature curriculum. They are the
wellspring of student literacy and literary appreciation.
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If my class schedule were more typical that is, forty-five
minutes a day for English, including literature I'd continue to
give over class time to reading and writing. But I'd teach writing on
three regular, consecutive days, so students would-experience that
sense of routine and continuity writers need, and follow it with two
days of reading workshop, encouaging kids to take home over the
weekend those books they read in class on Thursday and Friday.
And I would continue to nudge, pointing students toward new
topics, modes, styles, authors, techniques, books, and genres.

The most recent National Assessment of Educational Progress
reports that American thirteen- and seventeen-year-olds do less
reading, especially of fiction, than our nine-year-olds. In a feature in
the New York Times about Americans' reading habits (Fiske, 19831,
Jan Marsten of the University of Chicago suggested that "there
seems to be periods in the life-span during which reading tends to
drop off, including adolescence. It would hardly be surprising if
people did less reading during periods of such upheaval in their
lives."

Secondary teachers know about upheaval in adolescents' lives.
First jobs, first cars, first boyfriends and girlfriends are hallmarks
of adolescence. So are a preoccupation with peers and participation
in junior and senior highs' extracurricular activities. Reading neces-
arily takes a back seat as teenagers' worlds become impossibly full.

A former student of mine anticipated April vacation of her fresh-
man year by saying, "Ms. Atwell, I'm going to read six books this
week. All of them are books I've been dying to read sirce Christmas.
I just look at them and feel depressed. There's always something
else I've got to do." When reading doesn't happen at school, it's
unlikely to happen away from school, which means it's unlikely to
happen at all.

English teachers can help. We help by giving reading and
writing our highest priority; we do so when we make time for
them to happen in our classrooms. What single, more powerful
demonstration can we provide our students of the value we place on
these activities? Encircling this are other compelling demonstra-
tions of the uses of literacy, of writing and reading as whole,
sense-making activities, of the ways an adt.lt finds meaning and
pleasure in her own and others' written expression, of all students'
rights as literate human beings.
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Genuine, independent reading and writing are not the icing on
the cake, the reward we proffer gifted twelfth graders who've sur-
vived the curriculum. Reading and writing are the cake. Given what
we know about adolescents' lives and priorities, can we afford to
continue to sacrifice literate school environments for skills environ-
ments? For multip!a choice and essay question environments? For
spoonfed and forcefed environments? I say we can't. Making time
makes readers and writers, and readers and writArs can remake
their worlds, using language to see and shape their lives as
Jennipher did in her final letter to me.

6/8/84
Dear Ms. A. Robert,

I finished Autumn Street. It was excellent how she told it from
her chi d} view of things, her feelings and then how she was
back in the present in the end.

Sunday morning was special. The cats were under tny bed at
4:15 doing something, I don't know how they got upstairs. I took
them down and looked out the window. Low and behold, sunrise!
But no, it did not rise. All I could see was a golden strip across the
sky. I pulled up k chair and put my feet up. I said "Nothing Gold
Can Stay" in my mind without stumbling and found how Ponyboy
could have felt in The Outsiders. After fifteen minutes when the sun
didn't appear I went back to bed feeling new.

We're really going to miss you.
See you so.--..atime.

J.J. Robert
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Looking for Trouble:
A Way to Unmask
Our Readings
by THOMAS NEWKIRK
University of New Hampshire

HE PAST DECADE has seen an attack on the myth of the
1 inspired writer. Linda Flower has traced this myth to

Coleridge's account of the creation of "Kubla Khan."' According to
Coleridge the ide? for the poem came without conscious effort; it
came fully assembled; it did not require time-consuming choices;
and, because it was a gift from the gods, the process of achieving the
poem ;mild not be repeated. While Flower does not deny the
existence of these Eureka moments, she does argue that this myth
breeds passivity on the part of the student who then wants to wait
by an open window for inspiration to strike. Fortunately, the testi-
monies of publiihed writers and the protocols that researchers like
Flower have elicited have done much to dispel such myths. Text-
books now go to zref,t length, to suggest that writing involves a
range of choices ,nscious control.

Less attentio.. des ueen given to myths of "inspired reading."
Students frequently speak of the "hidden meanings" of poetry, and
by that expression they usually mean hidden from t'aem but open to
another class of readers professional readers, trJachers. So long as
the process of interpretation is unrevealed, myths of inspiration car
persist; students will claim that they cannot read poetry because
they are not good at getting hidden mear ings. The poem comes to
be view 3d as a Tarot card.

Traditional practices of teaching literature in introductory
courses promote the view of "inspired reading" because they
obscure the process of forming an interpretation. In the traditional
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classroom the instructor rarely reveals what happens in his or her
initial contact with a poem. I recently asked a group of senior
English majors whether they had ever seen a literature professor
read something for the first time. None had. Indeed it could be
argued that many would have resented a professor assigning a poem
he or she had not read, coming to class without having read it, and
then winging through it, fumbling as we all fumble on any first
encounter. Our evaluation fora s tell us that we should come to class
prepared. But preparation can be a mask hiding the very process we
expect students to master. Our prepared zertainty belies the uncer-
tainty of the earlier part of our reading, and by withholding our
fumbling from students we can misrepresent the process we claim
to teach. If students never see instructors confused, never see them
puzzled by a particular usage, never see how an interpretation is
revised in subsequent readings, it is logical for the students to
conclude that reading is inspired in the same way that Coleridge's
composition of "Kubla Khan" was inspired.

There is also little room for uncertainty in the writing required in
the traditional introductory course. The mainstay, of course, is the
critical analysis paper. Because this type of writing does not exist
outside the academic community, its justification presumably is
that it helps the student engage with the text. But the constraints
of this form seem to preclude the muddling that occurs when
readers confront difficult texts for the first time. Most critical
analysis papers are supposed to contain a thesis, stated early in the
paper; this thesis is subdivided, and each subdivided point must be
supported with evidence from the text. The purpose of such writing
is to demonstrate a coherent reading, not to explore the possibili-
ties of the incoherencies in a reading. The tone frequently is that of a
lawyer, not a reader.

The standard complaint about these papers is that the student
fails to probe a response, that the generalizations while supported
do not take the student very far into the work. David Bartolomae
suggests that the tyranny of the thesis may inhibit inquiry:

When, for example, we ask students to write about texts, the
tyranny of the thesis often invalidates the very act of analysis we
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hope to invoke. Hence, in assignment titer assignment, we find stu-
dents asked to reduce a novel, a poem or their own experience into a
single sentence, and then to use the act of writing in order to defend
or "support" that single sentence. Writing is used to close a sub-
ject down rather than to open it up, to put an end to discourse
rather than to open up a project!

Like Bartolomae I feel that the traditional critical analysis paper
may discourage students from dealing with reactions that are not
easily resolved into a thesis, that they may discourage the student
from dealing with the more puzzling (and very likely more complex)
issues of meaning and language, that, in sum, they encourage the
student to play it safe.

In a recent summer school freshman English course I experi-
mented with a different approach to writing about literature that
dealt directly with the issue of certainty in reading. Once a week for
five weeks the class and the instructor (a graduate assistant) read
and wrote about a poem that I selected' I passed around a photo-
copy of each poem with the name of the poet removed. Both instruc-
tor and students then marked words, phrases, lines, whatever gave
them difficulty. On each reading they changed their instrument for
marking to help indicate the progression of the reading. After the
readers had resolved the difficulties (or had worked as hard toward
resolving them as they wanted to), they each wrote a narrative
account of the reading, using the markings to cue their memory.
Once the accounts were written, students and instructor shared the
stories of their reading.

This procedure was designed, first of all, to put the instructor
and the students on roughly the same footing. All were meeting the
poem for the first time; the instructor could not meet the student
with a prepared reading. Secondly, the method suggested to the
student that the reading of poems involved difficulties and that
rereading the poem was one way of working through the difficulties.
Finally, the students and the instructor were able to write about dif-
ficulties that went unresolved in their readings. As might be
expected, many of these unresolved difficulties were evidence of
their deepest probes into the poem.

I have grouped the identified difficulties into four very rough
categories. The first kind is not so much identifies as exhibited; it
involves what Martin Minsky calls dealing in "attitudes." Though
writing about the use of the computer, Minsky makes telling
comments about any act of thinking:
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[Thinking is a process, and if your thinking does something you
don't want it to you should be able to say something microscopic
and analytic about it, and not something enveloping and evaluating
about yourself as a learner. The important thing in refining your
thought is to try to depersonalize your interior; it may be all right to
deal with other people in a vague global way by having "atti-
tudes" toward them, but it is devastating if this is the way you deal
with yourself!

Minsky's term "depersonalize the interior" may at first seem anti-
thetical to the act of reading poetry; c'aarly the act calls for the
engagement of feeling and prior experience. But Minsky correctly
identifies the debilitating effect of assigning blame when confronted
with difficulty. This blame can either be assigned to the creator of
the difficulty, in this project to the willful obscurity of the poet, or
more frequently, to the reader himself or herself.

Both types of blame-laying were evident in the student
responses. Some took the Poem-as-Tarot-card view and simply
confessed inability to deal with such mysteries:

If there was some hidden meaning [to "Death of a Naturalist": see
Appendix) I missed it. Just as most of the poems we have done thus
far, the author's hints to the mean:rigs behind the poem slipped me.
After I finished the first reading I went back and read it again, but
still there was nothing. . . . At the end of most of these poems the
depth still leaves me unknowing. I usually look for the title to help.
I guess I just haven't got a great or even good poetic mind.

Another reader, one wile turned out to be perhaps the most percep-
tive respondent in the class, interspersed her first protocol with
admissions of inadequacy:

Admittedly, I get easily confused and frustrated. Always have and
always will hate poetry. . .. My only comment is that I do not like
PUZZLES, MYSTERIES, OR POETRY. All are fnistrating; none
worth the effort.

Other responses shifted the anger to the poet or poem. One student
wrote the following concluding statement:

Bull. While many of the images are nice, the general choppine.,s
should have been smoothed over. Also some of the key words need
ti be expanded or explained in greater detail.

Whether the blame is placed on the poet or on the reader, the result
is the same the inquiry stops. The students have withheld what
Michael Polanyi calls their "personal allegiance"; in order to grant
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this allegiance the learner must "believe before he can know." The
belief is two-fold. There is belief in the learner's own ability, and
there is a confidence in others that manifests itself in "anticipation
that what he tried to understand is in fact reasonable." Granting
allegiance, then, becomes "an a :t of heuristic conjecture a
passionate pouring of oneself into untried forms of existence"
(Personal Knowledge: Toward a Post-Critical Philosophy 'Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1958], p. 208).

The other difficulties involve the attempt to "grant allegiance"
to the act of reading. As might be expected many of the comments
about the initial readings centered on difficult vocabulary, par-
ticularly in "Death of a Naturalist" and "The Grace of Geldings in
Ripe Pastures."

In reading this poem through for the first time, I got stuck in a few
places I'm not sure what "bluebottles" means or refers to. And
"jampotfuls t jellied specks"? Why would he want them display"d
at home? But when I gave up there and read on to the next two
lines, I realized he meant a jarful of frogspawn that he was watching
hatch into tadpoles. So that section pretty much explained itself.

For starters, I was reading the words [in "The Grace of Geldings in
Ripe Pastures"] wrong. "Timothy" was read as a person's name. I
was misreading it in the beginning.

Students generally used one of three strategies for deciphering
problem words looking them up, guessing their meaning from
context, or "satigficing," assigning a general plausible meaning to
the word and going on.

The instructor frequently shared her struggles with the basic
sense of the poems. She (and several students) found the opening
line of "Tornado'. problematic: "Four farms over it looked like a
braid of black hemp." To make sense of the line one must pause as if
for a comma before "it." For example, one stt.dent wrote: "At the
outset I was unsure what was happening because I didn't know
what the farms looked on.' The teacher had the same difficulty and
specified the nature of the problem.

It was not until the third reading that T finally figured out that the
"four farms" were not "over it" but rather that the beginning was a
naming of location. "It" was confusing up until then was "it" the
tornado no syntactically that didn't work.
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During the class discussion following the exercise almost all of the
students agreed that they had precisely the same problem.

A third type of difficulty is one George Steiner calls "contingent
difficulties." Here the poem "articulates a stance- toward human
conditions which we find essentially inaccessible or alien. The tone,
the manifest subject of the poem is such that we fail to see a justi-
fication for poetic form, that the root occasion of the poem's compo-
sition eludes or repels our internalized sense of what poetry should
or should not be about" (On Difficulty and Other Essays [New
York: Oxford University Press, 1978], p. 28). For many students
this type of difficulty occurred in reading "The Grace of Geldings in
Ripe Pastures." The conclusion of the poem describes the geldings
as they "one by one let down / their immense indolent penises / to
drench the everlasting grass / with the rich nitrogen / that repeats
them." The students balked:

I found the poem rather interesting. The climax, however, was a die
appointment and seemed in bad taste.... The last stanza was a let
down because I expected something wild, beautiful bind splendid,
and instead I got a bunch of horses going to the bathroom.

Another student on her copy of the poem circled the last line and
wrote, "Disgusting. Visually repugnant Eating piss-covered grass
is what makes them so graceful? Oh Joy!" These responses differ
from the first category "dealing in attitudes" in that both readers
had worked through the poem, and, at least provisionally, they had
given their personal allegiance to the act of reading it. Yet it so vio-
lated their sense of the matter for poetry that they were unable to
take the role cast for them by the poet.

A fourth and more complex problem had to do with the relation-
ship of images. Many of the instructor's comments were in this cate-
gory. She commented, for example, on the difficulty with two lines
in "Tornado": "and the sky is about to step down / On one leg." She
writes:
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(This line] still poses problems for me. I like the feel of it. the way it
sounds, the possibility of action but I can't quite see it no miner
how hard I try to conjure it up in my mind I keep trying to have
clouds "step down / on one leg."
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Sometimes these difficulties were with sets of images. In
"Tornado" there are two sets of images that to many of the
students had no direct connection: the images of the tornado and
the images "of the bulls my father slaughtered every August / How
he would pull out of that rank sea I A pair of collapsed lungs,
stomach, / Eight bushels of gleaming rope he called intestines." One
student worked at reconciling these images as follows:

The first time through the poem it seemed to make no coherent
sense except for the lines of the first stanza reminded me of the tor-
nados I'd seen and lived through in Nebraska. During the second
reading I realized that . . . the rest of the poem seemed disjointed
from any experience I had ever had with tornados. The third time
through was no more enlightening about what the second and third
stanzas were trying to put across to the reader. My fourth time
through was when it all came to light after just a little thinking and
reflection; it dawned on me that he is comparing his father and the
slaughter of bulls to the tornado and its devastating properties of
retching things right from the ground.

In one response to "Moss Gathering" a student laboriously worked
his way through the transitions in the poem that he found difficult,
only to encounter a new problem in his third reading. It suddenly
occurs to him that there is a conflict between his image of moss
gathering and the ominous set of words that the poet uses to
describe this activity: "afterwards I always felt mean, .. . / By pull-
ing off flesh from the living planet; / As if I had committed, against
the whole scheme of life, a desecration."

This is really far-fetched, but I get the feeling of impending doom as
I read this. "Cemetery," "old-fashioned," "hollow," "underside,"
"old," "natural order of things," "pulling off the flesh," "desecra-
tion," and "went out" all bring to mind scenes of death/destiction.
Lord, I don't get :t. He's talking about moss-gathering, etc. Why
should he be interested in how/why things die? . . . I don't see the
connection. All of the transitions are fairly clear now so long as I
don't hang up on the "evil" words.

Concluding statement: What the hell is going on?

The writer of this response may feel that after considerable work he
still doesn't know what the hell is going on, but his response sug-
gests otherwise. In this and many other responses, the ability to
clearly define a reading difficulty suggests considerable insight into
the poem.

This specification of difficulty often fits the model of problem-
solving developed by John Dewey in How We Think (Boston: D. C.
Heath, 1933). In this model, problem-solving begins with an
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interruption of activity. Our ordinary course of action will not work,
or two or more competing possibilities confront us, and we must
maintain a state of suspense in order to inquire further. In the
second stage, which Dewey calls intellectualization, the perplexity
of the first stage is pinpointed:

Our uneasiness, the shock of the disturbed activity, gets started in
some degree on the basis of observed conditions, of objects. The
width of the ditch, the slipperiness of the bank, not the mere
presence of the ditch. is the trouble. The difficulty is getting located
and defined; it is becoming a true problem, something intellectual,
not just an annoyance. (pp. 108-109)

In the response to "Tornado" quoted above we see this move-
ment. The difficulty begins with a sense of incoherence, in what
Dewey calls an "emotional quality" that pervades the experience.
On subsequent readings this general sense is given conscious defini-
tion; the reader discovers that the root of the sensed incoherence is
in the relationship of the first stanza to the rest of the poem. The
reader then proc9eds to generate a hypothesis to account for the
relationship. In the response to "Moss-Gathering" we see a move to
intellectualization; the reader notices a sense of "uneasiness" and
then goes on to specify the "observed conditions" that can explain
his uneasiness.

Thus far I have included excerpts from student and instructor
responses to illustrate types of difficulties encountered. As a final
example I include a complete response written to "Death of a
Naturalist" (see Appendix) which more clearly illustrates the move-
ment that can occur over several readings. This response was
written by the student who originally claimed that she was "easily
confused" and would "always hate poetry."
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First Reading
In reading this poem through for the first time, I got stuck in a

few places I'm not sure what "bluebottles" means or refers to.
And "jampotfuls of jellied specks"? What jellied specks? Why
would he want them displayed at home? But when I gave up there
and read on to the next two lines. I realized he meant a jarful of frog-
spawn that he was watching hatch into tadpoles. So that section
pretty much explained itself.

The second stanza seemed full of fear "invading angry frogs,"
"mud grenades," "obscene threats," "slime kings," "gathered for
vengeance." Makes it sound like the author is frightened by these
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masses of grown frogs. Sounds like he is afraid these big frogs will
punish him for removing frogspawn to take home in the first place;
like a big guilt complex.

Don't understand how the title ties into the poem yet I
assume the author is a naturalist, but he's not DEAD...
Second Reading

I get the impression the second time through that the author
was describing his first year in the location of the poem. "I had not
heard before" but it's a seasonal occurrence in the reproduc-
tive cycle of frogs. But then he did mention "every spring" that he
was collecting frogspawn maybe this was the first time he'd seen
the summer phenomena and tlidn't expect so many frogs (power in
numbers he thinks?). I think I understand the title now, though the
author describes about learning about frogs in school and watching
them hatch ties them into nature by frogs turning color with the
weather. Makes it sound like he was so fascinated by watching
them hatch that maybe he was thinking about becoming a natural-
ist when he grew up or maybe "naturalist" was just his interest in
the natural process of frog reproduction....

"Bluebottles" still baffles me finally looked it up in the dic
tionary and it's a blowfly that's blue that makes a loud buzzing
sound. I've never seen one, but at least that sections makes sense.

The last line of the poem seems very significant; he was so
scared and intimidated by the masses of ugly creatures that he was
afraid that the frogs might capture and torture him for stealing any
mon) of their "babies." Scared him so much that he apparently
decided not to gather frogspawn any more didn't want anything
to do with it he was so scared. The experience rather "killed" his
interest in that aspect of nature as a whole or else abolished his pos-
sible ideas of becoming a true naturalist either way it means
about the same.

Third Reading
Reading it through for the final time it all goes together and

makes perfect sense to me. (Can't believe it it's too easy I must
be missing something.) I looked specifically for major shifts this
time. Biggest, most apparent shift is between two stanzas goes
from fascination with frogspawn and frog theory to the horrors of a
densely populated area of grown frogs. "Sub-shift" in the first para-
graph is between watching tadpoles hatch and learning about frogs
in school practical and theoretical.

I liked this poem because it was pretty easy to figure out and it
all made sense to me. Good descriptive writing I can picture
everything the author is saying.

Easy to figure out, perhaps. But the response illustrates a com-
plex and highly effective approach to reading the poem. The func-
tion of each reading is distinct: the first works through difficulty
with vocabulary and locates a major problem; the second works
through the problem; the third consolidates the analyses of the
earlier readings and makes them "all go together."
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Through these readings the reader circles the fundamental prob-
lem posed by the title with its two key terms, "death" and
"naturalist." In what sense is the child a naturalist? And in what
sense does he die? After all, as she notes at the en 1 of her first
reading, "He's not DEAD." In her second reading, she developes
two alternative definitions for "naturalist" either the boy will
become a naturalist by profession or he is a naturalist now because
of his interest in frog reproduction. With this definition in hand she
can test it to see how either or both of these "naturalists" dies and
concludes again that the final experience could kill off both; the
experience could shake his ambition to become a naturalist, or it
could "kill" his interest in frog reproduction. This protocol partic-
ularly illustrates the capability of this approach to show how
understanding emerges, how a reading is composed.

Once Students and instructor had completed the narrative
accounts of their readings, these accounts were shared to open the
discussion. In each case it became apparent that specific words and
images caused problems for almost all the readers, and these com-
mon problems became the focus for discussion. For example, much
of the discussion of "The Grace of Geldings in Ripe Pastures"
focused on the final line "that repeats them." Both the L'struc-
tor and many students noted problems with this line in their ;lure-
tive accounts. When it became clear that this was a common prob-
lem, the instr-_.. wr read from her narrative:

The meaning eludes me I can't connelt "rich nitrogen" with
"repeating" of eituer the horses or their penises (not sure what
"them" 'n the last line refers to which is connected to not clearly
knowing what last line is aboutl.

In her account the instructor specified a difficulty sensed (but some-
times not clearly defined) by many students. The discussion then
focused on ways of resolving this difficulty. This procedure led to an
openness in the discussion because the working assumption was
that all readers experience difficulty. Students were less likely to
blame their own problems on an inability to read poetry.

In my initial trial of this procedure the reading accounts % are
used solely to initiate discussion. Subsequentiy (with a group of
students who were prospective English teachers) I added a further
step. After students in the class had written four narraave accounts,
I asked them to use these accounts as data and write a profile of
themselves as readers of poetry. In James Moffett's terms they
156
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were to move from "what happened" to "what happens." This task
was more than an exercise in abstraction, though; the assignment
pushed students to define themsel. _a as readers and to take
inventory of the useful conscious strategies that they employ.

I will quote from the profile of one student:

I always must size up a poem before I read it, check out its length,
its shape. I'm like a general examining the battlefield. Next, read
the title, and that always sets up an expectation of what's going to
happen. I felt at ease with "Blackberry Picking." It is straightfor-
, fard, clear. On the other hand, "Mother Ruin" made me cautious
nd ready for some imagery that might not be clear.

The first reading she describes as a technical reading, usually done
out loud, slowly, paying attention to spots that may give her diffi-
culty. If there is a word sh, doesn't know, she looks it up in her fii at
run through the poem. In the second re; ding she moves faster,
conscious of the problems encountered in the first reading, testing
her solutions if she came up with any. Her next reading is a time for
savoring the poem:

At this point, I don't feel finished with the poem. In fact, I haven't
experienced it in two readings. This next reading is my favorite.
This is where I start to let the poem go. I experience it now by
noticing all the marvellous details ".at give the poem life: "Big dark
blobs burned like a plate of eyes," "a rat-grey fingus," and "a
glossy purple clot." These are the images that I linger over in these
later readings. I appreciate their power. In these later readings II
cannot say final readings because there are no such things) I see
the poem as a film with narration. I am the narrator, reading off the
script, and, having come to a better understanding of specific prob-
lems by looking closely at them, I see the poem. The eye of my mind
watches what I reed.

In these prcfiles the text is no longer the poem; rather the writer is
"reading" tb) reading self. The new "text" to be deciphered is the
act of reading depicted (imperfectly, of course) in the narrative read-
ing accounts.

In this and almost all the other accounts of readings we can see a
mingling of the "subjective" and "objective" responses to the
point that it is difficult to distinguish between the two. Students
ielt free to express feelings of frustration, confusion, even anger, but
these feelings were connected to the text (the extensive marking up
of the poem helped here). Similarly, students often referred to per-
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sonal associations that might help them interpret the poem, but
again usually with reference to the poem. Expressions of feelingor
personal association rarely floated free of the text. To use
Bartolomae's expression, the procedure "opens up" the discourse to
allow for the expression of confusion and difficulty in a way that the
thesis-controlled critical paper does not. But it also directs the
student to specify ways in which the text gives rise to difficulties. It
is more text-based than are approaches that direct attention almost
exclusively to the reader's feelings and personal associations.

But most importantly. procedures like the one I have described
allow us all, teachers and students, to drop the masks that can
inhibit learning. We can all act as the fallible, sometimes con-
fused, sometimes puzzled readers that we are. We can reveal our-
selves as learners, not always the most graceful of positions. To bor-
row from the response of one student, we can "show what the hell is
going on" with us, and we can ask students to do the same.

Appendix

Death of a Naturalist

All year the flax-dam destered in the heart
Of the townland; green and heavy headed
Flax had rotted there, weighted down by huge sods.
Daily it sweltered in the punishing sun.
Bubbles gargled delicately, bluebottles
Wove a strong gauze of sound around the smell.
There were dragon-flies, spotted butterflies,
But beet of all was the warm thick slobber
Of frogspawn that grew like clotted water
In the shade of the banks. Here, every spring
I would fill jampotfuls of the jellied
Specks to range on window-sills at home,
On shelves at school, and wait and watch until
The fattening dote burst into nimble-
Swimming tadpoles. Miss W,..'15 would tell us how
The daddy frog was called a bullfrog
And how he croaked and how the mammy frog
Laid hundreds of little eggs and this was
Frogspawn. You could tell the w- ather by frogs too
For they were yellow in the sun and brown
In rain.
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Then one hot day when fields were rank
With cowdung in the grass the angry frogs
Invaded the flax-dam; I ducked through hedges
To a coarse croaking that I had not heard
Before. The air was thick with a bass chorus.
Right down the dam gross-bellied frogs were cocked
On sods; their loose necks pulsed like sails. Some hopped:
The slap and plop were obscene threats. Some sat
Poised like mud grenades, their blunt heads farting.
I sickened, turned, and ran. The great slime king',
Were gathered there for vengeance and I knew
That if I dipped my hand the spawn would clutch it.

Seamus Heaney
"Death of a Naturalist" from Poem, 1965-1975 by Seamus Heaney. Copyright © 1966, 1980 by
Seamus Heaney. Reprinted by permission of Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Inc.

Notes:

1. Problem-Solving Strategies for Writing (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1981), pp. 41-43.

3. "Writing Assignments: Where Writing Begins," in Patricia Stock, ed.,
FORUM: Essays on Theory and Practice in the Teaching of Writing
(Upper Montclair, N.J.: Boynton/Cook, 1983), p. 311.

3. The poems used were: Robert Hedin, "Tornado," Poetry, 140 (1982), 28.
Theodore Roethke, "Moss-Gathering," in Words for the Wind (Bloom-
ington: Indiana University Press, 1961), p. 43. William Stafford, "Tra-
veling Through the Dark," in Traveling Through the Dark (New York:
Harper & Row, 1962), p. 11. Seamus Heaney, "Death ofa Naturalist," in
Poems 1965-1975 (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1980), pp. 5-6.
Maxine Kumin, "The Grace of Geldings in Ripe Pastures," in The
R3trieval System (New York: Viking Press, 1978), p. 67.

4. Quoted in Jeremy Bernstein, "Profiles: Marvin Minsky," The New
Yorker (December 14, 1981), p. 122.
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Time for Questions:
Writing and Literature

NANCIE ATWELL encourages students to choose their own
books. I'm afraid students wouldn't be able to choose well.

What can the teacher do to help students choose?

The teacher, first of all, needs to read and to share her enthusiasm
for particular books with students, perhaps through reading aloud
excerpts from the book. Just as teachers of writing should be
writers, teachers of reading should be readers.

Books also need to be available, and not solely in the school
library. Teachers should establish classroom libraries that are
bigger than the normal size. In Nancie Atwell's class, for example,
there are several hundred books for students. The National Council
of Teachers of English published excellent guides for selecting
books; see particularly Your Reading and High Interest Easy
Reading.

There should also be an opportunity for students to share read-
ings, not through formal book reports, but through more casual
sharing periods when they may talk briefly about the Look, read an
interesting passage, and answer questions from other students.
This kind cf sharing is usually missing in the USSR (Uninter-
rupted Sustained Silent Reading) periods that are becoming com
mon in many schoo's. Classrooms can also publish annotated
listings of good books where students might write a 3-4 sentence
description that might interest someone else in reading the book.

As teachers become familiar with books that appeal to students,
they will come up with some "sure winners," bokiks which seem to
overpower the most reluctant reader. E.H. Hinton's The Outsiders
is probably supreme in this category.
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Atwell regularly writes letters back and forth with students.
What exactly does she do when she responds to a student's letter?

She does a number of things. She suggests new books. She talks
about reading experiences she has had that are similar to those of
the student. She talks about reading habits and processes. But, per-
haps most importantly, she helps students view themselves as
readers capable of thinking perceptively about books they read.
This push toward critical thinking can be seen in a series of letters
v. ritten early in her course. Her student Tom writes:

Dear Me. A.,

I just finished Jeff White Young Woodsman. I think i''.- a good
book. It tells about Jeff, born up north then after his pa. s died
at the age of four, moved in with his "so-called" aunt walla he was
fifteen. But fecause he didn't like it their in the city and he didn't
like his aunt an uncle he moved up north again with an old friend
of his father

Tom
P.S. Is this too "Book Reportieh" Is it what you want to hear or
read.

Dear Tom,

An letter stands, it's a little "book reportish," yes. Could you jot
ie another post script about what made Jeff White good?

She is pushing Jeff to define his criteria for good reading and
show why the book iv g3od. This pushing soon begins to pay off. For
Later in the month Tom writes:

Dear Ms. Atwell,

I just finished Jeff White Young Trapper. It's the second book in
the Jeff White books. If I could cut off the realy mysterious parts I
think it would be better. A little mystery is nice but it gets a bit
scarry in the hight of it. But other than that it's a good book.

Tom

Though Tom has not fully explained why the scary parts should
be cut, we have the sense that he is a different kind of reader than he
was earlier in month. He's not simply someone who gives plot-
summary book reports.

David Bartholomae is quoted as criticizing "the tyranny of the
thesis." Isn't there a place for the thesis control paper about
literature?
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My view of this question is probably a minority one. I feel that
the disadvantages of the thesis control paper outweigh the advan-
tages especially for the student who has not had much experi-
ence writing about literature. I remember when I had to write these
papers, I would pick a thesis that I could support and I would ignore
aspects of the poem or story that went counter to my thesis because
tb purpose of the paper was to support that thesis, not to call it
into question. Furthermore, the act of channeling my reading into
this kind of writing felt most unnatural; my reading bristled with
questions, paradoxes, perplexities, but none of this seemed to fit the
form'_ ,vas required to use.

I also feel that literature does not reduce itself easily into si igle-
sentence theses. Think of those embarrassing interviews of TV
where the commentator asks someone like Igor Stravinsky "How
would you describe yourbelf in a sentence?" It's a questior that
makes a silly assumption that complex human beings and human
behavior is reducible to something only a bit longer than a bum2er
sticker message. Reading is a continual dialogue with the text, and
our generalizations are provisional; like sand castles they don't last
for long. My colleague Gary Lindberg has put it well:

There is something to be said for those truths about texts that sup-
posedly hold their shape independent of the biases of particular
readers. They satisfy our wish for something steble, authoritative.
and pure. But they are also dead. By their very nature they are irre-
levant to the human needs of readers. There is much more to be said
for those messier truths that we formulate, undo, and remake again
in the human gesture of coming to words. Such truths never last.
The, are too tentative to connect in elaborate systems of meaning.
But they renew our acquaintance with things of the world, they
looses. our bondage to a fixed perspective, and they open us to the
endless surprise of dialogue with someone else. ("Coming To
Words" included in Only Connect, Boynton Cook, in press.)

Both the letter writing in Nancie Atwell's article and the reading
narratives in my article offer ways to help students work toward,
make, and unmake the messier truths Lindberg is talking about.

Are there other forms of writing that can help students work
toward these "messier truths"?

Students can keep double-entry journals in which students com-
ment on their own understandings of what they read. Ann Berthoff,
a major proponent of this type of journal, describes it as follows:
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What makes this notebook different from most, perhaps, is the
notion of the double entry: on the right side reading notes, direct
quotations, observational notes, fragments, lists, images verbal
and visual are recorded; on the other (facing) side, notes, sum-
maries, formulations, aphorisms, editorial suggestions, revisions,
comment on comment are written. The reason for the double entry
format is that it provides a way for the student to conduct that
"con 'ng audit of meaning" that is at the heart of learning :A.:
read and write critically. The facing pages are in dialogue with each
other. (The Making of Meaning, p. 45.)

A student writing on the character Huckleberry Finn might use
on side of the journal to make notes about what Huck does and says;
on the other side the student could comment on the meaning of
these actions what do they tell us about Huck.

John Dixon suggests a variation of this procedure to encourage
students to think about dramatic action. The student selects a
section of a play and then keeps a director's notebook on that sec-
tion. One side of the notebook consists of directions to actors how
will they move, what tones of voice will they use to speak to each
other, how will they be positioned on the stage, will their behavior
toward each other change in the section. On the other side the
student writes a rationale for this action why do the characters
act as they do? (See his essay "What Counts as Response" in From
Seed to Harvest: Looking at Literature which is available through
the NCTE.)

Should literature be used as models for writing?

It depends on how the models are used. I don't think profes-
sional writing should be used to provide models of "patterns of
development." such as compare/contrast, cause-effect, etc. This
approach misses the quality that makes the writing good in the first
place and instead asks students to view the writing as examples of
static patterns. But I do think that literature can provide models of
looking at experience; from reao:ng E.B. White we do not get a
formal sense of the essay so much as a sense of %;hat it is to view the
world like E.B. White.

I like to use short excerpts of literature as models for writing,
and one that invariably has an effect is the opening to John Yount's
novel, Trapper's Last Shot. The novel is set in rural Georgia where,
on 9 sweltering day, five boys go swimming in a river. The first does
a cannonball into the water:
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The surface all around, even to the farthest edge, roiled when he hit
as if the pool were alive, but they didn't see the snakes at first. The
boy's face was white as bleached bone when he came up. "God," he
said to them, "don't come in!" And though it was no more than a
whisper. they all heard. He seemed to struggle and wallow and
make pitifully small headway thougL he was a strong swimmer.
When he got in waist deep water, they could see snakes hanging on
him, dozens of them, biting and holding on. He was already stagger-
ing and crying in a thin wheezy voice and he brushed and slapped at
the snakes trying to knock them off. He got almost to the bank
befote he fell, and though they wanted to help him, they couldn't
help backing away. But he didn't need them then. He tried only a
little while to get up before the movement of his arms and legs lost
purpose, and he began to shudder and then to stiffen and settle out.
One moccasin pinned under his chest, struck his cheek again and
again, but they could see he didn't know it, for there was only the
unresponsive bounce of flesh.

When students first read this passage, they think that it is the
event itself that causes the horror they feel. But I ask them to point
to language in the passage that affects them strongly "face as
white as bleached bone," "the unresponsive bounce of flesh'. and
others. In the discussion students come to see that much of the
horror comes from the dispassionate stance of the narrator. In fact,
it is more horrible because the writer does not U83 words like
"tragic" or "horrible" the accurate detail creates that feeling of
horror an us. I conclude this short discussion by reading some advice
from Anton Checkov:

In the second story, if you have not forgotten, huntsmen wounded
an elk. She has the look of a human being and ro one has the heart
to kill her. Not a ba i subject, but dangerous in this respect, that it
is hard to avoid sentimentality; the piece has to be written in the
style of a police repo t without words that arouse pity, and should
begin like this: "On such and such date huntsmen wounded a
young elk in the Da' aganov forest." But should you moisten the
language with a toe . you will deprive the subject of its sternness
and of everything daserving kAtention.

I also use literary nr-isls to show students how they can expand
time develop fully an incident that may have taken only a few
minutes. Time expansion is a new idea for many students who write
what I call "and then" narratives where the account of an experi-
ence is more an inventory of what happened with nothing high-
lighted or developed. To introduce the idea of time expansion I read
from the climax of George Orwell's essay "Shooting an Elephant."
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Although the initial shooting takes only a few seconds it is
described in painful detail. After the reading I ask students to think
of an experience lasting no more than 3 or 4 minutes that they
remember vividly. During the next class I ask them to write about
this experience leaving nothing out. The writing that comes out of
this assignment has an intensity often missing in their other work.

Should students' papers be used as models?

This will occur naturally if there is regular sharing in a class. In
fact, student papers are often the best models because they seem
within reach while professional models may seem beyond their
capacity to emulate. I would even argue that the major virtue of
sharing writing in small groups is not to offer constructive feed-
back, but to help all students in the group see various ways of
approaching various topics.
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Examining the place of language
in our schools

by BRYANT FILLION
Fordham University

g g
LNGUAGE ACROSS THE curriculum" and "school lan-

guage policies" have become familiar phrases among
0-itrio educators, at least since the publication of the 1977
Ministry of Education guidelines for English at the Intermediate
and Senior levels. Following the lead of the 1975 Bullock Report, A
Language for Life,' both Ontario guidelines refer to language across
the curriculum, with the Intermediate Guideline stipulating that
the school principal "recognizes the role that language plays in all
areas of the curriculum and provides the initiative for a school
language policy." The Senior Guideline notes that "In all subject
areas, the use of language involves the student in the formation of
concepts, the exploration of symbols, the solving of problerd, the
organization of information, and interaction with his or he: environ-
ment. Teachers need to recognize and reinforce the antral role of
language in this learning process." A forthcoming Intermediate
Guideline supplement, titled Language Across the Curriculum, will
provide additional information to teachers and administrators
trying to find out just what "language across the curriculum"
means, and what they are expected to do about it.

While providing considerable impetus for schools to improve
their work with students' language, such official mandates can lead
to problems as well. Undoubtedly, more than a few English depart-
ment heads have been caught off guard by a principal's request to
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"get a school language policy to me by next week." And Gerald
Haigh's Times Educational Supplement parody of the situation,
must ring true for many Ontario schools:

Monday. Arriving at school in a decisive mood, I wrote on my
'Things to do' pad:

1. See the caretaker again about that funny sticky stuff behind the
radiator in room three.

2. Remove the outdated notices from the board in the corridor.

3. Institute a language policy across the curriculum.'

A School's Language Policy

The theoretical basis of language across the curriculum derives
largely from the Bullock Report, and the work of people like James
Britton,' Nanny Martin,8 and Douglas Barnes.' I'hree central tenets
of the concept are that (1) language is more than surface structure.,
(2) the entire school as an environment influences students'
language development, and (3) language pla- 3 a key role in virtually
all school learning. Based on these assumptions, a school language
policy is concerned with more than the elimination of errors in spell-
ing, punctuation, sentence structure, and usage conventions. It
involves broadening teachers' notions and awareness of language,
helping students leau to use language, and helping them use lan-
guage to learn. As one publication succinctly states:

One of tit_ major functions of langrage ... is its use for learning: for
trying to put new ideas into words, for testing out one's thinking on
other people, for fitting together new ideas with old ones, and so on,
which all need to be doae to bring about new understanding. These
functions suggest active uses of language by the pupil as opposed
to passive reception. A 'language policy' is more accurately
described, therefore, as a 'language and learning policy'.'

Language across the curriculum, interpreted as a concern for
improving surface structure, usually results in a somewhat
grudging agreement from non-English teachers to pay more
attention to spelling and sentence structure in their students'
papers. The "policy" which results deals largely with the evaluation
and marking of student papers.

Interpreted in the broader sense of "language and learning,"
language policies become considerably more radical, raising funda-
mental questions about learning and teaching. For example, a 1971
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discussion document from the London Association for the Teaching
of English includes a sample "Language Policy" containing tl- 3
following items:

We need to find ways of helping pupils without putting word,
in their mouths. We could perhaps be lass concerned to elicit, from
them verbatim repetitions of time- ionoured formulations than to
ensure that pupils engage in a struggle to formulate for themsels, es
their present understanding. Discussion is an essential part of that
process....

Many school activities should be carried out by small groups
which can use their talk to move towards understanding b.,- means
which are not present in the normal teacher-directed classroom....

Written work asks for the teacher's attention and interest more
than (perhaps, instead of) his marks. If prior and exclusive atten-
tion is given to spelling, punctuation find correctness (in its narrow-
est se..ee) then all too easily the writer feels that the message itself
and his efforts to communicate it are of less importance'

Even though these statements, and the entire L.A.T.E. docu-
ment, are intended as tentative guides for discus,Am, such a policy
obviously goes far beyond ar. agreement to mark spelling and
sentence errors in students' papers. And it poses sour very diffi-
cult problems for implementation eF,pt.cially in the tecondary
school, as Nancy Martin indicates:

. . the general pattern of the organisation of secondary schools
works against it.... Apart from pressures of time there are implicit
assumptions that a specialist will be able to manage his own affairs

including of course, the language proper to his subject. . . . This
problem is compounded by the fact that most secondary teachers
(other than some taacaers of English) think of language as some-
thing to be corrected and improved."

Existing (Implicit) Policies and "Rules"

Fac3d with these difficulties, a secondary school staff might well
decide to do without a language policy. However, the question is rot
really whether or not to have e language policy, but whether or n-,,
to make the policy explicit. Through the attitudes and actions of
individual teachers, the shared assumptions of departments, and
the demands and constraints placed on students' language use,
every school already has a policy toward language and learning,
even though the policy and its effects have probably never been
articulated o,.. discussed. For example, the policy in some classes, if
not ,n entire schools, might be something like the following:
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Students will learn by listening and reading, rather than by s.,. ail-
ing or writing.

Student' ,fill be quiet, unless given permission to ^nedk by and to
the teacher.

Students will ask very few questions about the subject.

Students will write down only the words and ideas given to them
by the teacher or the textbook.

Students will only speak or write in correct, final-draft language, to
demonstrate that they have learned the information given.

This is a parody, of course. But it may be closer to the truth than
we suppose. Arno A. Bellack and others, summarizing extensive
research into classroom language, indicate that there are several
unstated but powerful "rules" which seem to control "the class-
room game" for most teachers and students. Among the rules for
the pupils are the following:

The pupil's primary task in the game is to respond to the teacher's
solicitations.

In general, the pupil will keep his solicitations to a minimum.

Even more important than the don't solicit rule is the don't react
evaluatively rule. Under no condition is the pupil permitted to rea,:t
evaluatively to a statement made by the teacher; that is, the pupil
does not tell the teacher he is right or wrong, that he is doing well
or doing badly.

A corollary of the "don't react evaluatively" rule is the general
principle, "within the classroom, teachers speak The Truth."

To the extent Ciat Bellack's findings characterize classroom
practice, these rules of the ^ame constitute a language policy very
much at odds with current theory and research. Among other
hings, they quite explicitly deny a key principle of the Bullock

Report, that "language has a heurie' is function.; that is to say a
child can learn by talking and writing as certainly as he can by
listening and reading."" A language policy which severely restricts
pupils' language use in the classroom impedes both language
development and learning for a great many students. One major
function of a sciv.sril language policy is to bring such limitations to
teachers' conscious awareness for examination and possible chang..

In my work with school principals, I have tried to indicate the
primary concerns of a sci ool language policy from the point of view
of a concerned and informed parent seeking a linguistically
adequate school for my daughters. The following questions suggest
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the kind of information I think schools should be seeking about
their own language policies and practices:

Some Questions for the Principal (From a Troublesome Parent)

In what ways do you want students' language to be different as a
result of time spent in this school?

What evidence do you have that students can speak, write, or read
better when they leave the school than when they entered?

How much writing do students do in this school? What kinds of
writing, and in which subjects?

How many teachers in this school Late class time to teach students
how to do the kind of witting they require? How many provide
opportunity for students to "practise" writing (i.e., without being
marked)? How many provide students with models of "good"
writing in their subjects?

How many teachers encourage students' "exploratory talk," to put
new ideas and information into students' own language?

In an average day (or week) in this school, how much opportunky
will an average student have to question, talk, or write about the
things she or he is expected to learn? How much opportunity does
she or he have to use and apply knowledge (except on tests)?

How readable and interesting are the textbooks? What additional
material is available for students to read about the subjects?

How many students in this school read (or write) for pleasure? What
do they read? How many read newspapers regularly? How many are
non-readers?

Perhaps it goes without saying that such questions make many
principals feel somewhat uncomfortable. But most principals agree
that the questions are reasonable, and perhaps even worth the time
and energy to find some ar.swers.

Examining Present "Policies" On Writing

During the 1977-78 school year, I was involved with several
schools attempting to establish language policies, especially with
regard to writing. In each case, we began by asking questions about
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present practices, and in three Toronto-area scho...,0 we conducted
"writing surveys" to obtain answers to three questions: How much
writing are students actually doing? What kinds of writing are they
doing? In which subjects? The results of the surveys have been
illuminating, both to the schools involved and tA others as well.
They indicate, I believe, both the need for and potential of language
policies which involve teachers in gathering data and reflecting on
their own practices.

In each of the three schools, the survey was conducted for a two-
week period (ten school days), during which time we xeroxed daily
all of the writing done in nd for school by a sample of students.
Insofar as possible, we copied every bit of writing these students
did: notes, tests, homework, worksheets, rough drafts, and papers.

The three categories devised to describe the kinds of writing
found in the first survey also proved adequate for the two later
surveys: copying (where the student was simply "taking down"
information directly from some source), directed writing (where
students were writing out answers to teacher or textbook questions
primarily dealing with the recall of information, summarizing, or
making notes in their own language), and undirected writing
(involving some degree of original thought or creativity, as in
stories or reports on students' own topics, where the writer was
involved in manipulating information, ideas, and language. "Open
ended questions" involving students in the interpretation and
manipulation of content would also presumably result in undirected
writing.).

The first survey was conducted in a senior public school (grades
7 and 8) in a middle-class area of Toronto.

SCHOOL A (Grades 7 and 8)

n = 21 (random sample)

Amount of Writing in 10 School Days (average pages' per student)
Grade 7 9.3 pages
Grade 8 9.4 pages

'Note: In tabulating these data, we counted as a "page" any piece of paper with
some student writing on it, often just a few words. Therefore, on the basis of this
sample, students in this school write considerably lees than a page a day.

Kinds of Writing: Copying: 46 pages (21% of total); Directed Writ'ig: 96 pages (4"
of total); Undirected Writing: 81 pages (36% of total).*
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*Note: The sample of writing included very faw rough drafts, no examples of infor-
mal or "personal" writing, and no examples of extended writing going on for more
than two pages.

Writing by Subjects: English and math (taught together in this school): 90 pages
(40% of total); science: 66 pages (30% of total); history and geography: 56 pages
(25% of total); others: 11 pages (5% of total).

Perhaps the only additional comment necessary here is that the
teachers in this school were quite surprised at how little writing was
being done, and at the dearth of writing in the undirected category.
Subsequent informal observation indicated that both the total
amount of writing and the proportion of undirected writing
increased in the school following discussion of the survey results by
the teachers.

The Second Survey

The second survey was conducted in a junior high school (grades
7, 8, and 9) in a middle class neighborhood. In ar attempt to
simplify data collection, the survey was conducted using a small
number of "able, cooperative" students, reasoning that this would
produce "best case" findings. Presumably other students in the
school would be writing less than these good students were. To
provide more precise findings, words were counted rather than
pages. On the average, students write about 275 words per page of
lined notebook paper.

SCHOOL B (Grades 7, 8, 9)

n = 11 ("Good" Students)

Amount of Writing per We (average member of words per student per week)

words in continuous isolated words, total words
related sentences sentences, phrases per week

Grade 7 In = 4) 223 117 340
Grade 8 in = 4) 616 210 826
Grade 9 in = 3) 580 760 1340

Kinds of Writing (average words per student per week; % of total for grade)

copied directed undirected
Grade 7 92130%) 32(10%) 190(60 %)
Grade 8 187(23%) 590 (71%) 47 ( 6%)
Grade 9 741 (55%) 595(45 %) 0
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*Note: The sample contained very few rough drafts and no cases of students writing
about or reflecting on their own experiences or c-- 'renting informally on the sub-
ject muter. Directed writing here consisted almost entirely of summarized or para-
phrased information. Undirected writing was primarily play scripts and stories for
English. In computing these averages, occasional isolated words which had been
included in the "amount" tally were disregarded.

Writing k Subjects (total words by all students in two weeks; c = copied,
d = directed, u = undirected)

History
English Geography Science Others

Grade 7 u:1520 c: 100 c: 76 c: 564
d: 260

c: 50 c: 660 c:639 c: 145
Grade 8 d: 2420 d: 2195 d: 49 d: 50

u: "50 u: 25

Grade 9 d: 1693 c: 4445 d: 200 c: 1680

Because of the small number of students, and the sampling pro-
cedure used, we cannot generalize from this sample to the school
population as a whole. Nevertheless, as in the first school, teachers
were quite surprised at the limited amount of writi g done by these
"able" students, and the small proportion of it which could be
identified as undirected writing. vollowing the survey, teachers
reportedly worked to "'crease the amount of undirected writing
done in various subjects.

The Third Survey

The third survey was conducted in a secondary school (grades 9
to 13), using a random sample of 36 students (approximately 2.25%
of the student population). Given the random sampling, and the fact
that the school is on a semestered system, not all subjects were
covered for all grade levels. However, with the exception of art (2
students), family studies (3 students), an.1 geography (8 students),
all subjects were represented by at least ten students at various
grade levels.

To the extent that School C's findings accurately reflect actual
practices, they do indicate a clear "language and learning policy"
with regard to writing. Writing is done primarily to improve and
demonstrate the retention of information. Writers seldom deal with
their own ideas, language, or understanding of material to demon-
strate some degree of independent thought and work with the
content, and they virtually never write imaginatively, or about their
own experiences.
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Perhaps predictably, when teachers in this school saw the survey
results, their initial concern was that the "quality" of writing had
not been reported. They were much more in favor of a policy which
would "correct" writing than one which would deal with its uses for
learning.

Learning to Use Language

The primary interest in "language across the curriculum" and
"school language policies" has come from a concern with improving
students' language, rather than from a concern with language and
learning. However, the popular concern with young people's
language development has had a narrow focus whit,. invites a corre-
spondingly limited response from schools. So long as the concern
with language is limited to such surface specifics as spelling and
grammatical correctness, attention is focused on direct instruction
and teacher correction, rather than on the larger problems of
language functions, intentions, and use.

Linguist Courtney Cazden argues, "The most serious problem
facing the language arts curriculum today is animbalance between
means and ends an imbalance between too much attention to drill
a.: the component skills of language and literacy and too little
attention to their significant use." The same pressures which have
given needed attention to the importance of language development
have done so in such a way as to impede the very progress desired:

Responding to real or imagined community pressures, able and con-
scientious teachers all over the country are providing abundant
practice in discrete basic skills; while classrooms where children
are integrating those skills in the service of exciting speaking,
listening, reading, and writing activities are becoming rare excep-
tions."

Ultimately, of course, such exclusive emphasis on discrete skills
will be self-defeating, though it does answer the immediate demand
for action in a relatively painless and socially acceptable way. It is
certainly far easier to teach (once again) a lesson on run-on sentences
and fragments than to follow the advice of the Bullock Report:

The kind of approach which we believe will produce the language
development we regard as essential .. . involves creating situations
in which, to satisfy his own purposes, a child encounters the need to
use more elaborate forms and is thus motivated to extend the com-
plexity of language to him."
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Once we accept as a basic premise that intention and use are
essential elements in the development of language, there are impor-
tant implications for a school as a language environment which
promotes or inhibits development. In addition to asking "What are
students being taught about language?" we must ask "What oppor-
tunities do they have to use language ill meaningful ways for a
variety of purposes?" The results of our school writing surveys
suggest that these opportunities may be very limited indeed. There
were very few instances where a student clearly encountered "the
need to use more elaborate forms" and virtually none where a
student wrote "to satisfy his own purposes."

SCHOOL C (Grades 9-13)

n = 36 (random sample)

Amount of Writing

In two weeks, these students wrote a total of 98,890 words, an average of 2746
words /student, or slightly more than one page per day. However, amounts varied
widely among students, teachers, and subjects. Most students wrote considerably
less than a page a day.

Amount by Subject (average words per student per 10 days; average pages per
day @ 275 w 3rds per page)

English History Geography Science Technical Business
avg. wds/-
10 days:
avg. pages/ -
day:

Kinds of Writing (Note In this survey, the "undirected" category was subdivided
into subject-related, personal, and imaginative

In the total sample, 37% of the writing was copied;
43% was directed*
19% was subject-related undirected,*

1 % was personal undirected, and
0.05% was imaginative undirected

Note: Three long grade-13 ;ipers in English and history account for more than half
(55 %) of all the subject-related undirected writing. Most directed writing involved
answers to factual, recall questions, or longer "reports" which were largely para-
phrased versions of encyclopedia o, textbook information

1323 1962 1640 1360 687 650

1/2 + %
2/3 % % %
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Kinds of Writing by Subjects (percents of total writing done in the subject)

copied directed
ubject

undirected
personal imaginative

undirected undirected
English
History
Geography
Science
Technical
Business
Family Studies
Math
Art

14%
47%
18%
50%
76%
35%
38%
71%

37%
39%
77%
46%
24%
41%
38%
25%
26%

47%
14%
4%
4%

24%
6%
4%

57%

2%

18%

0.08%

17%

As Joan Tough's research indicates, children arrive at schor:
from homes which have provided markedly different opportunities
for language use." The Bullock Report notes the implications of
these findings for schools:

If a child does not encounter situations in which he has to explore,
recall, predict, plan, explain, and analyse, he cannot be expected to
bring to school a ready made facility for such uses. But that is tot
the same thing as saying the ability is beyond him. What is needed
is to create the contexts and conditions in which the ability can
develop."

When we concern ourselves with students' opportunities to use
language in pi:poseful ways, rather than in dummy-run exercises
divorced from context, we can raise some very powerful and practi-
cal questions about school practices. In my work with teachers, I
have encouraged them to consider questions such as the following:

How much opportunity do your students have to use their own
language to discuss and make sense of your subject; to talk and
write to a sympathetic, encouraging audience, interested as much in
what they have tc say as in correcting what they say; to use
language for such logical operations as explaining, describing,
defining, giving options, inferring, speculating, comparing and
contrasting, questioning, and paraphrasing?

In an average week in your classroom, how often do you use an
idea or comment volunteered by a student? How often do you
encourage a student to elaborate on what he or she has said? How
often do you, or your students, ask questions you are genuinely
interested in? How many students speak or ask questions volun-
tarily about the subject? How much voluntary reading do students
do? How frequently and how much do students write? How often do
they discuss and question what they have read or written?
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There is nothing subject-specific to English or language arts in
such questions, and in fact teachers of science, geography, family
studies, and other subjects seem to find them useful ways to
approach the topic of language development in their own subjects.
Once teachers see that language use is as important to develop-
ment as direct instruction and correction, their own role in students'
language development becomes much clearer. We must begin, I
think, by encouraging teachers of all subjects to look et what they
and their students are doing with language, and at the relationship
of these language uses both to learning and to language develop-
ment.

Using Language to Learn

One major obstacle to the serious consideration of language in
Schools is that language is so obvious and all-pervasive that it often
escapes our attention. Until teachers examine carefully the relation-
ships of language to learning, understanding, and intellectual
development, they are unlikely to take seriously their own responpi-
bilities toward language development or to realize the pottmtial f

language for all learn. ng. The Bullock Report says, "For languag
to play its full role as a means of learning, the teacher must create in
the classroom an environment which encourages a wide range of
language uses." But this principle was clearly not operating in the
writing collected in our surveys.

Two key points teachers need to understand about language and
learning are that language plays a key role in understanding new
information, and language plays a key role in intellectual develop-
ment. This first point is nicely summed up in the NATE document
on language across the curriculum:

. theory and practice suggest that if a learner at any level is able
to make hi, own formulations of what he is learning, this is more
valuable to him than taking over someone else's pre-formulated
language. In practice, this means that pupils often need to have the
opportunity to say or write things in their own ways, in their own
styles, rather than copying from book; or taking notes from dicta-
tion."

Douglas Barnes,' ° among others, offers theoretical and research
evidence to support the idea that by putting ideas into t it own lan-
guage we come to understand them. When students are denied the
opportunity to use laiiguzic:e LI Valk; way, learning suffers.
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Perhaps more important than the immediate role of language in
making sense of new information is the part it plays in developing
mental operations and intelligence. A decade ago, James Moffett
pointed out the relationship in Teaching the Universe of Discourse:

. . . a pedagogy based on provoking or eliciting thought presupposes
that a child is already capable of ge. sating the required kinds of
thoughts. Asking "stimulating" questions and assigning "stimu-
lating" reading invites the student to put out but does not give him
anything, as teachers of the disadvantaged know well. In order to
generate some kinds of thoughts, a stucien.. must have previously
internalized some discursive operations that will enable him to acti-
vate his native abstn.cting apparatus....

Elicitation has a place certainly at some stage of instruction, but
more basic is to create the kinds of social discourse that when inter-
nalized become the kinds of cognitive instruments called PA. by
later tasks."

Although the exact relationship of thought and language
remains a largely uncharted area, there is little doubt that itetricted
language development is associated with restricted mental
operations of the type most called upon by schools. At the very
least, language must be accepted as our point of access to students'
thinking. Despite many controversies, there are two key points of
general agreement, cited in the Bullock Report:

(a) that higher processes of thinking are normally achieved by the
a child's language behaviour with his other mental and percep-
tual powers: and

(b) that language :lehaviour represents the aspects of his thought
processes most accessible to outside influences, including that
of the teacher.')

In James Britton's telling phrase, language is "the exposed edge of
thought."

It is obviously posaiblb to by-pass a good deal of students' lan-
guage use in our teaching, by extensive use of teacher lectures and
audio-visual presentations, short-answer recitation sessions, work-
book "fill in the blank" exercises, "copy from the board" note-
taking, and objective tests. Unfortunately, such teaching deprives
students of two major means of learning talking and writing
and it may result in limited intellectual growth as well. As Donald
Graves points out in his study of the diminishing use of writing in
schools:
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A far greater premium is placed on students' ability to read and
listen than on their ability to speak and write. In fact, writing is sel-
dcm encouraged and sometimes not permitted, from grade one
through the university. Yet when students cannot write, they are
robbed not uniy of a valuable tool for expression but of an impor
tant means of developing thinking and reading skills as well."

The language across the curriculum movement has great poten-
tial for improving both language and learning, by leading us to
examine and reflect on the place of language in our schools in light
of such admonitions. If they are not trivialized to an exclusive
concern for surface correctness, school language policies may yet
provide a salutary outcome to the "back to basics" controversy.
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Journals across the
Disciplines
by TOBY FULWILER
University of Vermont

When I write a paper I make It personal. I put myself into it and I
write well. It bothers me when people tell me to make a more per-
sonal to take me out of it, I'm afraid I can't write unless I am in

the paper somehow. (Jody S.)

STUDENT WRITING will not improve by simply increasing
the number of writing assignments in a course, adding a term

paper, or switching to essay tests. While these changes may be
appropriate for some disciplines, they are not for others; in any case,
such changes alone will not significantly alter the quality of student
writing. Students do need to write often, and in every discipline, but
equally important is the kind of writing students are asked to do.

Research by James Britton and his colleagues at the University
of London suggests that the writing taught in schools today is nar-
rowly conceived. Britton describes writing according to three "func-
tion categories": "transactional," language to get things done to
inform, instruct and persuade; "poetic," language as an art medium

poetry and fiction; and "expressive," language written for one-
self thinking and speculating on paper.' In looking at two
thouslind pieces cf writing from sixty-five secondary school: ,
Britton found that 84% of the writing by high school seniors was
transactional. Poetic writing accounted for less than 7% of school
writing, and expressive lr,ss than 4%'

Few teachers ask their students to write in the expressive mode,
which may sugges that few teachers value this form of writing.
Britton believes this must change, insisting that expressive writing
is both the matrix from which other forms of writing take shape and
the language closest to thought. Expressive writing "may be at any
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stage the kind of writing best adapt& to exploration and discovery.
1. o ,%ie language that ext rnalizes our first stages in tackling a
problem or coming to grips with an experience.'" Expressive
writing characteristically is unst:uctured; it finds shape most often
in letters, fi it drafts, diaries, and journals.

Janet Emig's research in the United States parallels Britton's
work in England.' Emig points out that first - Ltterance, expressive
writing, which she calls "re flexive," is essentially a form of
thinking. "a unique mode of !earning," different from talking,
reading, and listening.' As an aid to learning, the writing "process"
is even more important than the written product. The "process" of
writing exercises and influences the process of thinking, while the
product of writing the term paper, lab report and essay exam
evaluates and measures student performance. Britton and Emig
agree that some fo- as of student writing need to be evaluated;
however, they also suggest that the current school practice oi
stressing only the transactional product-oriented writing has a
negative effect on t:,e writir.c, and le arning abilities ofstudents.

One writing activity which focuses both student an'. teacher on
the learning process of writing is the student journal. In Hooked on
Books (1966), Dan Fader u.'irsti all high s. al teachers to use
journals in their classrooma: "I have seen journals in public schools
used fr. continuing book reports in English classes, for observa-
tions upon municipa' -Ivernment in civics classes, and as diaries in
':ocial studies classes. Journals offer a variety of writing activities
to college students in all disciplines. Field notes jotted in a bioilgy
notebook and sifted through the intellect can become an extended
observation written in a "biology journal"; this entry, in turn,
might become the basis for a major project. Personal responses by
history students in their journals may increase the understanding of
distant and confusing events. Social work students might use
journals for role-playing exercises to understand their client's
situation. The joilm.1 can become

x: arinient.
the first articulation for any idea

or e

Journals Across

When I began teaching in 196

the Curriculum

7, I sometimes assigned journals
in composition and literature classes, but used them sparingly in
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the classroom itself, preferring to let students write on their own;
some students used them well, while most never reatly understood
what they were about. I no longer trust to chance. Journals work
now for most students because we use them actively, every day to
write in, read from, and talk about in addition to whatever
private writing the students do on their own. These everyday
journal sessions take the place of other routine writing assignments
from pop quizzes to homework and book reports. Journal writing in
class stimulates student discussion, starts small group activity,
clarifies hazy issues, reinforces learning experience and stimulates
student imagination.

Journal writing works because every time students write, they
individualize instruction; the' act of silent writing, even for five
minutes, generates ideas, observations, emotions. It is hard to day-
dream, doze off, or fidget while we write unless we write about it.
Journal writing will not make passive students miraculously active
learners; however, regular writing makes it harder for students to
remain passive.

At Michigan Technological University where I teach writing,
the Humanities faculty coordinates a "writing across the
curriculum" program to encourage teachers from every discipline to
incorporate more writing it their classroom instruction. We con-
duct off-campus writing workshops which last from two to four
days and introduce our colleagues, inductively, to a variety of ideas
for using writing to enhance both learning and communication
skills Workshop topics include inv3ntion and brainstorming,
rewnt. ig &Hu revision, editing, peer-response groups, evaluation,
and journal writing.

We ask teachers of history, chemistry and business to keep a
journal, themselves, for the duration of the workshop. Sometimes
we start with a journal writing session asking participants, for
example, to write down their opir_ion about the causes of poor stu-
dent writing. Other times we ask the teachers to summarize or
evaluate the worth of a particular workshop session )3r writing
about it for five minutes in their journals. And still other times we
ask them to "freewrite" in order to generate possible paper topics
which will be expanded, later, into short papers. These five- and tai-
minute writing exercises allow teachers to experience first-hand the
potential of journal writing as an aid ",0 learning

1 a 0
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Teachers who find value in journal writing at the faculty work-
shops often incorporate student journals into their suisequent
classes. A professor of American history now uses journals as a
regular part of his course in MicLgan History. Periodically, he
interrupts his lectures to ask students to write for a few minutes on
a particular lecture point. In discussing the railroad system of the
state, for example, he asks students to write for five minutes about
their knowledge of trains whether from personal experience,
movies or books. He uses this brief writing time to engage his
students more personally with the topic of his lecture. Later in the
term, he will base an exam question on the mid-term or final on one
of the in-class journal sessions.

A geography professor uses journals in two large lectures
classes. In Recreational Geography, he asks students to 1P--
journals +.o stimulate their powers of observation. By requiring
students to write down what they see in their journals, he finds that
they look snore closely and carefully and, hence, begin to acquire the
rudimentary techniques of scientific observation. He also requires
students in Conservation to keep journals; specifically, at the begin-
ning of new course topics, he asks them to write definitions of terms
or concepts which they misuse or misunderstand. At the conclusion
of each topic he requests another written definition to discover how
their initial perceptions have changed. During the final weak of tl,e
ten-week course, he asks students to compose an essay about their
attitude changes toward conservation as a remit of the course; the
journal is the primary resource for this last assignment.

A political science professor who has been skeptical of journals
throughout most of his twenty years of tsaching has begun using
journals in his course on American Government and Politics. He
asks students to record frequently their opinions about current
events in the journals; he also requests students to write short per-
sonal summaries of articles in their journals, thereby creating a
sequential critical record of readings accomplishes during the term.
While both of these activities may be conducted through other writ-
ten forms, using the bound journal is simple and economical.

A teacher of music asks her students to keep "listening
journals" in which they record their daily experience of hearing
music. Periodically, she conducts discussion classes which rely
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heavily on the subjective content of the journals, and so involves
the students both personally and critically in her course content. In
similar fashion, a drama teacher ask his actors to keep a journal to
develop more fully their awareness of a character or scene hi a play.
He has found that his student actors write their way into their
characters by using journals.

Professors in the technical curriculum have also found uses for
journals. One metallurgy professor has prepared a full-page
handout with suggestions to students -nit using journals in Intro-
duction to Materials Science. He uses journals to encourage
thoughtful reflection up.,n important topics, practice writing
answers to possible exam questions, and improve writing fluency.
More specifically, he asks students to write about each day's lecture
topic prior to attending class; atter class, they are asked to write a
class summary or questions about the lecture. Periodically, these
journals are checked to monitor student progress; they are not
graded. In reading his first batch of one hundred journala he was
surprised to discover few charts, diagrams or drawings among the
student writing. As a consequence he has introduced a section on
"visual thinking" into his course, as he believes that metallurgical
engineers must develop visualization to a high degree. The journal
was useful as it indicated the thinking processes of his students and
so changed a part of his pedagogical approach.

In my own literature and composition classes I use journals
daily. I may ask students to define "romanticism" in their own
words, for five minutes, before talking about American romantic
a 'ors Emerson, Thoreau, or Whitmau. Sometimes I stop a class
early and ask for a few minutes of journal writing to allow students
to reflect on the class discussion just completed. I assign jcdrnal
writing as homework to prep students for the next class discussion:
"How would you react if you were a Harvard divinity studen., and
you just heard Emerson's 'Divinity School Address'?" These short
exercises engage students directly with the material being read.
Sometimes, when a poem or story is particularly difficult, I will ask
students to write about the line or passage which they do not under-
stand, for example "Write out ia your words the meaning of 'Do not
go gentle into that good night' or 'What if a mulch of a which of a
wind'." By next class, students who have taken this suggestion seri-
ously will have written themselves toward understanding.
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So far I have talked about the journal as a pedagogical catalyst;
an equally valuable function focuses student attention on language
use. By reading passages out loud, or reproducing passages to share
with the class, students become more conscious how their language
affects people. Students in my freshman humanities class actually
suggested that duplicated journal passages should beTtome a part of
the "humanistic" content of the course; we mimeographed selected
journal entries, shared them for a week, and all learned more about
each other. Passing journal entries around class suggested new
writing possibilities to students; in this case, the stimuli', to experi-
ment came from classmates rather than teacher and so had the
validity of peer education.

I am not concerned with what students write in their journals,
nor even if they respond to all my suggestions. One student felt she
wasn't doing the journal "correctly" because she kept drifting off
into personal reflections writing about her own religious convic-
tions instead of, for example, role-playing an imaginary Harvard
divinity student, as I had requested. What could I say? She made
the material her own in the most useful way possible. I suspect that
the best journals dev:ate far and freely from the questions I pose. In
some disciplines, line electrical engineering or physics, homework
questions might be less open-ended than those in liberal arts
courses, but even in the most specialized fields some free, imagi-
native speculation helps. And when that speculation is recorded in
the journal, students have a record to look at, later, to show where
they have been and perhaps suggest where to go next.

Teachers find it easy to add more writing to a class by using
journals. Regardless of class size, informal writing need not take
more teacher-time; journals can be spot-checked, skimmed, read
thoroughly, or not read at all, depending on the i.,eacher's time,
interest and purpose. Journals have proved to be rema ably flexi-
ble documents; some teachers call them logs, others commonplace
books, still others writers' notebooks. While I prefer students to
keep looseleaf binders, science ',eachers who are conscious of patient
rights often require bouna notebooks. While I suggest pens (pencils
smear), a forestry teacher I know suggests pencils !Mk Proem in the
rain). And so on. Individual permutations appear to be infirae.
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Academic Journals

What does a journal look like? How often should people write in
them? What kinds of writing shod they do on their own? How
should I grade them? These questions often occur to the teacher
who has not used or kept journals before. Here are some possible
answers.

I describe journals to my cias- by explaining that journals exist
somewhere on a continuum between diaries and class notebooks:
whereas diaries are records of personal thought and experience,
class notebooks are records of other people's facts and ideas. Like
the diary, the journal is written in the first person; like the class
notebook, the journal focuses on academic subjects the writer would
like to learn more about. Journals may lie focused narrowly, on the
content of one discipline, or broadk,,, on the whole range of a
person's experience. Each journal entry is a deliberate exercise in
expansion: "How accurately can I describe or explain this idea?
How far can I take it?" The journal demands the students expand
their awareness of what is happening, personally and academically,
to them.

Student writers should i:c. encouraged to experiment with their
journals, to write often and regularly on a wide variqy of topics, to
take some risks with form, style and voice. Students should notice
how writing in the early morning differs from writing late at night.
They might also experience how writing at the :,ame time every day,
regardless of mood, produces surprising results. Dorothy Lambert
relaxes students by suggee'ng that "a journal is a place to fail.
That is, a place to try, experiment, test one's wings. For the
moment, judgment, criticism, evaluation are suspena.1; what
matters is the attempt, not the success of the attempt.'" She asks
students to pay attention to writing as a process cnd quit worry-
ing about product perfection in this case, spelling, grammar,
punctuation, form, diction, and style. For better or worse, the jour-
nal is the student's own voice; the student must know this and the
teacher must respect it.

Peter Elbow urges students to engage in the process of discovery
through "free writing," a technique that encourages writers to free
associate while writing as fast as they can. Elbow writes: "You
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don't have to think hard or prepare or be in the mood: without
st-nping, just write whatever words come out whether or not you
are thinking or in the mood."' This process illustrates immediately,
for most writers, the close relationship between writing and think-
ing. The journal is a natural place to freewrite. Students can
practice it on their own to get their mental gears moving toward a
paper topin.; teachers can assign free writing to brainstorm new
research projects. Keeping these exercises in journals guarantees a
written record of the ideas generated, which may prove useful
during the term of study or, later, to document intellectual growth.

Scme teachers insist on not reading student journals, arguing
they have no right to pry in these private academic documents.
They have a point. However, I believe for a number of reasons that
teachers ought to look at students' journals. First, the students just
beginning to keep journals, a reading by a teacher can help them
expand their journals and make them more useful. Sometimes first
journals have too many short entries; a teacher who notices this can
suggest trying full-page exercises to allow the writers more space to
practice developing ideas. Second, some student3 believe that if an
academic production is not looked at by teachers it has no worth;
while there is more of a problem here than reading journals, the
teacher may decide at the outset that looking at the journals will
add needed credibility to the assignment. Third, students feel that
journals must " count for something" as must every requirement
in an academic setting. "If teachers d look at these things how
can they count 'em?"

One way to count a journal as a part of the student's grade is to
count pages. I know a teacher who grades f.ccording to the quantity
If writing a student does; one hundred pages equals an 'A'; seventy-
five a 'B'; fifty a 'C'; etc. Other teachers attempt to grade on the
quality of insight or evidence of personal growth. Still other
teachers prefer a credit/no credit arrangement. To complete the
requirements for the course the students muss Show evidence they
have kept a journal; these teachers need only to see the journal
pages for evidence of use and do not read the entries. But this last
method precludes the teacher from learning through the student's
writing.

To resolve this apparent paradox between the student's need for
a private place to write and the benefit to both student and teacher
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from at least a limited public reading, I ask students to keep their
journals in a looseleaf format with cardboard dividers to separate
sections of the journal. This way, I look at sections dealing with my
course, but not at the more personal sections. If portions of the
student's com. ,ntary about a particular class would move
embarrassing, the looseleaf allows the student to delete that entry
prior to my perusal.

Readin; students' journals keeps teachers in touch with student
frustrations, anxieties, problems, joys, excitements. Teachers,
regardless of discipline, who understand the everyday realities of
student life may be better teac%ers when they tailor assignments
more precisely toward student needs. Reading student journals
humanizes teachers.

Personal Journals

A student's journal can be a documentary of both academic and
personal growth, a record of evolving insight as well as the tool used
to gain that insight. In classes which explore values, such as phi-
losophy, sociology, and literature, the journal can be a vehicle to
explore the writer's own belief system.' In like manner, writing
classes may benefit from using the journal for self-discovery. In On
Righting Writing, Robert Rennert reports using a journal for
deliberate values clarification purposes throughout the semester.
He asks students to use journals to rank their values, to make lists
of "important human qualities," and to write their own obituaries.
He confronts students and makes them objectify, to some extent,
their own biases through responses to topics such as "What I waist
my clothes tc say about me." Rennert reports encouraging results
from his journal-focused class: "Confronted with significant ques-
tions and problems, students moved off dead center and were stimu
lated to discover, through writing, knowledge about their values
and attitudes."'°

The journai is a natural format for self-examination. The teacher
can initiate '!,e process of suggesting journal writi:- g tn. tradi-
tional valueclarification questions: What color clothes do you
usually wear and why? 7 f your house was on fire and you could only
save one object, what would it be? If you I. J only two more days to
live, how would you spend them? These ouestions, and dozens of
variations, force the writers to examine their lives closely and to
find words in order to do so.
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In Composition for Personal Growth, Hawley, Simon, and
Br;tton offer teachers suggestions for posing developmental prob-
lems for their students. Under the heading "Journal-Synthesizing
Activities" Hawley lists a number of imaginary situations which
require journal-writers to move outside their writing and experi-
ence it from a different perspeaive. In an exercise called "Time
Capsule" students are giver these directions: "Your journal is dis-
covered one hundred years from now (or three hundred years ago).
You, your other-time counterpart, find the journal. Write a descrip-
tion of the person and the way of life revealed in the journal."
Tasks such as these provide students with the 1 eans to witness
their own progress and, as such, are ut.Pfto concluding exercises in
any class using journals.

Teachers who have not dore so should try keeping a journal
along with their students. Journals do not work for everyone; how-
ever, the experience of keeping one may be the only way to find out.
Teachers, especially, can profit by the regular introspection and
self-examination forced by the process of journal writing. The
journal allows sequential planning within the context of one's
course its pages become a record of what has worked, what
hasn't, and suggestions for what might work next time either
next class or trAt year. Teachers can use journals for lesson plans,
practice exercises, and class evaluation. The journal may become a
teaching workshop and a catalyst to generate new research ideas as
well as a record of pedagogical growth.

Teachers should consider doing journal writing daily, in class,
along with their students. Teachers who write with their students
and read entries out loud in class lend credibility to the assignment
and test the validity of the writing task. If the instructor hta a hard
time with a given topic, it provides insight into difficulties stu-
dents may encounter and so makes for a better assignment next
time.

Th.) teacher-kept iournal provides an easy means to evaluate
each class session. The journal is not the only way to do this, of
course but it provides a handy place to keep these records, along-
side the planning sessions and the in-class journal. "Why was that
discussion on Walt Whitman so flat today? If ! had waited longer,
instead of answering my own question, others might have spoken
and deflected some of the attention away from me." Jottings like
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this may help teachers understand better their own teaching pro-
cess :Ind sometimes result in insights about what should ar
shouldn't have been done. These evaluations also act as prefaces for
the next planning session, pointing toward more structure or less.
And when a class, for one reason or another, has been a complete
failure, writing about it can be therapeutic. I can objectify what
went wrong and so create the illusion, at least, of being able to
control it the next time.

Journals are interdisciplinary and developmental by nature; it
would be hard for writers who use their journals regularly and seri-
ously not to witness their own growth. For teacher:, in most disci-
plines, however, the personal nature of journals may be of secondary
importance at least to the teacher with the primary focus
remaining the student's grasp of specialized knowledge. However,
the importance of ci_ .g personal with academic learning should
not be overlooked; self-knowledge provides the motivation for what-
ever other knowledge a', individual learns and absorbs. Without an
understanding of who we are, we are not likely to understand fully
why we study biology rather than forestry, literature rather than
philosophy. In the end, all knowledge is related; the journal helps
clarify the relationships.
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Time for Questions:
Writing Across the
Curriculum

BRYANT FILLION found that writing was not used to foster
learning, but his conclusions comes from work in Canadian

schools. What do surveys of U.S. schools reveal?

Sadly, the pattern Fillion found does seem to be representative
of U.S. schools as well. The most extensive study of J.S. class-
rooms is John Good lad's A Plac.., Called School. Goodlad found that
while many teachers claimed that the purpose of instruction was to
develop intellectual abilities, their teaching practices did lot match
their goals. I'll quote from his chapter, "What Schools aact Class-

rooms Teach":

What the schools in our sample did not appear to be doing in these
sub. .s was developing all of those qualities commonly listed
uncle. "intellectual development": the ability to think -ationally,
the ability to use, evaluate, and accumulate knowledge, a desire for
further learning. Only rarely did we find evidence to suggest
instruction likely to go much beyond mere possession of informa-
tion to a level of understanding its implications and either applying
it or exploring its possible applications

In another survey, Arthur Applebee (Writing in the Secondary
School), found that the most common type of writing in mathema-
tics, science and social studies classes was notetaking. And even
writing assignments which seemed to push students beyond the
recall of information probably did not. Applebee gives these
examples:

Select some phase of 20th century American literature and discuss
it in a theme of 300 600 words. Turn in polished draft only. (Elev-
enth Grade English)

Explain the ability of the Constitution to change with the times.
(Eleventh Grade American History)
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Write a brief essay describing a building (or type of building) which
best represents 20th century American culture. (Ninth Grade
World History)

Applebee * .-Aes that these assignments "become reasonable
tasks only when they are interpreted by students as requests to
summarize material previously presented in lessons or texts." (74).

What kind of writing should be done in the subject areas?

A big question. Students should be encouraged to use what
James Britton calls "expressive language" to work through key
questions. Expressive language resembles speech (see examples in
the letters in Nancie Atwell's article and in the reading narratives in
my own article). We can see it at work in the following journal entry
where a student works toward an understanding of what the
humanities are:

At first I thought about just human behavior but when I think of
the humanities I think of English and that doesn't fit in. It seems
that human creative expression or communication might be a good
short definition. Because I consider photography, drawing, paint-
ing, writing, building, and lots of other stuff to be creative expres-
sion. Humanities has to be a very general topic; so the definition
would also have to be general. When someone mentioned subjec-
tive. I agreed with that a lot. I think that separates it pretty well
with the sciences. Scientists all seem to be very objective people
with objective purposes. (Quoted in Fulwiler and Young, Language
Connections.

The writer is using writing to think aloud, to work toward a defi-
nition. A teacher could respond to a journal like this by raising
questions: what does "creative" mean? what are the "subjective"
purposes of humanists? Isn't a writer like Lewis Thomas a
"humanist" too?

Writing can also be used to support the thinking processes that
are central in each discipline. I grew up with a biologist and I was
always made aware of how important careful observation was. The
famous biologist Louis Aggasiz began his biology classes by having
his students look at a fish for three full days. Students should be
encouraged to use writing to hone their own capacity to observe.
The historian must interpret documents, and if the subject is recent,
conduct interviews. There are a number of inquiry texts which pro-
vide students with historical documents that a student might read
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and write about As It Happened: A History of the United
States by Charles Sellars et al. is one of the best. Students can also
compile oral histories involving interviews with people who experi-
enced history. Studs Terkel's The Good War could be used as a
model.

Does a heavy reliance on the textbook limit the kinds of writing
students do in the content areas?

I think so. Textbooks clearly have a major part to play, but other
kinds of reading may be more useful in eliciting interpretation,
analysis, and evaluation. Part of the problem, especially in the
social studies area, is that the edges of controversy are blunted;
Frances Fitzgerald presents a chilling picture of this process in
America Reuse.d. And textbooks in all areas seem designed on a
"transrnissior ' model of learning, where information is passed on to
the student.

Students in science classes could profit from reading essayists
like Stephen Gould, Lewis Thomas, and Loren Eisley. Students in
computer classes could enjoy Tracy Kidder's Soul of a New Machine
and students in a biology class could learn a great deal about
diseases from Berton Roueche's, The Medical Detectives. Students
in history classes could read books like Barbara Tuchman's Guns of
August to understand the origins of World War I or A.J.P. Taylor's
controversial Origins of the Second World War to understand how
the world stumbled into that war. The list could go on.

Books of this kind provide the challenge of sustained reading
that textbooks (particularly those which have, in Jean Chall's
words, been "dumbed down") do not. Because they probe more
deeply into particular topics they lend themselves to interpretation
more easily than textbooks. Most importantly, they provide a
model of writing that includes a human voice. Too many textbooks
provide a neutral voice: there is no contact with a writer. If the only
kind of exposition students have read is the textbook, they will, I
feel, try to write like textbooks when they attempt to analyze or
present information. We all know the dreary result.

Most school curriculum define areas of knowledge that must be
covered. Can teachers still cover the prescribed material and do the
reading (outside the text) and writing you suggest?
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This is the dilemma. How are we to define the objectives of our
teaching? I feel that we often think about _:urriculum as material to
be covered rather than as processes of thought. The Goodb Id study
suggests that schools are emphasizing coverage of factual material
at the expense of developing skills in interpreting, analyzing, and
applying information. But if schools are to emphasize these
intellectual capacities, they may need to scale down the range of
information students are to master.

After all, the teacher's job is not to cover but to uncover.
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APPENDIX I: The Grammar Questions

Arguments about the place of grammar instruction often go awry
because "grammar" has so many meanings. How can these various mean-
ings be distinguished?

Petrick Hartwell (see suggested reading) has identified five different
meanings generally given to the word "grammar." In abbreviated form
these are:

1. Grammar-in-the-head Speakers of any la. internalize the syntax
of the language. The child of five has in zed most of the lan-
guage's grammatical rules. This knowledge almost entirely tacit
the user cannot articulate the grammatical rules they apply when they
speak. For example, the child will know that we would say:

three fat men AND NOT fat three men

even though he or she had never theught about the rule for placing
adjectives in a series. We are not "taught" this kind of grammar; we
learn it, Choinsky would argue, because we are biologically predisposed
to learn it.

2. Grammar-as-linguistic science. Linguists attempt to construct models
of "grammar in the head." These models are necessarily complex and
are not designed to "help" the language user. Attempts during the late
60's to teach watered-down versions of transformational grammar were
generally unsuccessful and were mercifully abandoned.

3. School Grammar. This is the "grammar" derived from Latin grammars
which is fount' in textbooks like the Warriner series. In fact, Charlton
Laird has ref'. ' to school grammar as "the grammar of Latin ingeni-
ously warpe iggest English." Some of the definitions in school
grammar a. _tiled by linguists as hopelessly fuzzy. School grammar
texts inform swdents that "A sentence expresses a complete thought"
and then later that a paragraph has "one main idea" and that an essay
has "one point." Linguists recoil at this imprecision. But school gram-
mars do not really claim to be scientifically precise only generally
useful.

4. Grammar-as-etiquette. Written language has certain conventions, and
when writers (or speakers) deviate from these conventions, they use
"bad grammar." Writing instruction in this century has been driven by
an almost neurotic concern for this problem, but the argument that we
should be concerned only with meaning (and not with mechanics) is
equally misleading. Errors do matter. Mina Shaughnessy writes:
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Errors . . . are unintentional and unprofitable intrusions upon the
consciousness. of the reader. They introduce in accidental ways
alternative forms in spots where usage has stabilized a particular
form.... They demand energy without giving any return in mean-
ing. They shift the reader's attention from where he is going (mean-
ing) to how he is getting there (code). (Errors and Expectations,
p. 12.)

The reader, after all, is "a buyer in a buyer's market."

5. Grammar-as-style. There are a number of books which stress the con-
scious manipulation of sentences in order to help students become aware
of stylistic options. Some of these presuppose that the writer under-
stands school grammar (see Christensen); other proponents of gram-
mar-as-style (many of the sentence-combining texts) do not presuppose
this knowledge..

These distinctions help clarify the debate about grammar. Grammar-in-
the-head is something we possess as a member of our species. Grammar -as-
linguistic science is essentially unteachable except at the high levels of edu-
cation. The queLlion usually comes down to: does school grammar improve
grammar-as-etiquette?

I've read statements which claim that research has proved the grammar
instruction does not improve writing ability. If this is the case shouldn't
grammar instruction be entirely eliminated from the curriculum

The most widely quoted statement about the ineffectiveness of
grammar instruction comes from a 1963 publication Research in Written
Composition. Based on a review of almost 70 years of research the authors
claim:

In view of the widespread agreement of research studies based on
many types of students and teachers, the conclusion can be stated
in strong and unqualified terms: the teaching of formal grammar
has a negEgible or, because it displaces some instruction and prac-
tice in composition, even a harmful effect on improvement in
writing. (37.33)

Many have used this conclusion to claim that grammar should not be
taught at all.

In the past few years, the ugh, there has been some skepticism about
this sweeping claim (see the Kolnn article cited in the bibliography). Many
of the studies cited in the 1963 survey do not meet current standards for
experimental control, many failed to define what "instruction in formal
grammar" meant, and many came up with ambiguous results. It is fa'r to
say, however, that formal grammar instruction, while it may not be as
harmful as the 1963 survey claims, is clearly not as essential to writing
instruction as many programs seem to suggest it is. '1 r::,.e is no reason to
place any student in a writing class where actual experience writing is
limited ,10 that formal grammar might be taught.
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But many have difficulty accepting the sweeping claim for no grammar
because at times grammatical knowledge seems useful. Take for example a
student who writes:

She came in like she always did. Taking her good sweet time.

I've always found it easier to explain the fragment error to a student, if that
student could find the subject and verb in a sentence. Without that minimal
formal sense of what constitutes a sentence, a student has, I feel, a much
harder time determining the problem and the solution.

The problem with most grammar instruction is that it is not limited to
the kinds of knowledge that might come in useful to the writer. I've never
had occasion to use the distinction between transitive and intransitive
verbs yet I can remember a string of teachers trying to beat that into my
head.

If you accept that this mmimal grammar instruction might be useful,
how should it be taught in grammar units?

It should be taught in small doses. I've found few things more tedious
(for students and for teachers) than grammar units that last for a period of
weeks. Beside the obvious motivational problems, there is the problem of
transfer. Even those students who may learn grammatical principles in the
unit will often not transfer this learning to their own writing.

If grammar is to be taught it should be taught in mini-lessons of 5.7
minutes at the beginning of some writing classes. The lesson should deal
with an issue that relates to the writing that students are doing. If students
are overusing particular descriptive words or using words like
"awesome" to describe just about anything a minitessor could focus on
finding substitutes for these overworked adjectives. By relating grammar
instruction to actual writing problems, the instruction has a better chance
of sticking.

Why do students make grammatical errors?

For many students writing is a slow process that strains the writer's
memory. To get sometning of a feel for this slowness, try writing with your
nonwriting hand. Most people when asked to make this switch find it
difficult to maintain the sense of what the) write because so much of Weir
attention is given over to letter formation. Under these conditions, it is easy
to see how e writer may get lost within n sentence and how grammatical
errors are sometimes caused by breakdowns in attention.

Writers also get lost when they try to convey complex meanings that
require the tse of subordinating constructions which the writer initially
mismanages. For example, a sentence quoted in Mina Shaughnessy's
Errors and Expectations:

ii ne or she feels that they would prefer going to college to take a
course and major in something that has any doubt about whether or
not they will be employed in the field that they have chosen then
they should. (61)
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The thought behind this sentence is not simple. I would translate it as:
A person going to college should be willing to take a course that may not
Lead to employment if he or she wants to. Shaughnessy argues that
attempts to consolidate ideas in sentences like this "though the attempts
lead to ungrammaticality, may show a responsiveness to the writing
situation that should be encouraged and not checked by a permanent
retreat into simple sentences...." (51 Errors of this kind might be referred
to as "developmental errors" not caused by carelessness but by an attempt
to tackle complex grammatical structures.

What can a teacher do when confronted by such convoluted sentences?

A first step would be to have the student read the paper aloud; students
who have difficulty writing often do not reread what they have written.
Some of these difficulties may become apparent to the student when he
hears the sentences aloud. An audience for the writing can also help the
student re-enter the text. A student listening to the sentence about picking
courses might ask: "Are you saying people 'hould or shouldn't take courses
that won't lead to jobs?" This might puss the writer to reformulate the
sentence at first orally and then, perhaps, in a revision.

Is there anything that can be done for high school students with spelling
problems?

Poor spellers often think that the problem is unmanageable. If they
make 30 spelling errors in a 500 word paper, they often see these 30 errors
as thirty distinct problems. In fact, most poor spellers spell the vast
majority of the words they use correctly, and even their misspellings are
usually off by no more than a letter or two. These misspellings often fall
into 2 or 3 categories; for example, a student may frequently leave off the
sound at the end of words because he or she doesn't hear it. One of the
teacher's main jobs is to show the student a pattern in these errors so that
the problem does not seem so hopeless.

Poor spellers, like students who make grammatical errors, often do not
reread what they have written. Students should be asked to read aloud their
writing and to note words they are not sure of. Most adults, I believe,
correct their misspellings, not by applying a rule, but by seeing if the word
"looks right" we match the word against some visual representation of
that word. if the student has located a word that seems misspelled he
should note the part of the word that seems questionable. The student can
then look the word up.

If students are to master spelling lists, the words should be taken from
their own misspellings. Standardized spelling lists seem less useful because
students usually know how to spell most of the words on them. Why use
va;uable time testing students on words they already know? And the fact
that a student has used a word is some indication that he or she will use it
again. It makes more sense to concentrate on these words than to ask
students to learn to spell words that they will not likely use.
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Are some spelling problems really handwriting problems?

I think so. Some students write so illegibly that it may be difficult for
many of them to clearly see the words they have written. These students
should be given access to word processors, if they are available. The screen
of the word processor will give them a clearer picture of-what they have
written and it will give them a way of correcting misspellings that won't
require constant smudgy erasing.
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TO CO pose
Teaching Writing in the High School

What does it mean to compose? This short question launched a
revolution in the teaching of writing. Writers, teachers, and
researchers have begun to look at the composing process. They have
found that the traditional advice offered students often bears little
resemblance to the actual composing processes of writers. Writers
do not always outline. Writers do not write to rigid formats. Writers
need readers not correctors armed with red pens. These investiga-
tions led to a deceptively radical proposition why not treat stu-
dents as writers?

The twelve essays in To Compose examine the writing process,
and they show how classrooms can be set up to encourage students
to act as writers. The essays deal with central issues like:

.. . How writers find topics

.. . How teachers can respond to writing

.. . How writing and litera.are can be combined

.. . How writing can be used in all subject areas

. .. and more

In addition to the essays themselves, thers is a special "Time for
Questions" section at the end of each section where Thomas Newkirk
answers questions most commonly asked by teachers. Each section
concludes with suggestions for further reading.
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